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ABSTRACT
Thesis Title: Pakistan-Iran Relations since 9/11: Challenges,
Opportunities and P rospects
Pakistan and Iran are natural allies on the basis of common history and culture. They are
important states geo-strategically in world affairs not only due to economic importance
but also for having a distinct geo-strategic location, which makes them vital in regional
and world geo-politics. Despite having many commonalties in culture, history, religion
and geostrategic environment, they could not develop a sustainable multidimensional
relationship. In the beginning, they were able to develop a geo-economic and strategic
partnership. However, a number of external factors, including the cold-war power
politics, Soviet-Afghan war and Iran-Saudi estranged relations, created structural
constraints in their relations. After 9/11, the dynamics of regional and international
political environment changed that impacted the Pak-Iran bilateral relationship and gave
new dimensions to their relations. This study examines the evolving nature of Pak -Iran
relations since 9/11 with a focus on the challenges, issues and opportunities. This study
finds that Pak-Iran relationship still faces various challenges, however, a number of
developments, particularly China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), both states’
partnership with China and reconciliation process in Afghanistan, offer opportunities for
the development of closer relationship. Further, the study concludes that the two
countries can overcome the challenges and issues if they move forward to realize the full
potential of the opportunities.

Keywords: CPEC, SCO, Indo-Iran strategic relationship, Afghanistan, Indo-US
strategic partnership.
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INTRODUCTION
Pakistan and Iran are the two Muslim neighboring states having great significance
in world affairs because of their distinct geography and resources. Both states are closely
interlinked in norms and values, shared history, culture, faith and linguistic interlinkages.
Both have great importance in regional affairs due to the special importance of their
geographical location. Iran is an important political actor in Persian Gulf and it is full of
natural resources, particularly having second largest proven natural gas reserves of 971.2
trillion cubic feet next only to Russia. 1 Pakistan has cordial relations with Iran since its
inception. After the independence of Pakistan in August 1947, Iran was the first country
which internationally recognized the sovereignty of Pakistan. Shah of Iran was the first
Head of State to pay a state visit to Pakistan in March 1950.
In the beginning, a treaty of friendship was signed between Prime Minister Liaquat Ali
Khan and the Shah of Iran. The founding father of Pakistan, Muhammad Ali Jinnah,
argued to develop cordial relations with neighboring Muslim country. On several
occasions, Jinnah pointed out with great vision that Pakistan could look forward to a
genuine and lasting relationship with Iran. In the Shah era, Iran was closer to Pakistan in
different areas like in the field of trade and defense. The intimacy between both countries
was the result of historical closeness, common culture and norms.
In 1979, Pakistan-Iran faced declination due to shift in political regime in Iran after
Islamic Revolution and changing reginal dynamics like Soviet-Afghan war, divergent
approaches in Afghanistan such as Pakistan’s alignment with the US. All these factors
halted bilateral relationship. The advent of the Islamic Revolution in Iran brought about a
paradigm shift in Iran’s internal and external policies. Iran left the alliance with the West
and adopted an independent foreign policy. But Pakistan remained allied with the West in
terms of providing support to the US on the policy of containment against Soviet’s rise in
Afghanistan. Instead of a shared strategic outlook and historical convergence, PakistanIran relationship became the victim of strategic divergence with its inevitable negative

1

Marie Lall and Iftikhar A. Lodhi, “Political Economy of Iran-Pakistan-India (IPI) Gas Pipeline,” Institute
of South Asian Studies of Singapore 26 (2007): 16.

2
consequence. Pak-Iran relationship faced declination in the aftermath of Islamic
revolution in Iran.
In the decade of 1990s, it had been seen the rise of the monster of sectarian terrorism in
Pakistan which resulted in the tragic deaths of hundreds of Pakistanis belonging to one or
the other sect. 2 In the process, several Iranian officials posted in Pakistan also fall victim
to acts of terrorism aggravating strains in Pakistan-Iran relations. During Taliban rule in
Afghanistan (1996-2001), both states adopted divergent approaches in Afghanistan which
led break up in their bilateralism. Their relations remained highly tense until fall of
Taliban regime.
However, there were made some efforts in 2000 and the beginning of 2001 for resolving
conflictual issues. By that time, both have realized the collateral damage during the tense
relationship as well as it was necessary to resolve these issues for mutual prosperity.
Therefore, on April 2001, Mr. Hasan Rouhani, the incumbent President of Iran who was
the Secretary General of the Iranian Supreme National Security Council at that time, paid
a visit to Pakistan to put Pakistan-Iran relations back on track. Meanwhile, the event of
9/11 led to a policy shift in Afghanistan that brought Pakistan closer to Iran’s policy.
The post-Cold War era was quite different from the previous international system of bipolarity. Prior to this, political and security agendas of states were their dominating
interests. The post-Cold War and subsequent developments of 9/11 enhanced economic
liberalization and trade relations between Pakistan and Iran for gaining national interests.
In this regard, Pakistan and Iran realized full potential of economic cooperation and both
came closer after the events of 9/11. In the field of commerce and trade, Iran and Pakistan
conducted US$500 million of trade and concluded free trade agreement in 2005. 3 The
land border at Tafton is the conduit for trade in electricity and oil. Iran is extending its
railway network towards Tafton. In 2007-08, Pakistan’s annually merchandise trade with
Iran consisted of $256 million in imports and $218.6 million in exports, according to
2

Zahir Shah and Ijaz Khalid, “Pakistan-Iran Relations in the Changing Global Scenario Post 9/11,” Journal
of Applied Environmental and biological Sciences 5 (2015): 207.
3
Jahangir Achakzai, “Pak-Iran Trade Expansion: The Irritants & Policy Challenges ,” Central Asia Journal
67 (2005) , accessed April 6, 2017,
http://www.asc-centralasia.edu.pk/Issue_67/05_Jahangir_Achakzai.ht ml.
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World Trade Organization (WTO). In August 2008, Iran agreed to finance a robust
energy project that would allow Pakistan to import 1,000 megawatts of electricity. In
2008, General elections were held in Pakistan on 18 February after being postponed from
8 January 2008. Elections in Pakistan, the political regime came in to government after
long period of dictator rule. The elections in Pakistan provided a new look of
relationships between two neighbors. Some scholars believe that that Pakistan People
Party (PPP) led- government is closer with Iran than Saudi Arabia due to its liberal
policies. 4 Therefore, the elections in Pakistan opened a wave of closeness between both
states.
The trajectory of Pakistan-Iran relations has been influenced by not only to domestic and
regional dynamics but also global forces also impact their relationship. The changing
dynamics of South Asia, global and structural developments influence Pakistan-Iran
relations. Therefore, both states relationship has to face issues, challenges and
opportunities at state, regional and global level. For instance, Indo-Iran cooperation in
Afghanistan as well as India’s mega investment for constructing Chahbahar port affects
Pakistan’s relations with Iran. In addition, opportunities exist which provide chance for
the enhancement of cordiality between both states. For instance, shared culture and
history, common geostrategic environment and geographical proximity create closeness
between both states. Further, both have signed geo-economic project of the gas pipeline
that is having greater potential for improving more closeness. Unfortunately, it could not
be materialized because of external pressure.
The lingering mistrust, American pressure, complexity of Afghanistan situation and the
Western economic sanctions on Iran do not allow Pakistan and Iran to take full
advantages of the opportunities that are available since 9/11. Moreover, the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JACPOA) provided an opportunity for both Pakistan and
Iran to join hands in strengthening bilateral relations and cooperation in various fields.
Un-fortunately, the unilateral withdrawal of the US from the agreement in 2018

4

Safdar Sial, An analysis of emerging Pakistani-Iranian ties, (Norewegain Peace Buid ling Resource
Center, 2015), 4.
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demolished the opportunity. Iran had to face international sanctions that have restricted
Pakistan for improving economic relations.

Statement of the Problem
Pakistan and Iran are the two Muslim neighboring countries and share common
faith, culture, history and other geostrategic linkages. Historically, in the Shah era, both
countries were strategic partners and very close to each other, even thinking for mutual
federation. 5 But their relationship experienced disturbance after Islamic revolution of Iran
in 1979. They could not establish cordial relations after Islamic revolution of Iran
because of changing regional dynamics and developments. For instances, structural
constraints occurred such as new political system in Iran, Soviet-Afghan war, Iran’s antiAmericanism rhetoric and Pakistan’s inclination towards America and Saudi Arabia. The
event of 9/11 changed international politics dramatically as well as it impacted positively
on the relationship of both neighboring countries. Although the era of post-9/11 has been
seemed as a cooperative relationship but both could not develop cordial relationship due
to occurring of issues and challenges at state, regional and international level in terms of
terrorism and sectarianism, instability in Afghanistan as well as role of major powers
such as US, China, and Russia.
However, the shift occurred in Pakistan-Iran relations and a new phase of their
relationship started after 9/11. It is important to study the relationship of both in the
context of changing dynamics of global system especially since 9/11. After the 9/11, both
countries revisited their bitter relationship on the basis of undertaking cooperative
measures. Therefore, both made some attempts for improving their bilateral ties after the
fall of the Taliban in 2002. In fact, both states are facing challenges and issues which are
hurdle for cordiality. The analysis of existing opportunities and challenges gives broader
spectrum of Pakistan and Iran relations. Moreover, there exists greater potential for
improving bilateral relationship by realizing the existing opportunities at state, regional
and global level such as socio-economic bilateral agreements, common positions in

5

Muhammad A mir Rana, “Iran and Pakistan’s intertwined history,” Dawn, July 24, 2016, accessed April
28, 2017, https://www.dawn.co m/news/1272879.
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Afghanistan particularly after the US drawdown from Afghanistan as well as both are
having cordiality with common friend China. The relationship between Pakistan and Iran
can be studied through three levels of analysis: international, regional and state level. The
study of three levels of analysis defines the evolving nature of their relationship in the
contemporary world and describes existing challenges and opportunities and futuristic
challenges, opportunities and prospects.

Objectives of the Study
This study anticipates achieving the following objectives:


To examine the historical evolution of Pakistan-Iran relations.



To study the dynamics of Pakistan-Iran relations since 9/11.



To find out the existing challenges which Pakistan-Iran relations have been
confronting in post 9/11 period.



To examine the existing opportunities that offer potential for developing
closer relations between Pakistan and Iran.



To assess the future prospects for Pakistan-Iran relations.

Research Questions
The research investigates the following questions


How have Pakistan and Iran developed their relationship in the changing course
of history?



How have their relationship been affected by the changing dynamics since 9/11?



Which opportunities exist for Pakistan-Iran relationship in post-9/11 period?



What future prospects exist for Pakistan-Iran relationship?

Literature Review
Pakistan and Iran are both Muslims neighboring countries and both have shared
culture, history and faith. After Pakistan’s independence in 1947, Iran was the first
country which recognized Pakistan as a sovereign entity. The relationship between

6
Pakistan-Iran can be viewed on System and international level. Dr. Lubna Abid Ali
discusses the relationship in her article “Pak-Iran Relations in the Post-Imperial World”
(2009). 6 She explains the evolution of Pakistan-Iran relationship and describes that the
both countries have number of similarities like shared history, culture, faith and
linguistics linkages but both could not develop cordial and strategic partnership. She
discusses different factors that influence Pak-Iran relationship in the post-revolution era.
There exist external and internal factors which influence their relationship. For instances,
the role of US in the South Asia particularly in the internal affairs of Pakistan as well as
her role in the politics of Middle East, influence of Saudi Arabia in the domestic politics
of Pakistan and the volatile situation of Afghanistan. The domestic instability like
terrorism, instability and extremist organizations are hurdles for improving bilateralism.
Harsh V. Pant explains the nature of relationship in the article “Pakistan and Iran’s
Dysfunctional Relationship” (2009). 7 Pakistan and Iran are bound by cultural, ethnic and
religious bonds. Pakistan gained independence in 1947 at the beginning of the Cold War.
Iran became the first state to recognize the new nation and the two neighbors soon
developed a strong partnership by signing a treaty of friendship in 1950. The
developments in terms of the fall of Shah in 1979 and anti-American rhetoric led by
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s worried the Pakistani authorities. The writer discusses
the changing phase of relation between two countries after the Islamic revolution in Iran
1979. Iran got suspicious over Pakistan’s alignment with US and her support to Taliban.
Pakistan got great amount of aid from US and Saudi Arabia on the Jihadi agenda against
Soviet aggression. This created Pak-US closeness and dismayed Pakistan-Iran
relationship. Above all, the author describes the challenging issues between both states
for showing the dysfunctional relationship like wars in Afghanistan, having different
approaches to Afghanistan, issue of instability and boarder management crisis.

6

Lubna Abid Ali, “Pak-Iran Relations in the Post-Imperial World,” Journal of Political Studies 16 (2009):
4.
7
Harsh V. Pant, “ Pakistan and Iran's dysfunctional relationship,” Middle East Quarterly (2009): 46.

7
Nabiha Gul discusses the regional security in the article “Post-9/11 Afghanistan and the
Regional Security Scenario” (2006). 8 Following the 9/11 events, the world community
was compelled to view terrorism as a common challenge which was projected as the
foremost source of global insecurity and threat. The strategies applied to cope with this
challenge drastically changed the global security. The security of both countries was not
only disturbed after 9/11 but it also created mistrust between two countries. The regional
scenario generated gap between each other for having respective priorities.
V. Suresh and K. Ramesh elaborate Pak-Iran relationship in their article “India-Iran
relations: Prospects and challenges” (2015). 9 They discuss the growing ties between India
and Iran with reference to implications over Pak-Iran bilateralism. Pakistan and Iran are
having shared institutional body for enhancing economic and trade cooperation as well as
on the road of developing cordiality through economic cooperation organization (ECO).
ECO is the successor organization of Regional Cooperation for Development (RCD). But
the both states could not develop trade and economic liberalism. Indo-Iran economic
bilateralism as well as their closeness on the matters of Afghanistan is the greater concern
for Pakistan.
Zahid Ali Khan discusses Pakistan’s concerns over Indo-Iran economic ties in his article
“China’s Gwadar and India’s Chahbahar: an analysis of Sino-India geo-strategic and
economic competition” (2013). 10 He describes that the foreign policy of Pakistan is Indocentric as well as emerging Indo-Iran economic ties have been seen suspiciously by
Pakistan. India is on the policy of isolating Pakistan global and regional level. China’s
involvement in the development of Gwadar sea port is an important shift that counters the
US influence in the domestic politics of Pakistan’s affairs. CPEC has long lasting impacts
on Pakistan’s relationship with Iran. On the other hand, India alongside with Iran is
developing Chahbahar port which is geo-economic challenge for Pakistan. China is
emerging a powerful extra-regional player that challenges US hegemonic aspirations.
8

Nabiha Gu l, “Post-9/11 Afghanistan and the Regional Security Scenario,” Pakistan Horizon 59 (2006):
45.
9
V. Suresh and K. Ramesh, “India-Iran relations: Prospects and challenges ,” African Journal of Political
Science and International Relations 9 (2015): 381.
10
Zahid Ali Khan, “Ch ina’s Gwadar and India’s Chahbahar: An Analysis of Sino-India Geo-St rategic and
Economic Co mpetit ion,” Journal of Strategic Studies 32 (2013): 82.
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Dr. Satyanarayan Pattanayak explains the relationship of both countries historically in his
book “Iran's Relations with Pakistan: A Strategic Analysis” (2011). 11 He gives strategical
analysis of the relationship and discusses that how these two states with having diffe rent
political systems are going to get closer in recent days. He proclaims that both Iran and
Pakistan represent two distinct patterns of political systems and navigating their
relationship is a very difficult task indeed. However, new developments in recent years
have created commonalties for improving bilateralism. He gives the opinion that both
countries would become strategic partner by enhancing trade, economic and cordial
relations. He argues that Pakistan is able to maintain cordial relations with Saudi Arabia
and Iran despite the fact that their relations had acquired adversary proportion after 1979.
It is the active example of foreign policy of Pakistan which is balancing the influence and
promoting for self- interest by enhancing the relations towards neighbor country.
Muhammad Anwar gives economic perspective in his article “Islamic Banking in Iran and
Pakistan: A Comparative Study” (1992). 12 He discusses that Iran and Pakistan are having
opportunity for establishing their banking and financial sectors completely in line with the
dictates of Sariah. Furthermore, he explains that both countries have the opportunity to
expand their bilateral political and economic relations. The Iranian foreign minister Javad
Zarif has also suggested opportunities for greater economic and security cooperation in the
region following the landmark of nuclear deal with the P5+1.
Nazir Hussain and Sannia Abdullah discuss Pak-Iran relationship in article “Iran Nuclear
Deal: Implications for Regional Security” (2015). 13 He assesses that after the success of
nuclear deal with global powers, Iran will establish economic ties with neighboring
countries. They discuss the implications of the deal for the whole region. After Nuclear
deal, Iran would enhance economic and trade relations with all countries after relaxation
on economic sanctions. Furthermore it is elaborated this deal will impact Iran's role in the

11

Satyanarayan Pattanayak, “Iran's Relations with Pakistan: A Strategic Analysis,” (New Dehli, Vij Books
India Private Limited, 2011), 70.
12
Muhammad Anwar, “Islamic Banking in Iran and Pakistan: A Comparat ive Study,” The Pakistan
Development Review 31 (1992): 1092.
13
Nazir Hussain and Sannia Abdullah, “Iran Nuclear Deal: Implications for Regional Security,” Journal of
Political Studies 22 (2015): 584.
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Middle East. But the deal was failed due to the US unilaterally withdrawal of the deal and
Iran could not get full advantageous of the deal.
Zubeida Hasan discusses the closeness of three states Iran, Pakistan and Turkey after
establishing the institutional body of Regional Cooperation for Development in 1964 in
her article “Iran, Pakistan and Turkey-Regional Co-Operation for Development”(1964).14
She argues that three countries are having good relations in economic field as well as all
of them belong Turku-Persian culture dominated states and non-Arab allies. These states
can enhance economic relations through using economic institutional body despite having
divergences on regional and global issues and domestic political system as well.
Shah Alam says that both states relations have shared geo-strategic environment in his
article

“Pakistan-Iran

relations

Iran-Pakistan Relations: Political and

Strategic

Dimensions” (2004). 15 He gives the analysis of Pak-Iran relations on the basis of historical
events and discusses the convergences and divergences on the basis of strategic and
political dimensions. In this regard, convergent environment led them into cooperation and
divergent environment created problems in their bilateral relations. Muhammad Naveed
Qaisar and Amjad Abbas Khan say that Pak-Iran relationship also faces challenges with
the changing dynamics in article “Pakistan-Iran Relations in a Regional Context” (2017). 16
They discuss that Pakistan and Iran are having close ties from the inception despite having
challenges and Issues in terms Pakistan has established strategic relationship with Iran’s
arch rival Saudi Arabia and similarly Iran has developed closer relationship with India.
However, Iran’s developing relations with China and Russia also has implications for her
relationship with Pakistan.
Research Gap
Literature reviewed above focuses on Pakistan-Iran relations on the basis of historical
events. Their relations are discussed with the reference to the cold-war politics and post14

Zubeida Hasan, “Iran, Pakistan and Turkey-Regional Co-Operation for Development,” Pakistan Horizon
17 (1964): 279.
15
Shah Alam, “Pakistan-Iran relations Iran-Pakistan Relations: Polit ical and Strategic Dimensions,”
Strategic Analysis 28 (2004): 530.
16
Muhammad Naveed Qaisar and Amjad Abbas Khan, “Pakistan-Iran Relat ions in a Regional Context,” A
Research Journal of South Asian Studies 32 (2017): 248.

10
cold war regional politics. Historically, Pakistan and Iran developed strategic relationship
in pre-revolution era. During the Shah of Iran era, both were enjoying economic and
geostrategic relations. However, their relationship could not see the previous trust and
cordiality in post-Islamic revolution era. After the revolution, the global and regional
scenario changed and socio-political differences emerged. Moreover, the revolution
changed regional geopolitics along with developments at domestic and global level which
led towards differences between Pakistan and Iran and resulting in mutual disadvantages.
Moreover,

literature review indicates that Pakistan-Iran relationship

is almost

dysfunctional and the two countries have so far failed to develop cordial relations. Further,
many authors view Pakistan-Iran relations as a complicated relationship. There exist
issues and challenges between the two states which are hurdles for improving bilateral
relations. These include regional constraints, divergent approaches regarding the matters
of Afghanistan, changing regional dynamics in the post-9/11 period, divergent alliances
and the challenge of terrorism. Moreover, Pakistan and Iran’s divergent political systems
and regional approaches create distance between the two countries. The political
instability in Pakistan and sectarianism are also matters of concern for Iran.
To some extent, some authors have discussed the possible cooperation and closeness
between Pakistan and Iran in the changing global and reginal scenario. However, Pakistan
and Iran relations have not been discussed in detail by identifying challenges,
opportunities and prospects especially after 9/11. Some scholars briefly have discussed
challenges and opportunities but their focus remains on analyzing historical events without
considering role of ideological factors and analyzing future developments. There exists a
lack of broader discussion on Pak-Iran relations as the given literature is unable to give a
comprehensive picture of Pakistan-Iran relations in post-9/11 era taking all elements and
factors that impact the relationship into account. In addition, many scholars discuss
Pakistan-Iran relations by applying traditional approaches of international relations,
namely realism and liberalism. These approaches are unable to explain complexities of the
issues, challenges and opportunities. Their relationship is analyzed by using the theory of
complex interdependence that covers the nature of their relationship in depth by giving a
comprehensive picture.
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In this thesis, Pak-Iran relations are discussed by using three levels of analysis approach
with reference to the changing dynamics of international politics on their relationship.
Their relations are discussed with giving focus on post-9/11 developments and considering
the role geopolitical developments after launching Global War on Terrorism (GWOT). It
is discussed that 9/11 is the transitional phase of Pakistan-Iran relationship when both
states realized the full potential of their relationship. The subsequent developments in
post-9/11 period in terms of fall of Taliban government created an opportunity for
developing closer relationship.
However, historical events are also discussed that have great impact on their bilateral
relationship. The ideological aspect of the relationship is very important to discuss for
understanding clearly the nature of their relationship. Many scholars have missed this
factor that has greater role in Iran’s geopolitical maneuvers. The political system of Iran
is the mixed of democratic and Islamic system that runs under the authority of supreme
leadership. Moreover, it is highlighted that why the two states, despite having a potential
for developing a deep-rooted relationship, could not establish a cordial relationship. There
exists a great potential for improving bilateral relations by realizing the opportunities.
Moreover, futuristic prospects are discussed with reference to geopolitical developments
which have positive implications for their relationship.

Theoretical Framework
Theory provides frame of reference or model for describing International System.
Realism and Liberalism are the dominant theories of international relations which give
traditional look of the international system. These two approaches have limited
explanation and closer look that is unable to give comprehensive outlook of international
relations. The theory “Complex Interdependence” is developed by Robert Keohane and
Joseph Nye in late 1970s in a book power and interdependence. 17 It gives broader picture
of international relations and focuses the role of transnational actors, social and economic
interlinks in world politics. Further, it challenges classical and structural realism which
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asserts the role of military and economic power for explaining states behavior. The
concept is evaluated on the basis of critique over the theories of Realism and Liberalism.
This theory is an analytical construct of the traditional approaches for defining that how
international politics is transformed by complex interdependence.
The theorists recognize that the various and complex transnational connections and
interdependencies between states and societies are increasing, while the use of military
force and

power balancing are decreasing but remain

important.

Complex

interdependence is characterized by three characteristics. These consist of involvement of
the use of multiple channels of action between socie ties in interstate and transnational
relations and the absence of a hierarchy of issues with changing agendas and linkages
between issues prioritized as well as bringing about a decline in the use of military force
and coercive power in international relations.
The approach of complex interdependence suitably defines the nature of Pak-Iran
relations which involve tangible and non-tangible actors. The theory shows that both
countries share many ideals like history, culture and faith which develop multilateral
cooperation in the fields of economics and security. The two countries offer ideal
opportunities for economic relationship. The shared geostrategic environment as well as
geographical proximity creates interdependence between the two. Their interdependence
is evident from the fact that divergence between them results in mutual disadvantage and
convergence leads to win-win situation. Historical analysis of their relations shows that
they maintained cooperation despite having serious issues between them. In the Shah’s
era, they remained strategic partners and had great cooperation in the fields of trade and
security. Their relations became strained from 1979 onwards on the issue of Afghanistan
and the Islamic revolution.
Pakistan-Iran relations are not merely based upon neighborhood and geographical
contiguity or not just state-to-state relations. The two countries are interlinked through
people-to-people interactions. The people of both states consider each other very closer.
Both are interlinked through common cultural, historical and religious bonds. Their deeprooted relationship does not owe to only material advantageous but multiple channels
play significant role in maintaining closer relationship. For instance, socio-cultural ties
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and shared historical background are underlying factors of their relationship. Before the
independence of Pakistan, Persian was common language and was spoken by the people
of Indian sub-continent. Some scholars such as Howard Wriggins view that Iran has
greater influence on the political structure and process as well as Islamic cult in the subcontinent which came through the Persian preachers. 18 After the independence, both
states developed cordial and warm relationship. It is noteworthy that they never involved
in any territorial dispute and conflict. During the cold-war, both states adopted the
positive approach towards each other and remained strategic allies. However during the
Taliban rule in Afghanistan, they faced extreme bitterness. On the positive side, both
attempted to resolve through coordination in post-9/11 period.
Historically, both states remained close realizing the advantage of common socio-cultural
and strategic linkages. Moreover, they were close in the period of cold-war due to having
common security challenges. However, they have some issues and challenges that create
mistrust and coldness of their relations. For instance, volatile situation of Afghanistan
after the ending of cold-war as well as after 9/11 created differences between them.
Moreover, internal instability, worse security situation of Pakistan after 9/11 and cross
border terrorism is the factors of mistrust between them. But both states have always
remained successful in resolving all issues by mutual-coordination while realizing natural
intimacy and avoiding escalation of tensions. Moreover, there exists a great security
challenge in terms of problem of cross border terrorism but this issue is dealt by mutual
coordination and both states have strategic coordination for resolving the issue. Their
bilateralism could not be affected by such kinds of challenges and issues. Both have
realized cooperation is an essential requirement of their relations.
With such a complex interdependence in between them, both have great potential for
developing cordial relations. Due to the religious closeness, Pakistani people use to visit
Iran for pilgrimage of holy shrines. The transnational channels are playing significant
role in maintaining relations between the two states. Both have relations in the field of
trade and commerce. The volume of bilateral trade increased by 20 percent during 2018-
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19 as said by the Ambassador of the Islamic Republic of Iran in Pakistan Mehdi
Honarodoust. 19 Moreover, both are thinking for establishing banking channel for
strengthening and legalizing the trade relations. 20 Their cooperation and multidimensional
relationship will potentially lead towards economic prosperity and peace across the
region. Non-state actors and institutions can play an important role in developing
cordiality and improving relations. They have a potential to enhance the relationship by
overcoming hurdles and challenges. Given to geopolitical disposition with energy rich
Iran in its neighborhood, Pakistan has a chance to come out of the energy crisis by
building its part of gas pipeline project. This will be mutual beneficial for Pakistan and
Iran as the former will get rid of energy crisis and latter will get economic relaxation in
the midst of US stringent economic sanctions.

Research Methodology
This research is carried out that will answer the primary research questions. The
primary concern of research is to discuss the evolving nature of their relationship for
understanding issues, challenges and opportunities through analysis of data presented in
the literature review which consists upon books, scholarly articles and policy briefs. As a
consequence of the new developments in Iran’s foreign policy and openness to the West
adopted by President Rouhani, the topic has proven to be a research interes t. This
research examines the relationship through the theory of complex interdependence,
discusses the pattern of the bilateral relations and explains the nature of relationship
between two states. This research is based on qualitative method of analysis and the main
sources of this research are Books, Journals, international reports, policy briefs, articles
and official websites such as the Diplomate, World Affairs journal and United Nations
Office on Drugs and Crime and official websites such as website of Pakistan’s foreign
Ministry.
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The research is carried out by using qualitative methodology as well as adopted analytical
and explanatory approach. Historical background of the study is also given for analyzing
existing scenarios and assessing future prospects of their relationship. It is discussed that
why have Pakistan and Iran failed to develop closer relationship, despite of having sociocultural and historical linkages. The data has been collect from journals, books, research
articles and newspapers and official websites. It is collected mainly from secondary
sources as well as some data is collected from original sources such as using official
website of Pakistan’s foreign affairs for allocating interviews and approaches. The other
sources are used like Jstore.com and Dawn News etc. For data collection, various
libraries of Universities have been visited as well as used internet, social media and other
sources. The data is interpreted for analyzing Pakistan-Iran relationship in changing
dynamics of South Asia and post-9/11 developments. Explanatory and analytical
techniques are mostly used in the research. The study is based upon contemporary
developments since 9/11 for analyzing issues, challenges and opportunities between
Pakistan and Iran. However, historical events are discussed for understanding broader
picture of the relationship. The study is carried out comparing the geopolitical
developments from the past to present at state, regional and global level.

Significance of the Study
The topic is important in contemporary regional and international politics
especially regarding the changing dynamics of South Asia. The research discusses two
important states which are located in two geostrategic important regions, namely South
Asia and Middle East. Both regions are quite significant in world politics. On the one
side, Iran is full of its natural resources and second world largest gas producer in the
world and located in Persian Gulf. On the other hand, Pakistan is an important state,
located in South Asia, first Muslim Nuclear capable state and having distinct
geographical location. Due to their distinct qualities, Pakistan and Iran remain the center
of world politics. In addition, their relationship has been impacted by the regional
developments in South Asia. The new dynamics of the South Asia in terms of ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), Indo-US strategic relationship as well as RussoPakistan emerging strategic ties have greater impact on their relationship.
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It is assessed the needs of global energy will rise by 45 percent till 2030 and demand will
come from china and China. Moreover, it is expected that China will import 7.3 million
barrel crude oil per day till 2020. Such kinds of demands have serious implications for
China. 21 Therefore, she is working on developing different projects for reaching energy
rich states. CPEC is the part of Chinese “One Belt One Road” (OBOR) initiative.
Iran also showed positive aspirations to CPEC. The president of Iran Muhammad Hassan
Rohani expressed his views that Iran is desirous of participating in CPEC which is one of
the greatest projects in the history of the region. Such kind of desire shows further
development of good relations in the fields of economic and trade. The research focuses
all those opportunities of Pak-Iran relationship which are important for improving
bilateral relations as well as it elaborates that how can both states manage challenges and
issues for improving cordiality. Further, the geographical proximity, ideological
closeness, shared culture as well as having socio-economic bilateral agreements are
important for further cooperation and cordiality. All these factors make complex
interdependence and enhance bilateralism after realizing full potential of these positive
factors. Further, these will lead towards cooperation particularly after removing structural
constraints at state, regional and global level.

Delimitation
Finding a great deal of information on this topic is not easy, because it deals with
different factors which have impact on the relationship. The topic carries the relationship
between both states since 9/11. It also discusses recent scenarios with reference to
geopolitical developments that provide opportunities for improving the relationship. On
the other hand, different challenges are also discussed with reference to their long las ting
impact on the relationship. An analytical approach is adopted to understand the complete
scenario. On the basis of historical events along with recent developments, different
phases of their relationship are discussed. Meanwhile, it is elaborated that the cordiality
between Pakistan and Iran will spread peace and prosperity across the region.
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Information is acquired through different books, research articles, journals, news and
websites. The research also gives the analysis of Pakistan-Iran relations on the basis of
developments at state, regional and international level. The role of non-state actors and
Islamic political parties are also discussed. The roles of different pressure groups are also
discussed because these play important role in opinion building. Pakistan’s balanced
approach between Saudi Arabia and Iran is also discussed.

Chapters’ Breakdown
The introduction of the thesis includes statement of the problem, significance of the
study, objectives of the study, research questions, theoretical framework, delimitation and
chapter’s breakdown.


Chapter 1 “Historical Background” discusses the historical analysis of the topic
and elaborates evolving nature of their relations as well as highlights different
phases of Pakistan-Iran relations.



Chapter 2“Challenges for Pakistan-Iran Relations” discusses what kind of
challenges and problems faced by neighboring countries at state, regional and
international level and how these can be tackled.



Chapter 3 “Opportunities for Pakistan-Iran Relations” elaborates the opportunities
between Pakistan and Iran and discusses its impact on regional strength.



Chapter 4 “Futures Prospects.” gives futuristic overview of Pak-Iran relationship.
It holds theoretical analysis for enhancing relations through using opportunities
and commonalties between them.

The thesis ends with “Conclusion” that consists upon suggestions and the findings of the
study.
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CHAP TER 1
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF PAKISTAN-IRAN
RELATIONS
The historical perspective of Pakistan-Iran relations gives deepening spectrum of their
relationship and describes the evolving nature of their relationship in changing dynamics
of South Asia. The deep-rooted and socio-cultural linkages provide opportunities for
enhancing bilateralism between both states. Therefore, both established cordial
relationship in the initial phase of Pakistan’s independence. The cold war power politics
impacted their relationship and both became strategic partners. Due to having complex
interdependence, both states remained cooperative over all issues and never involved any
conflict. Generally, their relationship remained cooperative, conflictual and competitive
in all periods of interaction. The Islamic revolution of Iran in 1979, Afghan Soviet War
(1979-1989) and disintegration of Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) portrayed
competitive environment where divergences led towards dismay in their relationship.
Moreover, the developments at global level in the wake of 9/11 attacks and US invasion
of Afghanistan in 2001 generated convergent and divergent interests. The historical
overview is given in the beginning for understanding the nature of Pak-Iran relationship.

Phase 1: Cultural and Strategic Dimensions of Pakistan-Iran Relations
1947-1979
In the first phase, Pakistan and Iran established close relationship on the basis of
common cultural and strategic dimensions. The cold-war power politics and the
geopolitical environment led them to strategic partnership. Both developed warmth and
geostrategic partnership on the basis of common history, culture and geostrategic
environment. According to complex interdependence, there are many forms of
connections between societies in addition to the political relations of governments,
including transnational links between business corporations. 22 Both established
multidimensional relationship and became economic partners through signing different
economic agreements. Therefore, the first phase is considered as a phase of cordiality and
22
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both remained close on the basis of common security threat and geostrategic
environment.

1.1 Shared History and Culture
In first phase (1947-1979), the cordiality and warmth was evident in Pak istan-Iran
relations due to shared geostrategic environment, history, culture and norms. Their
relationship is basis on ideational factors such as common religion Islam as well as
shared culture, norms and history. Due to shared culture and history, both established
closeness on this basis of socio-cultural similarities dated back to thousands years ago. In
addition, the deep rooted natural affinity and relationship started from the ancient
civilizations; Indus valley and Mesopotamia, a dominant Persian civilization. They had
close relations in commerce and trade. Further, Aryans ruled of the whole Indo-Persian
region and settled here for a long time. Thus, the origin of both cultures is same while
Persian culture has greater impact on South Asia n culture. Persian language has
significant impact on the Indian subcontinent. 23 The Persian culture impacted the Indosubcontinent heritage into two aspects material and spiritual or intangible discourse. The
common material heritage emerged in terms of the architecture, irrigation system,
jewelry, dresses. The spiritual tradition emerged in thoughts, beliefs, literature and
poetry. Further, cultural similarities are evident between two nations in their architecture,
poetry, arts and many others. During the Mughal rule, Persian was used official language
and remained official language till 19 th century. 24 After the colonial rule on subcontinent,
Persian language remained significant.
Both states have had long shared history of cooperation due to common heritage which
resulted harmonious relationship after the independence of Pakistan. The ethno-religious
values of the subcontinent as well as the whole South-Asian Islamic discourse are highly
influenced by the Persian Islamic cult. 25 The Persian preachers and migrants impacted
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significantly the civilization of indo-subcontinent and they flourished Islam throughout
the region.

Further,

they

were

considered

great

honor

in

the

courts of

Mughals. 26 Historically, Persian culture had been introduced in this era as well as it got
significant influence during the Muslim Sultanate of Delhi in 13 th century. There were
two hubs of Persian heritage in the subcontinent; Lahore and Uchh. It remained
predominant culture until the late 17th century.
Pakistan’s western spheres including Baluchistan region and Makran coast were also the
part of Persian civilization and remained under rule of Pers ian legacy for a long time.27
Even still now, people of Baluchistan region have closer affinities with Iran’s Baluchistan
and Sistan province, having dual nationality and holding relaxation in their migration
codes of conduct. Moreover, the large population of that area use to speak Persian
language such as the people who migrated from Iran also uses Persian language as a
mother tongue and Hazara tribe still speaks Persian. 28 In Pakistan, many universities have
language learning programs of Persian.
Both countries have common prehistoric tradition. 29 They had interactions and shared
believes, culture, norms and values in prehistoric centuries particularly during the legacy
of Muslims on subcontinent. The longstanding affinities between the two nations provide
the base for cordiality and friendly relationship with each other. The leaders of Pakistan’s
freedom movement were greater advocacy for the promotion of good relation with
neighboring Iran. After the Independence, the founding father Quaid e Azam Muhammad
Ali Jinnah retreated foreign policy guidelines for conducting peculiar cordiality with Iran
and other Muslim countries in general. The founding father special guidelines made it
clear that Iran is brother country as well as it provided the roadmap for establishing
cordial relations. Further, he said to ambassador to Iran Raja Ghazanfar Ali Khan that
Pakistan had most cordial relationship with Iran in the whole world. 30 Moreover, it was
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included in foreign policy guidelines that Pakistan would give special importance to all
Muslims countries and play the role for promoting harmony among all Muslims states.31
Generally, the Islamic context of Pakistan’s foreign policy elevates the cordiality with all
Muslim states on the basis of common religion Islam and particularly with Iran.
After the independence, Persian language remained important due to cult ure and
historical linkages and had great influence over Urdu. The shared history and similar
origin of heritage provided an opportunity for the leaders of both states for the
establishment of cooperative relationship in the beginning. Iran was the first country
which recognized Pakistan after the independence in 1947 whilst India alongside
Afghanistan rejected its inception in United Nations (UN). It made clear that Iran was the
natural and strategic friend of Pakistan.
During the first phase, the relationship remained cordial and cooperative rather than
contested and competitive at all levels of interaction local, regional and international.
Both countries came closer to each other in initial phase s of cold war to address their
common security challenges in bipolar international system. In 1950, they signed treaty
of friendship and started close diplomatic, economic and trade relations. The Shah of
Iran, being head of state, first foreign dignitary who paid officially visit to Pakistan that
showed special interest of Iran and it enhanced cordiality between two states. 32 During
the visit of Iranian premier, Shah asserted common cultural and historical linkages
between both states and retreated to provide full kind of support in every field. He
proclaimed that Pakistan’s progress, prosperity and security had greater significant for
Iran’s concerns and the people of Pakistan were close to his heart. Both countries
developed cooperation on culture and signed an agreement on 9 th March 1956.33
Moreover, some other agreements were signed in the field of science and technology.
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The warmth relationship with Iran supported the fate of Pakistan in different ways. Iran
always supported over the Kashmir issue in UN and stood with the Pakistan’s stance at
international level in difficult times. 34 Further, she played mediator role and assisted
Pakistan in resolving different issues. It was the result of Iran’s meditation when Pakistan
successfully restored relationship with Malaysia and issues were being resolved in
1965.35 As far Afghanistan, she claimed over the territory of Pakistan, opposed in UN and
their relations ended in 1959. With the bestirred of Iran, Pakistan maintained its
relationship with Afghanistan and resumed commerce activities in 1963. Similarly,
dispute with India over the Rann of Kutch territory resolved with the active effort of Iran.
Pakistan’s trusted Iranian nominee Mr. Nasrullah Intizam played arbitrary role in the
tribunal. 36 Moreover, during the War with India in 1965, Iran supported Pakistan and
assisted extraordinary help in terms of generous aid. Similarly, she opposed India’s role
in the crisis of eastern Pakistan in 1971 that led towards the dis- membership with
Pakistan.
Pakistan restored natural affinity by establishing closeness to Iran that would ensure
security and survival for newly born Pakistan. After the independence, it was need of the
time to warmth relationship with Iran for countering the security and geostrategic
concerns emanating from India’s aggression and hostile Afghanistan. Pakistan
maintained cordiality with Iran by appointing first ambassador to Iran in 1948. 37 Thus
diplomatic relations started that strengthened the friendship. Later on, it extended towards
strategic convergence to overcome reginal security concerns. The good and peaceful
neighbors are greater significant in foreign relations in terms of assurance of security as
well as ensured prosperity and peace across the region. Un-fortunately, Pakistan relations
could not remain cordial with neighboring states except all- weather friend China and then
Iran.
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1.2 Security Challenges and Strategic Convergence
During the first phase (1947-1979), Pakistan and Iran remained close due to
common security challenges and strategic convergences. The end of Second World War
(WWII) generated bipolar international system where USSR and the US emerged
predominant major powers at global level. The bipolarity of the system exacerbated the
conflictual and competitive environment between two major powers for their dominance
across the globe. The dynamics of international environment affected the political
discourse of South Asia in general and the subcontinent particular. In addition, external
factors impacted the partitioned states in terms of exaggerated security concerns from
communist bloc as well as from capitalist and western bloc. Such kinds of regional
scenarios shaped the nature of interaction between both states.
After the Partition, Pakistan had to face lot of security and economic challenges in the
beginning period. In addition, there was a problem of hostile neighbors in terms of
India’s aggression and Afghanistan with territorial disputes. Thus the growing concerns,
in the context of existential security from India and adulterated relationship with
Afghanistan, structured the Pakistan into strategic relationship with neighbor Iran.
Pakistan maintained its cordiality with peaceful Muslim neighbor and managed security
challenges through alignment with powerful Iran. She was not only fulfilling security
needs of Pakistan but also provided ‘strategic depth’. On the other hand, Iran was also
facing security challenges. Iran’s growing security concerns were highly related to
communist expansionist policies which threatened Iran’s survival and territorial integrity
due to geographical proximity with USSR. 38 Therefore, she sustained herself through
providing help to Pakistan because of her advantageous location. Moreover, Pakistan
provided Iran strategic depth against possible soviet’s aggression.
Moreover, the cold-war affected the regional politics of South Asia in the context of
India’s alignment with USSR and apparently Pakistan’s alignment with the US or
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capitalist bloc. During the peak period of cold war in 1950s, Iran became under the threat
of USSR expansionist motives and was in danger by their expansionist vision. She
already had faced bitter experience over Azerbaijan crisis and knew about the role of the
US for ending the occupation. Consequently, she decided to sign strategic pact with the
US named as Baghdad Pact in 1955. In addition, Pakistan was facing security challenges
in terms of hostile India, bitter relations with neighboring Afghanistan and vulnerable
from the expansionist vision of USSR. These factors compelled Pakistan for cultivating
the strategic relationship with the US in the hope of protecting its defense and military
needs. Further, the US was on the policy of containment against soviet’s rise. Therefore,
she was in fear from soviet’s expansion in south Asia particularly after India’s inclination
towards USSR through constructive engagement. Thus, the strategic alliance of both
states with the US was also in the geo-strategic interest of the US and this was the
inclusion of containment of communism for further expansion.
In order to check the US influence, USSR tried to keep away Iran for signing such
agreement with the US and offered fifty years non-aggression pact. But Iran rejected the
offer by signing strategic agreement with the US and ensured geostrategic interests with
the US. Moreover, it was also rejected by Iran due to the closeness with Pakistan and
other allies such as United Kingdom (UK) and Turkey. 39 The Baghdad pact was renamed
CENTO in 1959 after the quitting Iraq from the Pact in the following event of procommunist coup against the government in 1958 in Iraq. This pact enhanced the
relationship and sustained cordiality between both states. Moreover, the super powers
rivalry caused Pak-Iran closeness due to common security concerns and shared behaviors.
Both were having similar policies in the context of seeking help from west to resolve
domestic challenges and countering security concerns. For instance, both condemned
strongly the aggression of allied forces over Suez Canal in 1956. Their collective
response appeared again during the Arab- Israel war in 1967. Both supported Arab states
and opposed Israel over her aggression at the forum of UN.
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Pakistan was dynamic ally of Iran throughout the 1950s and sixties. Meanwhile, Iran
continued support during the crisis that helped Pakistan for overcoming growing
isolation.

40

Iran was facing socio-economic challenges in this era that caused Iran’s

limited foreign policy. It was due to internal problems and survival challenges. She was
facing security hardships and unable to establish coherent and active foreign policy. In
addition, domestic upheavals had appeared in terms of uprisings started for change in
domestic political system and for economic wellbeing as well. At regional level, Iran was
facing geopolitical challenges. Arab radicalism or Pan-Arabism and soviet expansionism
was another challenge for the state’s consolidation and stability. Thus, sociopolitical
environment and growing security concerns made the imperialistic regime of shah tied to
internal issues and kept away from activism at regional and global level. Conversely,
Pakistan was dynamic partner till 1959 due to comprising industrial base economy, large
population and strong military.
Later on, Pakistan faced wars with India, economic challenges and dismemberment of
eastern Pakistan in 1971 led towards the changing the equation and resulted dependency
on Iran. She showed activism in the regional politics and emerged as regional powerful
state. Further, two other factors supported to Iran’s fate such. The ending of British
control over Suez Canal and withdrawal from the regional affairs provided a chance for
Iran to fill the power vacuum. Thus, it had increased Iran’s role in the Gulf and Arabian
Peninsula. 41 In addition, Iran’s active role in the crisis of oil embargo in 1973 and
subsequently further generation of oil had ensured dominance at regional level.
Due to geostrategic importance of Pakistan, Iran remained close with Pakistan. Pakistan’s
geostrategic location provided Iran a strong positon due to Pakistan’s existence at
crossroads of two important regions; Middle East and South Asia. Thus, Pakistan’s
transnational location between two regions enhanced it power for both regions. Further,
the security and stability of Pakistan and chaos within the country is interlinked with the
Iran’s security calculus as well as it has spillover affects across the Middle East. During
the cold-war, the regional security demands and global bipolarity led them into strategic
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cooperation with the US. In addition, the security landscape indulged two states mutual
cooperation for ensuring peace and security.
Both faced some suspicions over the alignment with West. For instance, Pakistan did not
get support from the US during wars with India in 1965 and 1971. Similarly, Iran faced
suspicions during the crisis that occurred in 1960 when the US was interested to install
nuclear weapons on Iranian soil. These events led both states to speculations over
relations with the US. However, the US president Richard Nixon (1969-1974) was most
interested in making Iran dominant regional ally. The policy of Richard Nixon or Nixon
doctrine supported Iran in different fields and it also helped Pakistan strategically. During
seventies, both Pakistan and Iran were more focused on their domestic upheavals which
ultimately led towards change in their respective regimes such as dictator ruled in
Pakistan (1978-1988) and Islamic Revolution in Iran in 1979.

1.3 Bilateral and Regional Economic Cooperation
Both countries have economic interdependence in different areas such as bilateral
trade agreements, endeavors for regional trade developments and etc. During first phase
(1947-1979), Pakistan and Iran signed different bilateral agreements as well as formed
organizational body for enhancing trade and commerce. Pakistan maintained its socioeconomic relationship with Iran since its inception due to the closeness of shared culture,
values and history. During the Shah Era (1941-1979), both countries had developed close
cooperation over economic relations as well as established multi-dimensional
relationship. Both had signed the status of Most Favored Nation (MFN) in the initial
phases of cooperation. Iran supported Pakistan in difficult times economically as
diplomatically such as granting oil on easy terms and standing with Pakistan at
international level. In addition, she supported Pakistan during the wartime with India in
1965 economically, diplomatically and psychology. It was provided greater support in the
field of medical by providing qualified nurses as well as granted 5000 tons of petrol
without any cast. Meanwhile, it was announced free oil transfer to Pakistan which
showed some kind of oil embargo for India.
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In late sixties, Iran emerged predominant economic and influential power at regional
level due to changing dynamics of Middle East. Meanwhile Pakistan became weak
economically that made it dependent over Iran. 42 In 1970s, Pakistan became most
dependent country on the regional powerful country Iran. She acquired financial
assistance to overcome economic challenges. Iran provided great economic assistance
when Pakistan lost its eastern economic market in terms of giving aid as well as helped in
the financial issues. Their economic relations enhanced tremendously in 1970s. For
instance, the trade volume during 1970 to 1973 was in favor of Pakistan and subsequently
it became in favor of Pakistan completely and she attained surplus value. Regardless of
such trade benefits, Iran also assisted Pakistan by giving credit for financial
developments and provided help to overcome costly oil price.
Further, the agreements in the field of trade and commerce were signed in 1974s and
1976s as well as huge amount of aid was also given in term of loan with the worth of 580
$ million then 150 $ million on easy terms. This was generous amount which was given
at that time. The loan payment procedure was very easy and it’s started after three years
in 1979 but it was extended for more five years due to request of Pakistan. Moreover,
other bilateral agreements were also signed for the development of industry as well as
initiated skill oriented projects. 43 In 1964, the economic institutional body was also
established by both states along with Turkey on the idea of flourishing economic
activities across three countries. The body was named Regional Cooperation for
Development (RCD). It was formed on the idea of trilateralism where three states,
Pakistan-Iran-Turkey, would come closer to resolve their issues. It was envisioned that
RCD would promote economic relations among three states as well as enhance relations
among other Muslims countries. 44
Substantially, the underlying reason for the formulation of RCD was the dissatisfactions
of member states from the activism of the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO) as well
as they had security concerns over US- led institutional body. In complex interdependence
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International and Regional Organizations are important that set agendas for states. In this
regard, RCD got advantages in beginning and became active economic institution for
regulating economic relations among member states. The role of RCD was evident when
Izmir summit hold in 1976 which initiated different projects for easing trade liberalism.
For instance, the idea of Tariff Free Trade (TFT) was floated that enhanced intra-regional
economic connectivity and promoted commerce and trade. Similarly, there was discussed
the enlargement of RCD for other members by including other regional states such as
India, Afghanistan. But it could not be metalized due to opposition by Pakistan.

2 Phase 2: Decade of Decline in Pakistan-Iran Relations (1979-1990)
According to complex interdepended, absence of hierarchy among issues, and
military force is not used by governments against other governments involved in the
interdependent relation. 45 In this regard, both faced strand relationship after Islamic
revolution of Iran regardless of security issues such as divergent political setup came in
power in Iran as well as her anti-American foreign policy discourse. Therefore, PakistanIran’s relations went into declination during this phase due to geopolitical developments.
The contention and Competition were evident in their relations as well as both adopted
competitive measures for maximizing their role in Afghanistan. The factors of influence
were mainly Islamic revolution of Iran, Soviet-Afghan war (1979-1989) and Iran-Iraq
war (1980-1988). Furthermore, Islamic Revolution of Iran led socio-political
developments in Iran. However, Pakistan officially recognized new revolutionary regime
but the domestic change in Iran’s political system as well as shift in forging behavior
affected the relationship with Pakistan. For instance, Iran-anti Americanism rhetoric was
hurdle for coordination with pro-US Pakistan.
The Islamic Revolution of Iran influenced the geo-political environment of Middle East
in terms of it challenged the political systems of Arabs monarchies of Middle East (ME).
Therefore, the gap between Arab states and Iran widened and it led towards the enmity.
In result, the rivalry affected indirectly the Pakistan-Iran relations because of former
closeness with Saudi Arabia and Gulf Arabs states. Thus, regional states rivalry, shift in
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political priorities of Iran after the Islamic revolution in Iran and changing dynamics of
South Asia led towards the frosty relations between historically interlinked states.

2.1 Post-Islamic Revolution Iran’s Foreign Policy
In the post-Islamic Revolution era, Iran portrayed different behavior in contrary to
previous Iran under the Sha liberal’s thoughts and close ally of the US in Middle East.
The struggle of the revolution’s leader was not only against Shah but it was for
maintaining global justice and opposing the system of injustice led by US. 46 Since
Islamic Revolution, the two factors of Iran’s foreign policy are dominant those are the
source of confrontation with its neighbors, regional Muslims countries and superpowers.
These are revolutionary Islam and Persian nationalism. 47 Pakistan-Iran relationship had
been affected with the advent of revolutionary change in Iran. The cordiality with Iran
shifted into normalization after Islamic Revolution of Iran (IRI) in 1979 which ousted the
Shah’s Regime through replacing revolutionary factions under the pro-Islamic
democratic model known as Wilayat e Faqeh (Supreme Leader Authority).The foreign
policy discourse and regional ambitions of pro-Sha Iran, in terms of following the
paradigm of Nixon doctrine, had been altered to a new set of principles. The institutional
mechanism was established on the basis of neutralization without considering the role of
US in shaping foreign policy behaviors as well as it was rejected totally the US influence
in domestic affairs of Iran. The revolutionary leadership under Khomeini declared US as
selfish motive nation. 48
The revolutionary regime established the discourse of foreign behavior on the Islamic
Fundamental Principles (IFP) and formulated foreign policy guidelines for advancing
relations with all neighbors. The new regime disassociated itself from the US alignment
through joining non-alignment movement in 1979. She attained anti- US approach and
revisited the foreign policy discourse on anti-US hegemonic interests. Consequently, the
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nascent regime did not only distance itself from US aspirations but also it withdrew from
the US- led strategic pact of the Central Treaty Organization (CENTO). Thus, it was
decided that Iran did not remain the trustee of Nixon doctrine where she was playing the
role of geopolitical partner of the US and enjoying closeness.
These developments raised for concerns for Pakistan who was following the US
aspiration as well as she adopted pro-US discourse. However, Pakistan officially
recognized new revolutionary regime but the domestic change in terms of new political
system and shift in forging behavior affected Pakistan’s relations with Iran. Iran
withdrew from the strategic US-led pact of CENTO. As a result, Pakistan also moved
away from the pact in March 1979 which escalated gap because of losing mutual juncture
between both states. Moreover, economic and military setback with the consequence of
revolution affected the Pakistan’s dependence over Iran for the regional strategical and
economic needs. Now Iran was not a strong partner due to end of support by western
powers. Thus, it was irrational for Pakistan to relay on her for strategical purposes.
The Islamic Revolution of Iran (IRI) influenced Middle Eastern affairs in terms of
challenging the status quo of region as well as questioned the political systems of Arabs
monarchies. It was threatened seriously to Arabs monarchies in order to change to their
rigid political system and status quo of the region. The gap between Arabs monarchies
and Iran widened and started enmity on the political affairs. Further, It was the highly
quest of Iranian leadership to expend the revolution across the regional Muslim countries
and especially towards neighboring countries Pakistan. As a result, the region had been
divided on the socio- ideological differences and it created rivalry between Iran and Saudi
Arabia. Such kind of rivalry affected indirectly the Pakistan-Iran relationship which had
close relationship with Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) and other Gulf Arabs States
(GAS). Moreover, the developments in the affairs of Middle East in terms of regional
states rivalry and shift in political priorities after the Islamic revolution in Iran led
towards the frosty relationship between historically interlinked states.
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2.2 Iran’s Anti-Americanism and Change Regional Policies
The Islamic revolution of Iran in 1979 was different in nature and distinguished in the
consequences. It generated theoretical and sociopolitical change within Iran’s society
after the downfall of liberal monarch Muhammad Raza Sha Pahlavi or shah of Iran. The
new revolutionary regime condemned strongly the primer policies which consisted upon
more dependency on west for economic and strategic needs. Further, during the Sha era,
state had become the colony for western powers such as the US and UK. Moreover, the
population of Iran not only rejected the policies of Shah of Iran but they view him as
serving US geopolitical interest. He was considered pillar of the US security ambitions in
Persian and Middle East. 49 After the revolution, the political system had been changed
under the concept of ‘Wilayat e Faqih” where grand cleric (wali Faiqih/Supreme Leader)
would be the custodian of the system.
The new political system had been formulated on the basis of Islamic interpretation of
ruling system that also impacted Iran’s foreign policy and domestic policies as well. The
new political democratic model rejected the western liberalist ideological and political
thoughts. The new regime declared new vision of progress on the basis of self- dependent
through unity and adopted progressive financial policies to uplift economic crisis and
these were made separated from the US geopolitical interests. Conversely to the Sha era
in which Iran had fallen under the complete dependency for geostrategic and domestic
needs. These developments had also altered foreign policy towards the US and her allies
Saudi Arabia, Israel and Pakistan as well.
Pak-Iran relationship could not remain cooperative due to Pakistan’s strategic partnership
with the US in Soviet-Afghan war as well as its closeness to Saudi Arabia. Iran looked
Pak-US friendship annoyingly and suspiciously. Iran looked Pak-US cooperation as a
strategy of encirclement that led to divergent approaches between Pakistan and Iran.
Pakistan went into closeness with the US for strategic interests and her cordiality with
KSA was based for containing or hurdling Iran’s expansionism. These divergences
fissured warmth relationship and created trust deficit. However, the president of Iran
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Khamani paid official visit to Pakistan in 1986 for enhancing collaboration and
diminishing the gaps through building trust but structural constraints became hurdle for
further cooperation.
In 1980s, RCD was replaced to new organization named as Economic Cooperation
Organization (ECO). The new body was established to meet new challenges which arose
after the downfall of Sha regime in 1979. Moreover, new regime of Iran was suspicious
to RCD because it was created with the collaboration of the US and UK. During 1980s,
both countries maintained highly economic relations. Pakistan’s exports to Iran increased
after the revolution. For instance during 1983 to 1984, exports reached highest level than
any other state of Iran. It was the first time when Pakistan made highest trade revenue of
6 billion worth of Pakistani rupees among ECO member states. 50 The change was the
result of high demand of Iran’s crippled economy.
The nascent revolutionary regime had to face mountainous challenges and hostilities
internally and externally. The country had to face new challenges under the new Islamic
Ideology with pro-Islamic and anti-West regional ambitions. As far Middle East, Iran was
struggling against the changing status quo by opposing the legitimacy of the monarchies
whereas Pakistan was supporting them by maintaining good relations. Iran’s political proIslamic shift caused the divergent approach to deal geo-strategic regional environment.
As a result, Pak-Iran relations could not develop, remain tense and move towards
declination due to structural changes at regional and global level.

2.3 Iran-Iraq War and Soviet Intervention in Afghanistan
Iran-Iraq war (1980-1988) and Soviet intervention in Afghanistan (1979-1989) were
the part of subsequent developments in the post-Islamic revolution era which heightened
security concerns for the nascent regime of Iran. During Iran-Iraq war, Sadamm’s regime
was supported by the US for the elimination of anti- west revolutionary regime on the
agenda of installing pro-west regime. The Iran-Iraq war was a quite different is nature,
period, and tactics. In eight years of the war, regional allies of the US forwarded for
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support Sadddam’s regime such as Gulf Arab States mainly Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.
The war resulted intensive rift among the Mideast countries. The new revolutionary
regime of Iran had to face horrible loss due to war with Iraq which did not only affect
cripple’s economy of Iran but also it left long lasted sociopolitical and security
implications. The war was socio-economic setback and geo-strategic challenge for Iran.
In this era, Pakistan was developing close relations with Arabs under the dictator of Zia
ul Haq (1978-1988).
Pakistan’s closeness to Arabs monarch’s meant that Iraq ’s regime would be protected by
Pakistan. Due to Ideological closeness with Saudi Arabia, Iran raised concerns with
Pakistan over the moves of cordiality with rival. However, Pakistan remained natural in
this situation and she extended support to Iran. Furthermore, she played mediation role
during the war from very first day as well as president Zia paid a visit to Iran for the
peaceful resolution of the conflict. In addition, Pakistan’s foreign minister also met with
Iranian officials for resolving the issue. Meanwhile, Pakistan continued diplomatic
support to Iran at UN for cease fire as well as continued trade relations and commercial
contacts with Iran. In 1986, President Khamini paid state visit to Pakistan that brought
out new era of closeness between both states. 51
On the other hand, the Soviet Invasion of Afghanista n in 1979 affected the regional
security and sociopolitical environment which apprehended negative implications on the
relations between Pakistan and Iran. As the consequences of Afghan-war, economic and
security challenges had been faced by both states. The sociopolitical problem in terms of
migrants’ crisis emanated in terms of migration started at large scale. Further, both
countries responded the challenges of Soviet-Afghan war in different ways. They played
divergent role for respective geopolitical ends. The war or holy fight (Jihad) in
Afghanistan, which was fought with the help of Pakistan, was against the ideological
configurations of Iran. Further, Iran distanced itself through provided help of different
group of Afghanistan. The situation became complex for Iran when Pakistan decided to
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join US proxy war for ousting soviets from Afghanistan under the umbrella of Islamic
Jihadi poltics.
By proving support to the US, Pakistan ensured geo-strategic interests and received
greater support from the US in terms of weapons, aid and technical support. In 1981, US
gave $3billion aid for three years and announced to provide forty F-16 aircrafts and
authorized economic assistance of $4billion for next five years for the purpose of support
to Mujahedeen against Soviet Union. 52 On the other hand, Iran was not confident with
Pakistan’s supported Mujahedeen, later known Taliban, because of their radical political
aspirations as well as their concept of Islamic state. Such kinds of motives were against
the Muslim shiest ideology of Iran. Thus, it was decided by Tehran regime to support
Northern Alliance (NA) against Soviet forces. Such kinds of divergent approaches
escalated tensions between Pakistan and Iran. On the Matters of Afghanistan, Pakistan
and Iran both supported different militant groups for a common cause which generated
conflictual posture after ending the Afghan freedom fight. Iran supported the Norther
alliance, a pro-Shia and ethnic Hazera dominated group, which had divergent approach
for the settlement of Afghanistan crisis conversely to Taliban which were supported by
Pakistan along with US support.

Phase 3: Pakistan-Iran Frosty Relationship (1990-2001)
3.1 Afghanistan Crisis, Taliban’s Factor and Jihadi Politics
Pakistan-Iran relationship was affected by long Afghan-Soviet war. In addition,
the changing dynamics of international system, in terms of disintegration of USSR, had
left implications for their relationship. During the decade of 1979-1989, the culture of
Jihadism was promoted and Islamic thematic fight (Jihad) deteriorated the security
situation across the region because of the infiltration of extremist elements throughout the
region. The instability and chaos in Afghanistan, after Soviets’ retreat, augmented
geopolitical and security concerns for Pakistan. The ten- year war within Afghanistan
(1979-1989) exaggerated more destruction and chaos whereby civil war started by
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domestic militant groups for achieving power in the matters of Afghanistan. The four
decades of Afghanistan’s war created misplacement of the people and people of
Afghanistan migrates to neighboring countries Pakistan and Iran especially after SovietAfghan war 1979. However, Afghan refugees’ population returned to their land but they
are still largest among the refugee population estimated 2.5 million located in Pakistan. 53
The Afghan-war was fought against Soviet intervention by the local warriors under the
theme of Jihad with the help of global partners. These warriors, named as Mujahedeen
were trained by Pakistan in local madrassas. The groups were highly motivated by
Salafist jihadi ideology which consists upon rigid explanation of Islamic political
factions. All local warriors made Islamic Resistance (IR) that fought with Red Armey of
Soviet Union with having massive support by regional and international players. The
economic aid was provided by Saudi Arabia and technical assistance also was given to
mujahedeen by Central Intelligence Agency of America (CIA). Saudi Arabia transformed
money to CIA and it was used to purchase arms for Afghan Mujahedeen. 54 Saudi Arabia
General Intelligence Directorate (GID) and CIA worked with ISI for training Afghan
mujahedeen and providing financial assistance.
After the victory of Islamic Resistance (IR), sociopolitical problems and power vacuum
generated next civil war among the Islamic Resistance Forces for their geopolitical
agendas. The phenomenon of Jihadi Politics generated more extremism, fundamentalism
and terrorism. Consequently, it led towards chaos, destruction and civil war within local
groups that reshaped the Afghanistan a pariah state and made it hub of terrorism. In
addition, the situation became more complex after rising stakes of global players. Due to
geographical importance, Afghanistan became the epicenter of power politics among
reginal and international players such as Pakistan, India, Iran and the US. 55 The postSoviet withdrawal period paved civil war among warlords for gaining power and it ended
when Mujahedeen took power and established Islamic State in 1992.
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The deteriorated situation affected security of Pakistan’s security, deteriorated peace and
generated sectarian violence. Pakistan’s frontline role in the war by training local
warlords through penetration of Islamic extremist ideology (Wahhabism) had proven
catastrophic. Further, it heightened Islamic extremism in Afghanistan and militants
developed linkages with central Asia Islamic militants groups including Islamic
movement of Uzbekistan (Hizb-ut-Tehrir). In addition, extremist factions established the
grounds in the tribal areas of Pakistan (FATA) and launched brutal attacks on the ethnoreligious minorities of Pakistan. They manipulated the ethno-religious lines of Pakistan’s
society and claimed deadly attacks on other sects of Islam particularly Shias a nd other
anti-jihadist factions. Thus it promoted Talibanism and the culture of Jihadi poltics
emerged that affected security situation within Pakistan. In addition, sectarian violence
heightened Iran’s concerns and affected relations with Pakistan.

3.2 Pakistan’s Alignment to Saudi Arabia and Rise of Sectarianism
Pak-Iran relationship has passed through different levels of cooperation,
competition and annoyance. During this Phase, element of sectarianism and Saudi’s extra
involvement in Pakistan affairs deteriorated the Pak-Iran relationship. Pakistan-Saudi
Arabia relations are based upon cultural and religious linkages as well as their ties are
dated backed from the beginning. During the Afghan war in 1979, Saudi factor became
prominent in Pakistan’s affairs and subsequently it influenced the domestic matters and
foreign policy choices. In 1978, General Zia-ul- Haq visted Saudi Arabia and new era of
relations started between both states. 56 The Saudi’s extensive involvement and PakistanSaudi strategic relationship augmented sectarianism which divided society o n the ethno
religious lines.
Substantially, the Islam came in the subcontinent from the Sufi interpretation of Islam
that is broader explanation and tolerance based Islamic ideology. The war in Afghanistan
provided the leverage to Saudi Arabia for the penetration o f Sunni Wahhabi ideology of
Islam into society of Pakistan. The rigid explanation of Islam, Wahhabism, did not only
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exaggerate sectarianism but also it affected the educational system and halted sociopolitical lines of the society. Wahhabism, a new brand of Islam was created as a counter
balance to Shia threat and it was used against Shai minority in Pakistan. 57 During Soviet
intervention, Saudi Arabia and the US used this brand of Islam for supporting Islamic
extremism. As a result, the society of Pakistan was divided on ethno religious lines as
well as it generated series of conflicts on sectarian bases. The use of petrol dollar by
Saudi Arabia in 1970s, Iran-Saudi rivalry and Islamic revolution of Iran in 1979 were the
underlying factors of promotion of sectarianism in Pakistan.
KSA provided great amount of aid to radical forces, Jihadists groups against Soviets by
introducing Wahhabi brand of Islam. Moreover, the policy, under Zia regime, of unprecedent support to the US and KSA by the manipulation of Islam and Islamization
policy within country escalated extremism. Actually, Zia introduced policy of
Islamization as counterweight to Iran’s expansionist policy of Revolution. 58 It halted
security situation and escalated sectarian tensions in the society. In 1992, sectarian
violence erupted in Afghanistan under Rabbani’s presidency between Sunni ittehad e
Islami (Islamic Union) and Shia groups. The Islamists (Mujahedeen and warlords of
Afghanistan) were motivated by jihadist ideology manipulated ethnoreligious lines of
divergent Muslims sects which augmented sectarian conflicts.
The Soviet intervention in Afghanistan ended with the singing of Geneva Accords under
the guidelines of United Nations (UN) in February 1989 that ensured Soviet’s
withdrawal. 59 After this, Pakistan relations with Afghanistan could not remain cordial.
After Soviet’s withdrawal, it was local warlord’s mujahedeen who struggled for gaining
power by overthrowing the Najibullah regime (1989-1992). The unrest and instability led
towards resignation of Dr. Najibullah which generated opportunity for Pakistan through
using Mujahedeen for installing political set up under Peshawar Accord on 24 April
1992. But the rule of Islamic State in Afghanistan led by Mujahedeen proved catastrophic
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which generated chaos and ended on May 1996. The phenomena of Taliban emerged and
they took power from 1996 to September 2001. Pakistan supported Taliban regime
explicitly which affected Pak-Iran relationship. Furthermore, the divergent approaches in
Afghanistan worsened bilateralism and winded gap.
Moreover, Afghan refugee’s crisis became another security challenge for Pakistan which
provided the nurseries for militant groups. The killing of Shias Muslims enhanced
concerns for Iran. In 1990s, the assassinatio n of Iran’s council general Sadiq Genji
occurred and issue of sectarianism got attention at international level. 60 In addition,
sectarian violence had been increased during Taliban rule over Afghanistan and the
incident of killing of Iran’s diplomates at Mizar Sharif created complex situation. 61
During this decade, relations remained constraint due to Taliban factor, sectarian
conflicts, rise of anti-Shia terrorist organizations and the killing of Iran’s Counsel
General Sadiq Ganji in 1990 in Lahore. Divergent approaches in Afghanistan,
sectarianism and emergence of Taliban government worsened bilateral relations of
Pakistan and Iran. 62
The interplay of major powers during the Afghanistan war in 1980s and holy fight or
Jihad with the help of Pakistan and Saudi Arabia affected the region socio-politically and
geopolitically. Pakistan was more affected country of this war after Afghanistan.
Pakistan’s role in the war was the frontline state of the US. The manipulation of Islam for
geo-political interests did not only halt the security situation but also it nurtured sectarian
violence. After Soviet intervention, South Asia became center of power politics whereas
US established strategic alliance with Pakistan against Soviet expansionism. It was
decided to retaliate to Soviet forces through covert mission of Central Intelligence
Agency of America (CIA) along with Pakistan Inter Service Intelligence (ISI) agency
with the economic assistance of Saudi Arabia.
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3.3 Divergent Regional Approaches
The convergence of Pakistan-Iran relations during Afghan war, though having
some irritants, had been altered with the changing dynamics in the geostrategic
environment in late 1980s. After the victory of Islamic Resistance Forces against Soviets,
Iran and Pakistan played divergent role in the matters of Afghanistan for respective
interests. After Soviet disintegration, the mutual interest of allied forces in Afghanistan
had been shifted to the US geostrategic ends. The post-war challenges mainly consisted
upon ensuring peace and stability in Afghanistan through installing regime.
During the war, Iran supported Shia resistance forces such as Harkat e Islamic (Islamic
Movement), Pasiadaran e Jihad e Islamic (Guardians of the Islamic Jihad) and Sazman e
Nasr (Victory Organization). At the end of the war, Iran was in favor of the government
comprising multi ethnic Sunni and Shia forces. But the divergence occurred when
Pakistan backed Pashtun dominated groups, seven Sunni mujahedeen primers, gained the
power at domestic level. In response, Iran started to support non-Pashtun groups for its
geopolitical end. Further, she raised concerns with Pakistan regarding Hazras deprivation
from the Afghan’s government even they were the part of freedom fight against
communist aggression.
Moreover, Iran continued lobbying the groups in term of unifying all factions of Shia
known as Hezb-e Wahdat (Islamic Unity Party), Dari speaking groups and Ismaili
Muslims groups. As a result, Iran succeeded for giving powers to pro-Tehran factions
after the end of first Afghan war. 63 The representation had been given to Hezb e Wahdat
in the regime of Burhan Uddin Rabbani in July 1992. However divergence approaches
remained evident between two states due to changing landscape of regional affairs as
well as involvement of extra regional actors U.S and Saudi Arabia in Afghanistan and
Pakistan.
After the role of pro-Iran factions in government, Tehran continued to support antiTaliban forces. The anti- Taliban approach was made due to Iran’s distinct ideological
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requirement as well rising concerns for Saudi-Pakistan influence. The ideological jihadist
interpretation of Taliban was a greater threat for Iran which was supported by anti-Iran
forces. Meanwhile American oil companies proposed a gas pipeline project from
Turkmenistan to Gwadar which did not limit Iran’s geo-economic interests rather it
would be setback for Tehran geopolitical interests. During the Taliban rule (1996-2001),
there were emerged conflicts between Taliban and Iran. In 1998, a conflict arose on the
water distribution at Helmand as well other boarder related issues. Their relations became
worse on the issue of Mizar Sahrif when Taliban killed Iran’s diplomates. In response,
Iran moved the 250000 troops to Afghan’s boarder for retaliation. 64
The installation of Taliban regime enhanced not only security concerns for Iran but it was
propagated that this move of Washington along with her allies for weakening Iran.
Substantially, Tehran failed to create counterbalance against Taliban regime whereby
pro-Iran Factions scattered into different groups. As well as pro-Taliban groups remained
involve in the killing of Shia Muslims which enhanced sectarianism. Such kind of
divergent moves created frosty relationship between two neighbors.
The disintegration of USSR reshaped global politics into uni-polarity where the US
emerged predominant force. Meanwhile, US dominance in Gulf region in the post-cold
era raised security concerns for Iran as well as indirectly it affected Pak-Iran relationship.
In addition, Pakistan-US alignment and her closeness with Saudi Arabia raised Tehran’s
apprehensions. After Soviet’s retreat from Afghanistan, the power vacuum was filled by
Taliban and Jihadist forces with the help of Pakistan. This development negated the
Tehran’s geopolitical interest. After cold war, new US gulf dominated scenario emerged
and Pakistan and Iran came closer on security issues and cooperation emerged on
sensitive issues such nuclear technology. 65 However, Iran continued cooperation with
Pak’s archrival India that affected Pakistan-Iran relations.
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Phase 4: Normalization in Pakistan-Iran Relations (2001-2013)
Pakistan-Iran relations developed in this phase due to emergence of cooperative
environment in Afghanistan with the fall of Taliban regime as well as anti-Taliban
approach was adopted by Pakistan which created closeness with Iran. Further, both
developed socio-economic relations and singed agreement of Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline
(IP). Both countries successfully developed economic interdependence in the wake of
positive developments.

4.1 Downfall of Taliban Regime and Converging Interests
Pakistan-Iran relations are highly dependent on the regional developments
especially related to Afghanistan’s affairs. During Taliban rule in Afghanistan (19962001), Pak-Iran relations were highly tense due to divergent outlooks regarding Taliban
rule in Afghanistan. In this era, the government of Taliban was established on basis of
Sunni political Sulfite school of thought on the idea of Islamic State (Islamic Khilafat)
that raised concerns for other internal ethnic groups such as Hazara and pro-Iran factions
such as Northern alliance. Further, Pakistan aligned with Taliban’s regime that was
geopolitical setback for Iran. As a result, the divergent policy caused conflictual
interaction and coldness in their relationship that remained till the fall of Taliban’s
regime.
The event of 9/11 impacted Pak-Iran relations. In the wake of 9/11 attacks, the US
invaded Afghanistan, eliminated Taliban regime and installed anti- Taliban or pro-US
regime. Due to the US invasion of Afghanistan, cooperative landscape appeared with the
fall of Taliban’s regime. In addition, Pakistan also had been changed foreign policy with
accordance to the developments in Afghanistan and adopted the approach of anti-Taliban.
The shift in Afghan affairs generated advantages for Iran as it supported Tehran’s
endeavors for restoring powers against anti-Taliban forces. Now Afghanistan had become
cooperative juncture, for both Pakistan and Iran, which was remained conflictual posture
for two decades (1979-2000).
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In 1999, the military coup by General Pervez Musharraf put forward new approach with
neighboring Iran. Meanwhile, the visit of Iran’s foreign minister Kamal Kharzai in
December 2001 on the invitation of President Musharraf eliminated the deadlock in
relations. According to Complex interdependence, interdependence involves reciprocal
effects among countries or other actors in different countries. 66 Both countries faced
mutual destruction due to having deadlock on the matter of Afghanistan. Similarly, both
have realized full potential of cordial relationship after 9/11. Therefore, in the meeting
with Pakistan’s foreign minister Abdul sattar, both rea lized the importance of cordial
relations for mutual and regional benefits. Similarly, it was stressed by the both foreign
ministers for improving relations through weeping out bitter experiences on the matters
of Afghanistan. 67
The downfall of Taliban regime reshaped environment into convergence of interests.
Both remained important players in the installing new regime as well as in peace process.
The elections in Afghanistan, after downfall of Taliban, were a positive gesture and both
recognized new elected democratic regime. They cooperated over Afghanistan’s affairs,
looked democratic change positively and advocated support to nascent regime of Hamid
Karzai. Similarly, Pakistan and Iran played supportive role at Bone agreement. Their
relations, which were ended due to divergent interests in Afghanistan, had been reshaped
into convergent interests.
Both countries moved toward the resolving of contested issues through creating forms for
information sharing and enhancing communication mechanisms. Later on, visit of the
Iran’s primer to Pakistan in December 2002 as well as the visit of Pakistan’s foreign
minister Shoukat Aziz visit to Iran in 2005 showed enthusiasm in the relationship of both
states. They were agreed to participate in the projects of infrastructure building in
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Afghanistan and both established joint Pakistan-Iran committee under the UN progress
strategies and other international funding agencies. 68
Historically, Afghanistan remained close with Sunni extremist groups. For instance the
extremist group Jundullah (Soldiers of Allah) operates in bordering province Baluchistan.
The group launched offensive attacks on the Iran’s bordering guards as well as they also
involved in disturbing internal security of Iran. Moreover, Afghanistan’s long porous
border with Iran is transitional subway for the extremist groups and illicit activities. Thus,
Iran decided to build 700km long and concrete wall with Pakistan border near to
Afghanistan to stop all illicit activities and counter security concerns. 69 While the rise in
sectarian violence in Afghanistan generated from 2007 to 2013, Pakistan did not only
condemn such activities but also she has started operations clean up against all militant
groups within the state. In addition, Pakistan’s Army conducted operation Zarb-e-Azab in
North Waziristan to cut down all facilitators of the groups in Afghanistan.

4.2 Improvement in Economic Cooperation
Pakistan and Iran developed trade and economic relations after changing regional
posture in Afghanistan in terms of downfall of Taliban regime that generated convergent
interests. In 2002, both proposed trade agreements and signed Memorandum of
Understandings (MoUs). This was an overwhelming development after a long period.
Prior to this, both were agreed on sharing information for security and defense needs,
sharing intelligence information and agreed

for the cooperation on political

divergences. 70 Further, it was discussed the possibility of proposed Iran-Pakistan and
India gag pipeline (IPI) project. On the other hand, Iran increased economic relations
with India and signed “The New-Delhi declaration” in the visit of President Khatami on
January 25, 2003. In meeting with his counterpart A.B. Vajpayee, both agreed to promote
cordiality through improving economic and strategic ties. It was proposed to cooperation
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in the field of defense and both showed the enthusiasm in energy sector. Indo-Iran
cooperation in Afghanistan enhanced due to India’s support to anti-Talaiban factions and
her closeness with Karzai government. The changing regional realities took closer both
India and Iran. 71 Iran’s warmth juncture with Pakistan’s arch-rival raised concerns for
Islamabad and it created hurdle for the improvement in bilateral relationship.
In 2005, regime changed in Iran and came in power hardliners which was another
challenge for Pakistan as well as it impacted bilateral relationship. The administration of
new Iranian primer, Mahmood Ahmadinejad, adopted confrontationist assertive approach
towards the US hegemony which affected Iran’s accommodation assertions. Furthermore,
the foreign policy was dominated by new confrontationist paradigm that led the country
towards international isolationism in terms of imposition of international sanctions. The
conservative features of Iran’s foreign policy discourse negated the hegemonic
aspirations of US along with the regional allies Saudi Arabia and Israel. In addition, Iran
started work on nuclear program without considering international concerns. In this era,
Iran focused on maintaining good relations with neighboring countries through
constructive engagement with Muslim countries and anti-US Asian powers as well.
Furthermore, the regional polices were primarily related to counterbalance of the US
influence through supporting Hezbollah and Hamas. In addition, strategic alliance was
made with Syria and established cordial relations with Iraq and Afghanistan. All these
moves were carried out for negating U.S hegemonic aspirations and opposing Israel and
Saudi Arabia regional engagement. The foreign policy established on the idea of “look to
the East” where cooperation was made to regional organizations such as Shanghai
Cooperation organization (SCO) for security needs and maintaining balance of power. 72
In 2005, both were agreed for boosting trade through reducing tariffs on 647 items as
well as became partner of Preferential Trade agreement (PTA). The idea was floated for
the creation of Trade zones in coming years. Similarly the economic enthusiasm took
place with Tehran in 2009 on Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline (IP) project and signed the Gas
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sale and purchase agreement (GSPA).The gas pipeline would cover 1900 kilometer
distance and it started from South pars of gas field in Iran to Sindh, Pakistan province.
Pakistan would utilize the gas to generate the 4000MW electricity which would uplift the
energy shortage. In the first year of the agreement, Iran agreed to give 2500 million cubic
of gas to Pakistan which would be increased in upcoming year to 700mcf as well would
be doubled immediately in next year. Both agreed that the construction of the project
would be completed in 2014. In addition, Pakistan’s premier along with his counterpart
inaugurated the project and started work inside Pakistan on 780 kilometer pipeline in
March 2013. 73 The project could not be materialized due to sanctions on Iran, internal
policy weakness, concerns over gas purchase and sale agreement as well as due to the
influence of Saudi factor in Pakistan’s affairs.
The Trade volume between two sates is at very low level and remained in favored to Iran
during 2003-2004 fiscal year. In this year, Pakistan imports were $265 million whereas
exports were US$92 million. Pakistan-Iran enhanced trade volume in next years and
Pakistan was the fifth largest partner in 2009. Their economic relations affected with the
rising controversy on Iran which ultimately caused the international economic sanctions
which halted economic enthusiasm. 74 Pakistan always supported the Iran to use of
nuclear technology for civilian purposes and opposed coercive measures of United
Nation and Major Powers. The cordial but limited cooperation is the predominant theme
which fractured their relationship.

Phase 5: Cooperation in Pakistan-Iran (2013-2018)
In this phase, Pakistan-Iran relations developed and cordiality and cooperation has
been established with the result of initiating formal agreement of Iran-Pakistan gag pipe
line (IP). In March 2013, both inaugurated the energy project of Iran-Pakistan gas
pipeline (IP) with the worth of $7.5billion despite of US pressure and warnings. The
ceremony was arranged in Iran’s city of Chahbahar where President Asif Zardari and
Mahmood Ahmadinejad inaugurated it officially. It was said it as a big event which
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would restore trust and economic relationship between neighboring states. Moreover, the
presidential elections in Iran led to new leadership under Hassan Rohani who was on the
agenda of modernization and believed dialogue to western powers on controversial
issues. In 2015, Iran’s foreign minister Jawad Zarif along with high officials visited
Pakistan for multilateral talks in the fields of security and economic. 75 The Nuclear deal
with global powers ensured limited relaxation when Tehran forwarded immediately for
bilateralism with Islamabad.

5.1 Withdrawal of the US Military Forces and Vacuum of Power
Pakistan and Iran have opportunities for the promotion of cordial relations after
the drawdown of US military forces. The GWOT started in Afghanistan in October 2001
by US-led coalition for installing democratic regime through the elimination Taliban’s
regime. After more than a decade, the debate was started in US media withdrawal of the
US troops from Afghanistan as well as the issue was highlighted in academia and other
forums. On January 2013, the US president Barack Obama elucidated the withdrawal
strategy mechanism. He added that it would be operationalize after achieving geostrategic
objective of GWOT. The withdrawal of US troops started in 2011 when 650 troops left
Afghanistan. 76 In 18 April 2012, U.S and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
gave detail of drawdown and stated that US drawdown would be in three pledges. It was
included in training of Afghan’s military forces, keeping some international troops
beyond 2014 as well as providing economic aid on yearly basis to the government. The
strategy consists upon the total withdrawal of US forces by the end of 2014 except
remaining limited personals for training and small contingent. The withdrawal started
after signing of the US bi- lateral security agreement (BSA) with Afghanistan that will be
effective after 2014 as part of training, advising and assisting to Afghan forces. 77 The
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agreement explains the US role for maintaining peace and discusses the role for training
to Afghanistan’s military personals.
The disappearance of the US from the Afghanistan will create power vacuum which will
prospectively fill by emerging powers Chania and Russia. Historically, Afghanistan is
landlocked and geopolitical important state that holds history of violence and has
remained the hub of the proxies of international player. The US drawdown strategy has
geopolitical and security implications for Afghanistan and regional countries as well. The
US new strategy consists on upon holding the control over Afghanistan without physical
presence and maintaining the influence through India. She has developed strategic
partnership with U.S for gaining geopolitical interest on the agenda hegemonic
aspirations and containing China’s rise particularly in Afghanistan. As far the
consequence of US drawdown, there exits possibility of Taliban rise that will lead
towards instability, chaos violence in Afghanistan.
Meanwhile, possibility of Pak-Iran cooperation also exists in the matters of Afghanistan
through using respective leverage for resorting peace and stability. The drawdown of US
forces favors peace and stability in terms of removing the concept of occupation by
invaders. Moreover, Taliban will become part of political processes that will diminish
grievances of locals after the power sharing among all local stake holders.

5.2 China’s Emerging Role
Pakistan and China have cordial relations from the inception as well as having
strategic and economic agreements. China proved all-weather friend and always helped to
Pakistan in difficult times and it resulted mountainous relationship such as provided
strategic, economic support and help the nuclear program and support Pakistan at
international level. 78 China-Pakistan rising economic ties have geostrategic implications
for regional countries and Pak-Iran relationship as well. China is investing 46$ billion for
the construction of Gwadar port, covering 70 kilometer coastal line with India ocean. The
project is economic based mutual initiative of both Pakistan and China which has geo-
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economic implication for neighboring Iran. The project consists upon the idea of
connecting different region with China through establishing road and railways linkages. It
provides connectivity to Iran, Central Asian states (CARs) and gives access to Africa and
Europe as well. Iran is having advantages of joining the project by maintaining economic
ties with Pakistan. Meanwhile, she has showed positive ambitions as well as Iran’s
ambassador to China also showed positive aspirations and expressed his willingness in
connecting gas pipeline to china. 79
China has policy of soft power and it has become an important feature of her foreign
policy. 80 She is on the policy of economic interdependence and using softer powers for
maintaining ties with Iran. By developing good relations with Iran, China achieves geopolitical and strategic regional interests in terms of providing counterweight to US
policies vis-à-vis Middle East. Similarly, Iran maintains geo-economic and strategic
relationship with for economic advancement as well as for protecting geopolitical
interests. Due to having geostrategic importance, Middle East is always remains the
center of power politics by major power particularly after 9/11. Iran’s distinct geography
and natural resources as well as having antagonistic relationship with the US make it
geopolitical important actor for China for gaining geopolitical interests.
Pak-China economic cordiality as well China-Iran good relations put forward Pakistan
and Iran for positive gestures. Pak-Iran and Iran-China relationship creates mutual trijuncture landscape among Pakistan, Iran and China. It makes possibility for countering
the US hegemonic aspirations. Moreover, China and Iran have cordial relations and their
cordiality is result of existing common socio-cultural linkages, having distinct
civilizations and shared social behavior in two areas. Both are common in two things
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such as having the sense of pride on their distinct socio-cultural civilization and both are
facing geo-political constrains from the US hegemonic aspiration. 81
Further, Pakistan is also facing security concerns from India and considers it as
existential threat. Pakistan maintains cordiality with China to counter threat from Indian’s
aggression as well as her relationship with China is counterbalance of Indo-US strategic
nexus. China’s activism with Iran provides better opportunity for restoring warmth
relationship between Pakistan and Iran. Moreover, both have distant relationship based
on shared history and culture.
China-Iran maintained the cordiality after the Islamic revolution, in 1979, that put
forward both states more closeness due to having common rhetoric of anti- Americanism.
Both states have faced bitter experience from western world as well as remained victim
of U.S hegemonic aspiration which halted socio-political conditions. Both countries have
strategic relationship. China supports Iran for peaceful nuclear energy program as well as
has deep partnership over last three decades. Iran is important for China due to having
abundant energy resources. Similarly, China is the important for Iran because she ensures
Iran’s internationalism and helps geopolitically. 82 In addition, the factor of proudness on
their civilization is also common behavior between two states. Further, they have
established socio-economic and strategic linkages. Pak-China cordiality and its
enthusiasm with Iran shape triangular cooperative relationship that will ensure prosperity
across the region.

5.3 Joint Comprehension Plan of Action (JCPOA) and its impacts on
Pakistan-Iran Relations
In 2015, Pakistan welcomed the nuclear deal of permanent members of UN Security
Council and Germany (referred as P5+1) and the European Union with Iran that is known
as JCPOA. It was the greatest example of effective diplomacy that resolved the nuclear
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controversy between world powers and Iran. It ensured relaxation in economic sanctions
and increased opportunities for Iran to liberalize its economy. Therefore, lifting of
sanctions allowed Islamabad-Tehran to expand their relations in political and economic
domains. Consequently, both came closer on two major ene rgy projects: a natural gas
pipeline and an electricity transmission line. In August 2015, the Iranian Foreign
Minister, Javad Zarif visited Pakistan and met with Sartaj Aziz, Advisor to the Prime
Minister on Foreign Affairs for exploring opportunities in economic and security sectors.
Both agreed for regional for economic integration and connectivity between Pakistan and
Iran in order to promote connectivity within the whole region. 83 In February 2016, it was
decided by Pakistan to revive commercial and economic agreements with Iran including
trade, finance, energy, investment and banking. 84
But after the US unilateral withdrawal from the JCPOA changed the opportunities for
cooperation between both states. US imposed more economic sanctions on Iran that
would restrict any cooperation with Iran. The unilateral sanctions on Iran by president
Trump were secondary sanctions on third countries which raised serious concerns for
Pakistan. Similarly, the trade between both states will reduce after US unilateral
withdrawal. In 2017, Pakistan’s exports to Iran were amounted $26.5million such as rice,
paper and made-up textiles while imports were worth of $327 million such as petroleum
products, fruits and nuts. 85 The economic and trade could not be flourished until for the
diminishing of international sanctions. Moreover, failure of JAPOA has negative
consequences for energy project of Iran-Pakistan gas pipeline (IP).
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CHAP TER 2
CHALLENGES FOR PAKISTAN-IRAN RELATIONS
Pakistan and Iran have diverse challenges in terms of security, economic and
socio-political challenges. According to the assumption of complex interdependence
“there is no hierarchy among the issues. The dividing line between domestic and foreign
policy becomes blurred and there is no clear agenda in interstate relations. The foreign
affairs agendas have become more and more diverse now. As opposed to the realists’
assumption where security is always the most important issue between the states, in
complex interdependence, any issue-area might be at the top of the international agenda
at any particular time.”86 Therefore, these are different factors that affect their
relationship. The changing dynamics at regional and international level influence
Pakistan-Iran relationship. The developments in the affairs of regional and international
politics shape directions for possible cooperation or competition.
Iran’s distinguish foreign policy discourse limits its role internationally especially with
the US. While Pakistan’s pro-western outlook enables its cooperation with the US and
limits cooperation with anti-Americanist Iran. Meanwhile, terrorism and domestic
instability in Pakistan influences Pak-Iran bilateralism for further improvement. Since
9/11, Pakistan and Iran have been faced ups and down in their relations in line with
changing dynamics of regional and international environment. In the wake of 9/11
developments, structural constraints affected Pak-Iran relationships. These are the
inclusion of rise of terrorism, Global War on Terrorism (GWOT), US invasion of
Afghanistan, Indo-US strategic relationship, Pakistan’s new approach in Afghanistan,
Iran’s revisited foreign policy in Afghanistan after the fall of Taliban regime. All these
structural constraints are discussed.
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2.1 Pakistan-Iran Relations in the Context of Post-9/11 Terrorism
The turbulent attacks of 9/11 changed the dynamics of international system. These
exaggerated security concerns as well as affected the international security. Non-State
Actors (NSA) and terrorist groups emerged that challenged international peace and
security. After 9/11, the phenomenon of terrorism and militancy increased in Afghanistan
as well as it affected regional security environment. Moreover, US- led war on terrorism
augmented socio-economic tensions, nurtured instability and chaos in war-torn
Afghanistan. After 9/11, regional developments augmented terrorism and socio-economic
tensions that affected Pakistan-Iran bilateralism such as Global war on Terror (GWOT),
US Invasion of Afghanistan and Iran-Pakistan divergent outlooks. All these factors
deteriorated regional security and adversely affected Pakistan’s relations with Iran.

2.1.1 Pakistan’s Support to Global War on Terror (GWOT)
In the aftermath of September 2001 attacks, US president George W. Bush
declared war against terrorism and decided to invade Afghanistan for the dismantling of
Al-Qaida along with its leadership which was accused of turbulent events of 9/11. The
event of 9/11 transformed the US polices to “neo- imperialist” power. 87 The policy shift of
US after 9/11 proved US responded over these attacks offensively and showed global
hegemony. The US president announced preemptive strikes in in his famous speech after
9/11. He proclaimed that preemptions would not be against only the terror ists who
involved in 9/11 attacks but for those who harbored them. U.S would not do respect to
any border and soil for the elimination of terrorism and would launch preemptive strikes
on suspect location. 88 The 9/11 events did not change only the global politics rather then
it impacted the Pak-USA relationship and Pak-Iran relationship as well. Pakistan’s
geographical proximity with Afghanistan, distinc t geography and socio-economic
compulsions led it towards joining Global War on Terror (GWOT) as well as the
alignment with US favored geo-economic interests of Pakistan.
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It was the first time after the collapse of Soviet Union (USSR), when the US emerged as
so powerful state and leaded the world over GWOT. The GWOT altered the sociopolitical landscape of South Asia as well as affected foreign policy choices of Pakistan
particularly related to Afghanistan. The 9/11 attacks were different in nature, strategy,
goals and in the subsequent international implications. The post-9/11 developments
revisited the definition of terrorism in the strategy of GWOT. Terrorism was defined as
not only limited to those who involved in terrorist activities rather for those who harbor
terrorists. The invasion of Afghanistan took place for the harboring Al-Qaida’s
leadership. It was named Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF).
Pakistan responded quickly on US declaration of Global War against Terrorism and
became partner of the war with US-led coalition. Furthermore, Pakistan decided to
provide full support to international community to crush terrorism. The decision took
place on the basis upon geopolitical configuration and for economic wellbeing as well.
As far Rational Choice Theory (RCT), it was constructive decision for both Pakistan and
the US to reestablish strategic relationship. As far Pakistan, it was beneficial for crippling
economy and diminished the international isolation. Meanwhile, India propagated against
Pakistan as terrorist friendly state and portrayed herself regional hegemon for altering the
position of Pakistan in the GWOT.
Historically, Pak-U.S friendship started from the inception and converted into strategic
partnership during the highly tension periods of Cold War. Pak-US Strategic convergence
was basis upon countering influences of USSR. The bilateralism was carried out that
ensured security base interests which were time tested ends. The security related interest
provided short-term and limited cooperation between Pakistan and the US. When security
concerns diluted their relations became worse. For instance, Pakistan decided to extent
full support against Soviet’s intervention as well as it reached neck to neck cooperation in
Pakistan and US. As a result, Pakistan received generous financial and strategic support.
Pakistan’s warmly cooperation made it frontline partner of the US. Their strategic
calculus diverted into contentious relations with collapse of Soviet Union in 1989s.
After the defeat of soviet forces from Afghanistan in 1989, US achieved major objective
and emerged as sole power at international power. During the Afghan war, US gave
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relaxation to Pakistan on the issue of transfer of weapon destruction from South Asia to
other regions. Pakistan’s cooperation was not required for the US. Consequently, US
president George W. Bush did not certify the Pakistan’s possession of nuclear weapons.
In September 1990, the US cut of economic and military aid. 89 The US imposed sanctions
for accusing the violations of nuclear activities and having nuclear devices through
passing Pressler amendments. On May 1998, more sanctions were imposed in the
aftermath of nuclear tests through Glenn and Symington amendments. This resulted
declination in Pak-US relationship and ended US economic and military support. Further,
more sanctions were imposed on October 1999 for toppling the democratic regime by
military dictator General Pervaiz Musharaf. Pakistan remained strategic partner with the
US but it is also most sanctioned state in the world. 90
The turbulent events of 9/11 changed regional scenario of South Asia as well as impacted
Pak-US relationship positively. US decided to choose support from Pakistan for curbing
Taliban’s footprints in Afghanistan. The structural demands of region led towards PakUS closeness after having frosty relations. US needed support from Pakistan due to her
geographical closeness with Afghanistan. The US president James Earl Carter made a
call to Zia ul Haq for the support against Soviets, offered economic and military aid with
the worth of millions of dollars and asked support of Afghan freedom fighters. 91 Prior to
this, Pakistan had acquired great influence in Afghanistan during Taliban’s rule as well as
remained major supporter of Taliban forces in Soviet-Afghan War. Consequently,
Pakistan’s advantageous location in South Asia became it important for US after 9/11 and
eventually Pak-US strategic cooperation established regardless of having trust-deficit.
In post-9/11 developments, Afghanistan’s posture became contested in some dimensions
between Pakistan and Iran. The new developments occurred in Afghanistan in terms of
presence of the US Military Forces, Rise of pro-west and anti- Taliban regime as well as
Pakistan’s alignment with U.S which nurtured Pakistan’s role suspiciously in Iran’s
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concerns. On the other hand, Iran adopted policy of engagement with new regime after
9/11 as well playing strategic role in Afghan’s affairs. Meanwhile, India enhanced
influence in Afghanistan by using soft power strategies with new regime. The nascent
Afghan regime after Taliban rule was only comfortab le with Indians rather it supported
them in the geopolitical affairs. These developments affected Pak-Iran bilateralism on the
matters of Afghanistan in general and specifically Pak-Iran cooperation.
Afghan-India enthusiasm affects Pakistan-Afghan relations as well as damages Pakistan’s
constructive role in Afghan’s affairs. Indo-Pak rivalry has been seen visibly on the
matters of Afghanistan as well as they marginalize each other’s interests. Indo-Iran nexus
on the matters of Afghanistan is another challenge for Pakistan which would be
distancing it from its neighbor Iran. India and Iran has initiated generous socio-economic
projects through investing in different fields. Pakistan has limited options for cooperation
with Iran due to Indian factor, rise of Indo-Iran nexus and Pak-US cooperation that makes
Tehran suspicions.

2.1.2 Iran’s Policy on Afghanistan and GWOT
Iran’s response on GWOT depends on its geostrategic interests in Afghanistan,
her perceptions regarding GWOT and geopolitical interests. Iran’s stance is based upon
anti-US narrative that challenges US supremacy in global affairs. The ideological polity
of Iran and its enmity with US is important for understanding Iran’s role in War on
Terror. Historically, hostile relations between Iran and US started since the Islamic
revolution in 1979. Iran condemns the US policies internationally. After launching
GWOT, Iran showed concerns and proclaimed it as a new Grand Strategy by US for
restoring regional and global hegemony. Further, GWOT has serious implications and
serious challenges for the foreign policy of Iran.
After 9/11 attacks, she condemned and announced support against militancy and
terrorism along with international community. Moreover, she proclaimed assistance for
US-led invasion in Afghanistan against Taliban. Iran’s pro-US narrative took closer to
her with US in initial phases of GWOT. The common objectives emerged such as
elimination of Taliban’s regime was, border management issues, controlling drug and
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narcotics smuggling and formation of political government in Kabul. Thus limited
cooperation established over governance related issues. In the initial phase of the US
invasion of Afghanistan, Iran welcomed war on terror and provided support against
terrorist groups operating in Afghanistan.
Furthermore, Iran also participated in US-led multilateral meeting regarding peace and
stability through installing legitimate government. Thus Tehran was the part of meetings
in Istanbul (November 2011) and Bonn (December 2011) for the future of Afghanistan.92
In beginning, Iran was ready to provide full extent support to US for the elimination of
AQ factions. But Washington rejected Tehran’s cooperation by declaring it as “axis of
evil”.
On the other hand, US presence in Afghanistan was an existential threat for Iran’s
integrity and security especially for nuclear facilities which were close to Afghanistan’s
territory. Consequently it was existential threat for Iran and affected foreign po licy
options. Meanwhile, Iran also refrained herself for bilateral engagement with US.
Further, she also opposed US military presence in Afghanistan. The deployment of US
military forces, particularly closer to Iran’s strategic assists such as its nuclear facilities,
was the existential security threat for Iran. Iran did not consider war on terror positively
rather proclaimed it war for maintain global hegemony.
Similarly, Iran considered US invasion of Afghanistan as countering Iran’s influence and
its encirclement. For instance, the US predator drone crushed in December 2011 which
entered Iranian air space from Afghanistan. Tehran claimed that the move was taken by
the US to sabotage the nuclear program. In 2005, US signed strategic agreement with
Afghanistan government that deteriorated Iran-Afghanistan cooperation and Iran-US
engagement.
Iran succeeded to establish good relations with new Afghan- government led by Karzai
and supported by providing economic assistance for the infrastructure development. S he
also remained an important player in the installment of government process in
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Afghanistan after toppling Taliban regime. Dari is the one of the two official languages
of Afghanistan that is close to Persian and 50 percent uses to speak this language. The
people of both countries are able to easily communicate each other. Along with, there is
exist 20 present portion of the Afghanistan’s poplation belong to Shia sect. These are
manily Hazars and other is Qizilbash, Farsiwan, and Sayyeds. 93 The developments in the
field of politics and economics were in the interests of Iran and Pakistan. Iran maintained
its influence in the political affairs of Afghanistan by supporting Hazara population,
constructing western parts of Afghanistan and supported Northern alliance or Northern
Front (an Afghan opposition movement composed of militias centered on Tajik, Uzbek,
and Hazara strongmen from northern Afghanistan). The response of Karzai government
even under US influence sustained the cordial relationship with Tehran.
The legacy of Khatami is considered an important era of Iranian behavior towards
western powers. In this era, Iran came up from International isolation and started to
improve dialogue with US and western states. Khatami was believed on the idea of
dialogue among different civilizations and rejected the phenomena of clash of
civilizations which was portrayed by American political scientist Samuel P. Huntington.
In that era, Iran developed cordial relations with neighboring states particularly with
Pakistan and other Muslim states as well as developed relations with western powers.
The Iranian foreign policy discourse has been changed after coming conservative and
hardliner president Mahmood Ahmadinejad (August 2005 to 2013). He attempted hostile
stance towards US policies in the region and initiated the work on nuclear facilities
without considering international pressure and nuclear related resolutions of United
Nation (UN). The relations with western powers and US remained hostile highly tense.
Consequently, Iran had to face international isolation in terms of international sanctions
was imposed by United Nations and US. She afflicted into international isolationism and
the sanctions halted the socio-economic situation of the country. Iran’s economy became
weak due to international sanctions. However, the new leadership came in power with
having moderate narrative and believing on dialogue with western powers for resorting
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economic stability. The changing narrative of Iranian leadership impacted its foreign
approach towards Afghanistan.
Iranian government relationship with Kabul is highly dependent on sort of different
challenges such as management of water disputes, narcotic challenges, refuges
management crisis and the US role in the domestic affairs of Afghanistan. The US
geopolitical interests in the region countering Iranian influence by installing pro west
regime in Kabul. However Iran maintains strong influence in Afghanistan by using
cultural, political and economic means. Due to shared culture, language and history with
Afghanistan, Iran having advantageous position by neglecting the military presence of
US particular after drawdown of US military forces from Afghanistan.

2.1.3 US Invasion of Afghanistan
The invasion of Afghanistan led towards socio-economic and security
implications for both Pakistan and Iran and both were affected with the altered regional
and international environment. Due to hegemonic objectives of US after 9/11, Pakistan
and Iran faced disastrous challenges. 94 US invaded Afghanistan after September 11
attacks to dismantle the Taliban regime and Al-Qaida with its leadership that was
grounded there. The operation “Enduring Freedom” (OEF) is fought with the help of
close ally UK. America announced global war on terror (GWOT) and it started from
invasion of Afghanistan. The GWOT started against the accused of 9/11 events but
neglected the causes of emergence extremism and fundamentalism.
The US decision of invasion over Afghanistan was carried upon rapidly, over ambitious
and miscalculated. After 9/11 attacks, US President Bush called to international
community to get support against terrorism and extremist. The International community
responded positively. In August 2003, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
joined GWOT as well as formulated International Security Assistance Force (ISAF).
Pakistan condemned 9/11 attacks and declared every kind of support including logistic
and areal. Similarly, Iran also announced help against curbing extremism and terrorism.
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Due to front- line role, Pakistan lost her former allies in Afghanistan in terms of
disqualifying Taliban regime. She lost strategic leverage over Afghanistan which was
achieved during Afghan War in 1979s and during Taliban rule. Pakistan affected badly
from US invasion of Afghanistan socio-economically and politically. Pakistan had to face
huge influx of unchecked refugees which was not only burden on economy but created
socio-political problems in Pakistan.
The refugees’ camps were used for the creation militant groups, smuggling weapons,
drugs and narcotics. With the result of US retaliation over Taliban, militant groups and
terrorists organizations such as Al Qaida (AQ) moved to tribal areas of Pakistan (FATA)
and Khaibar Pakhtun Khah (KPK) after dismantling their heavens in Afghanistan. 95
These militant groups launch offensive attacks within different cities of Pakistan and
became the greater security threat for Pakistan. The security situation of Pakis tan heavily
disturbed in terms of numbers of causalities of civilians and enforcing agencies personals
has been killed in the brutal in offensive attacks launched by Al Qaida (AQ) affiliated
groups Tehrik e Taliban and Sipah e Sahaba etc.
Nevertheless the Afghans refugee’s camps provided nurseries for militants groups those
involved in terrorists attacks. Pakistan has faced great loss being ally of war on terror
with US in terms of socio-economic loss as well as number of causalities in different
attacks. After US decision to invade Afghan, the government of Pakistan took decision
quickly to join the war and became front- line ally with US. The decision was taken
without negotiating other political parties as well as without considering concerns of
neighboring countries. Consequently, Pakistan had to suffer overwhelming implications
of US war in Afghanistan; such as socio-economic implications with the result of
deteriorated security and the phenomena of terrorism, extremism and insurgency is
exaggerated with the passage of time. The GWOT left many political, cultural,
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psychological and economic implications for Pakistan which was the result of remaining
front- line state in the war. 96
As far Iran’s concerns over US invasion of Afghanistan, the implications for Iran were
mostly different to Pakistan due to her geostrategic interests, nature of her relationship
with Afghanistan as well as the enmity with US. She also faced socio-economic problems
in terms of huge refuges migration to Iran.
After the installment of pro-US regime, Iran supported not only to Shia groups such as
Hazera but also provided aid to different militant groups including Taliban to counter US
influence. Iran also provided help to US in Afghanistan but on other hand supported
militant group against them. Moreover, Iran remained an important factor in the affairs of
Afghanistan and apparently having cooperation with US on different Issues instead of
enmity on global level. As well as US did not ignore the role of Iran in Afghanistan and
later remained partner in peace making process. In 2003, Iran made a formal offer to US
for negotiating on diverse issues related to peace process in Afghanistan but it was
rejected by George W. Bush administration.
However, Tehran and Washington are having probably common objectives in
Afghanistan such as stability, peace and elimination of Taliban and Al-Qaida. Because
poor conditions at the domestic level in Afghanistan culminate Taliban and militant
groups that are common threat for their geopolitical ends. As far as Tehran concerns, she
is facing great problems from Taliban which are involved in narcotics smuggling that
return great amount to them. As well as Washington considers Taliban a security threat
for international peace. Therefore cooperation between Te hran and Washington is eye to
eye. Iran along with India are providing great amount of aid to Afghan government to
develop infrastructure, constructing roads, railways and bridges that connect South Asia
to Central Asian Republics States. Both are working on the agenda of developing a
famous project known New Silk Road which connects two important regions of Asia.
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Tehran and Taliban also have coordination on different levels such as political process
and crisis management. The representatives of Taliban have also visited Iran being a part
of Iran- led peacemaking process. Iranian government supports different ethnic and
militant groups to maintain its influence such as ethnic Tajiks and Hazara groups and
other militant groups. After post-2014, the gradual drawdown of US armed forces from
Afghanistan provides opportunity for Iran to exert its influence with the help of Indian
factor. Both Iran and India are working together on d ifferent levels to address their
mutual interests such as access to energy rich central Asian states, developing the
infrastructure of Afghanistan for connecting it to the whole region.

2.2 Challenges for Pakistan-Iran Relations: Three levels of Analysis
Three levels of analysis provides outlook for understanding the challenges at
International, Regional and State level. After 9/11, Pak-Iran relationship has faced
tumultuous Challenges on three levels which are underlying factors for limited
cooperation.

2.2.1 International level
The structural constraints of international level limit Pak-Iran bilateralism and
hurdle for improving multi-dimensional cooperation. These are including US global
hegemonic policies, rising of China and Saudi’s factor that influences the regional
politics. All these are considered interviewing factors for Pak-Iran bilateralism.

2.2.1.1 US Supremacy in Global Affairs
The analysis of international level provides an overlook of Pakistan-Iran relations
in the changing dynamics of international system particularly after 9/11 attacks. The
international realties of new world order consist upon the hegemonic ambitions of US
and favor her predominance. The event of 9/11 is considered an important period as it
transformed the US foreign policy into new guidelines for the next century to meet new
challenges. The turbulent attacks of 9/11 on the twin towers, which are having symbolic
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greatness of military and economic for US, changed the regional security situation
drastically .The period of post-9/11 emerged as new period of US dominance in world
affairs and for South Asia as well.
After cold-war, US emerged predominant actor on world affairs and US capitalism
proved itself unchallengeable system. There would be no competitor of western
capitalism as said by Francis Fukuyama. The international system waved into new
century with turbulent attack on US soil in September 11, 2001 which envisaged new
world order on the basis of US offensive hegemonic paradigm. Now, the challenge came
from Islamic fundamentalism. The 9/11 event had greater significance when threat
emerged from radical Islam, terrorist groups, non-state actors and there would be
challenge of Islamic revivalism.
The US war on terror consisted upon period of struggle against invisible enemy. The post
9/11 developments were based upon the policy guidelines of President George H. Bush
address to the joint session of US congress on September 20, 2001. He stated the US
would respond offensively against the enemy. Moreover, He proclaimed that the US
retaliation would not be based only operations against the persons who involved in 9/11
attacks rather than it would be a military campaign throughout the world against
harboring states of terrorism. There would be preemptive strikes against terrorists groups
where they located regardless of any region, state and boundary. It was the first time in
the history when the US intervened directly in different countries on the base of policy of
unilateralism. The policy of unilateralism affected the international security and
challenged sovereignty of weak states. The unresolved issues of cold-war period and
Kashmir and Palestine Issues are underlying reasons of happening 9/11 attacks. 97 9/11
brought out new types of conflicts, violence, sectarianism and terrorism. Thus, the period
of post-9/11 took structural changes at international level as well as it affected
international peace.
It was part of Bush doctrine to invade Iraq that exacerbated chaos and abortiveness across
the Middle East. The military interventions on the basis of unilateralism were not only
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part of new world order rather than these proved US predominant and unchallengeable
power at international power. The new millennium started with new world order showed
new era of US imperialism. The GWOT affected Pak-Iran relationship. Pakistan revisited
the discourse of foreign policy accordance to new challenges in terms of rise non-state
actors as well as established strategic alignment with US.
The new world order (Bush doctrine) did not only affect the regional affairs of South
Asia rather than it aggravated the bilateral relations o f regional states and Pak-Iran
relations as well. Bush doctrine allowed the US for massive involvement in the
geopolitical affairs of Middle East. 98 The idea of greater Israel was also put forwarded
that consisted upon enlargement role of Israel in the affairs of the region. In 2003,
invasion on Iraq was the part of Bush doctrine. The new reginal strategy was established
for restoring US geopolitical interests that are oil and protecting Israel. The concept of
Greater Israel is supported by US administration under different president of US
particularity during the presidency of Donald Trump who decided to shift Israel’s capital
to Jerusalem. 99
The rising security concerns in Iran’s neighborhood and Pakistan’s strategic cooperation
with US- led invasion is another challenge for anti- US Iran. Iran under the president of
Ahmadinejad, who was highly conservative, rejected the US supremacy and her
endeavors for maintaining peace internationally as well. Further, he portrayed the US as a
great devil. 100 The enmity of US and Iran at different levels affected Pakistan’s foreign
polices choices. In addition, US anti-Iranian sentiment and Pakistan alignment with US in
GWOT kept away both neighboring states.
Both countries has singed different agreements for enhancing trade and commerce
relations especially Iran-Pakistan Gas Pipeline (IP). But these could not be materialized
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due to international economic sanctions on Iran. After the singing nuclear deal of Iran
with world powers along with US resulted sanctions relaxation for limited time but the
project of Iran-Pakistan Gas pipeline (IPI) could not be in progress due to the US
pressure.

2.2.1.2 Major Powers’ role in Pakistan-Iran Relations
The anarchical international system led towards competition for power enhancing
where developing states have to manage their role on the basis of relative gain. The
dynamics of South Asia (SA) as well as its geographical landscape has greater
importance in global affairs. The populous and least developed region holds two nuclear
rival states Pakistan and India. The politics of South Asia is determined by role of two
regional players. The geostrategic importance of the region attracts global powers for
geo-strategic and geo-economic ambitions. Thus the region has become the interplay of
power politics by global powers.
The extra regional involvement is not new phenomena rather it is continued after end of
colonial rule from the subcontinent. During the cold-war, the US and USSR resorted
linkages in their respective allies for maintaining control over regional politics. The coldwar power politics influenced Pakistan-Iran relations. Further the Islamic revolution of
Iran in 1979 portrayed different challenges for enhancing bilateralism. Similarly, Iran-US
enmity and distinct foreign policy discourse is other challenge for improving relations
with Pakistan.
In the initial the phase of Pakistan’s independence, she jumped into western bloc leading
due to its leadership cohesion with western capitalism as well as opposed USSR due to
India’s inclined towards communism. The geostrategic importance of South Asia brought
two powers USSR and the US into the region. During the cold war, Pakistan-US
cooperation remained in different fields such as military relations as well as socialpolitical relations. Similarly, the US and China both have remained important player in
the affairs of Pakistan particularly during cold war and later has attained all whether
friend status. Pakistan also played mediator role during highly tensions periods of cold
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war between communist china and US. It was the result of her mediation that both states
came close.
China factor has become greater concern for the US who has geopolitical interests in the
region. Pakistan also maintains relationship with the US instead of having strategic
relationship with rival China. The geographical advantageous location of Pakistan makes
it important for major powers. She is located on the Arabian and India Sea as well as
sharing borders with China, India, Afghanistan and Iran. China is establishing closeness
with Pakistan. On the other hand, the US maneuvers are India centric for securing
geopolitical interest in South Asia. Iran faces geo-security challenges from US presence
in Afghanistan.
In this backdrop, Pakistan-Iran relationship faces mountainous challenges in terms of
divergent alliances and orientations with major powers. Iran anti-US approaches and its
sanctioned economy are irritants for improving relations. Further, India-Iran rising nexus
in Afghanistan as well as economic cooperation has been looked suspiciously by
Pakistan. Meanwhile, rise of Saudi and US factor in Pakistan’s affair limits her
bilateralism with Iran.

2.2.1.3 Saudi Factor
Saudi Arabia always remains influential player in Pakistan’s affairs. Pak-Saudi
cordiality determines Pakistan’s relations with neighboring Iran. Pakistan always stands
with Saudi Arabia in the overwhelming crisis of Middle East as well as provides strategic
support. Saudi Arabia’s interests in Afghanistan are not core issue for its policy rather
these contain pro-US ambitions. As well as her relations with Pakistan affects Pak-Iran
bilateralism. She supports Pakistan for containing Iran’s influence and enhancing role in
Afghanistan for securing geopolitical interests particularly after the announcing US
drawdown strategy from Afghanistan in 2014. 101 Consequently, she is supporting Kabul
government for avoiding other civil war as well as supported peace talks with Taliban.
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Pakistan and Saudi Arabia are close partners as well as their strategic, political and
economic relations dated back to 1960s. Both countries have signed many agreements in
different fields such defense and technology. Pakistan has provided greater assistance in
the field of technology and defense in terms of training military personals of Saudi
Arabia. In addition, Saudi Arabia rescued Pakistan’s economy in trouble times by giving
economic aid in terms of free oil as well as providing diplomatic support especially after
the nuclear tests in 1998.
Saudi Arabia also provided help to Pakistan in wars against India in 1965, 1971 and
supported Pakistan’s stance over Kashmir. Pakistan-Saudi relations remained cordial
irrespective of change in political and military regimes. However, the warmth
relationship faced some flaws during political government of Pakistan People Party (PPP)
due to its so called secular polices and closeness to Iran. Pakistan’s fragile economy and
its weak institutions compel it relay on external powers and needs support to overcome
domestic and foreign obstacles.
Saudi Arabia has greater leverage to affect the internal as well external discourses of
Pakistan due to profound reasons. The country’s dominant population comprise the
Muslims belong to convent with Sunni’s interpretation of Islam as well as having
ideological affiliation with Saudi Arabia. Pakistan a country which has deep rooted
religious society and complex religious and ideological landscape considers the moves of
Saudi Arabia in positive way.
The most population has closeness with Saudi Arabia due to having birth Place of Islam,
custodian of two holiest sites of Muslims (Haramain Sharefain) as well having
ideological commonality. During the Soviet-Afghanistan war, Saudi Arabia exacerbated
its influence through promotion of jihadist ideology as well as gave financial support to
establish Madrasas (Religious Education School). Saudi Arabia also has penetrated
Wahhabi brand of Islam is the polity of Pakistan. The madrasas have greater leverage
over public and society. Thus Pakistan’s religious lines and educated society have been
influenced through religious- ideological tools. Such kinds of public influence agendas
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enable her to enhance relations with political and military elite for achieving geopolitical
ends as well as for countering Iranian influence in Pakistan.
The support for nuclear armed Pakistan is strategic important for pursuit of securing
regional interest and strengthening the role in Middle East affairs. Saudi Arabia close
relationship with political elite enhances her role in domestic affairs. In 1999s, when
chief of Army staff General Pervez Musharraf ousted the Nawaz Sharif regime from
government, it was Saudi Arabia who protected Nawaz Sharif and gave safe heaven to
Pakistan’s dominant political party. Prior to this, Nawaz had established the good
relations with Saudi Arabia. There is a strong military to military relation and these
relations never disrupted and freeze.
Pakistan-Saudi Arabia’s relations are not just conventional relationship rather it has
strategic, deep rooted and inflectional in the foreign policy making process. During the
Yemen crisis, Saudi Arabia requested strategic support to former ally Pakistan and it was
rejected by the establishment of Pakistan due to closeness with neighbor Iran as well as
changing dynamics of Middle Eastern political affairs. The rivalry of Iran and Saudi
Arabia at the regional level affected the discourse of Pakistan’s foreign policy.

2.2.2 Regional level
The analysis of regional developments after 9/11 gives structural regional constraints,
challenges and hurdles for the relations between Pakistan and Iran. The post-9/11
developments affected the dynamics of South Asia as well as influenced foreign policy of
Pakistan. In the post-9/11 developments, some regional developments led to wards
divergences between Pakistan and Iran and reshaped their relationship. The regional
constraints for their relationship are mainly related to geopolitical developments of South
Asia such as India’s propagation against Pakistan for claiming terrorist state and her
hegemonic moves, India-Iran geo-economic and geo-strategic partnership and rising
concerns of Gulf States over CPEC. All these factors affect Pak-Iran relationship. These
regional developments occurred after 9/11 as well as affected Pakistan’s relations with
Iran.
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2.2.2.1 Changing Dynamics of South-Asia after 9/11
Pakistan-Iran relationship is dependent on regional environment of South Asia
and West Asia or Middle East. After 9/11, the analysis of regional developments shows
changing regional dynamics which alter geo-strategic interests of the regional countries.
In the wake of 9/11 attacks, regional developments occurred in the populous region of
South Asia. The 9/11 period was not only a transitional phase in the US foreign policy
rather it changed international system and regional politics of South Asia as well.
The US administration under the rule of George W. Bush announced Global War on
Terror (GWOT) internationally. It was decided invasion of Afghanistan for dismantling
the footprints of Al-Qaida and extremist groups. The US strategy followed after 9/11 is
known as Bush doctrine consisted upon unilateralism and preemptive respo nse against
terrorism that shower her hegemonic power as well as challenging other major powers
like China and Russia.
Pakistan responded quickly over US declaration of war on terror for securing geopolitical
and economic interests. Washington maintained quickly it’s traditionally relationship
with Islamabad by neglecting the India concerns. India was a major competitor of
Pakistan and having assertion of being regional hegemon of south Asia. US also
maintained its strategic relationship with India by signing civil nuclear deal while
Pakistan had allied with US over War on Terror. Pakistan’s front line partnership with
US raised Iran’s concerns that affected their bilateralism. Iran’s anti- Americanism
hurdled in cooperation with Pakistan as well as rising Saudi factor impeded for
bilateralism.
The policy portrayed hegemonic power of US and neglected the role of other major
powers in regional system where US emerged predominant actor. The policy of
unilateralism affected the security situation of South Asia and created geo-strategic
concerns for all regional states. The conflict and cooperation has been evident in South
Asia. For instance, there was emerged Pakistan-US alliance against Al-Qaida network,
Indo-US strategic partnership in 2005, Indo-Afghanistan strategic alliance in 2011 and
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Pak-China strategic cooperation. 102 All South-Asian countries tried to join war on terror
for their interests. For instance, Sri Lanka and Nepal concerns, both cooperated with US
for getting support against its national insurgent group Tamils and moist which involved
in terrorist activities.

2.2.2.2 Indian Hegemonic Moves vis-à-vis Pakistan
India’s role in South Asia is primarily basis upon hegemonic aspirations. 103 The
turbulent events of September 11 worsened the situation of the subcontinent and affected
Pakistan-India relations badly. India responded war on terror positively because of having
hegemonic desires and anti-Pakistan sentiments. In addition, India tried to exploit the
situation for its geopolitical interest and also asked Washington for avoiding Pakistan by
declaring it terrorism sponsor state. 104 India’s strategists assumed alignment of US with
war on terror would be beneficial for her hegemonic aspirations
On 15 September 2001, Pakistan decided to cooperate with international community to
crush terrorism without involving of military action beyond its boundary. Although
Pakistan had to face to political and economic damage being partner of US- led war on
terror as it mentioned by President Musharraf in his speech but the decision was also
inclusion of relative gain rather than total damage. The decision carried out two types of
benefits. Firstly, Pakistan became front line state combating against terrorism that favors
its Kashmir issue at international level. Second ly, Pakistan would get assistance
economically and militarily from International community. 105 This created the regional
balance with rival India. On the other hand, India could not afford such kind of USPakistan strategic relationship due to regional rivalry with Pakistan.
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The regional developments compelled India to propagate the situation in its favor being
opposed to the rising influence of Pakistan. India tried to stop the Pakistan-US strategic
relationship and seeking to Washington declares Pakistan as terrorist state. Indian
accused of Pakistan’s government to harboring of terrorists groups for having linkages
with Taliban and supporting militant groups. Furthermore, allegations were made on
freedom fight in India-occupied Kashmir and was accused Pakistan as supporter of
freedom fighters in Indian-held Jammu and Kashmir. In the initial phases of GWOT,
Indian spreading negative narrative against Pakistan and tried to convince U.S that their
strategic relationship with Pakistan was dysfunctional and would be damaged the
objectives of GWOT.
India took leverage of 9/11 situation and accused Pakistan on supporting insurgents
groups and freedom fighter in Indian- held Jammu and Kashmir. The Kashmir Issue was
described as not it is struggle of Kashmiri people for self-determination rather it was
motivated by Pakistan’s interests in Kashmir. India propagated the involvement of
Pakistan’s militant groups in Kashmir with the help of Pakistan. The extremist groups
Lashkar e Taiba and Jaish e Muhammad were involved in sending freedom fighters to
Indian-held Kashmir. Indian put pressure strongly on US to ask the government of
Pakistan shutting down theses terrorist activities. In response, the president of Pakistan
General Pervaiz Musharraf initiated crack down all kind of terrorist’s organizations;
Islamic extremist groups such as Lashkar e Taiba and Jaish e Muhammad and banned all
organization which involved in sectarian violence on 12 January 2002.
Similarly, India enhanced influence in Afghanistan in post-9/11 period as well as it
provided an opportunity for India to reestablish geopolitical linkages with newly
government of Afghanistan. The newly established regime in Kabul after US invasion in
Afghanistan on November 2001 was pro-west and anti-Taliban and it was highly
supported by Indian government. Prior to this, Indian had not good relations with proTaliban regime in Kabul because it was highly under the influence of Pakistan.
India reestablished its strategic relation with Afghan’s government and provided help
economically for developing the infrastructure, assisted in the field of education and
technology. On October 2011, Afghanistan and India signed strategic agreement (AIP).
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In this, India provided strategic assistance to Afghanistan in terms of training security
forces and providing sophisticated weapons. 106 Furthermore, she gave training to Afghan
woman officers in Indian military academy. 107 Indo-US nuclear deal and India’s
enhancement in militarization are the hegemonic aspirations that has created imbalance in
South Asia. Moreover, she is working on the advancing missile technology. For instance,
she has built the long range missile of Agni series that covers distance up to 5000km and
these can target Europe, Japan and Middle East. 108

2.2.2.3 India’s Investment on Chahbahar Port
India is establishing geostrategic linkages with Iran that is the part of India’s
encirclement policy against Pakistan. Moreover, India is investing huge amount over
developing Chahbahar port. The port is located in southeastern province of Sistan and
Baluchistan. The port possesses closeness of 950 km to Afghanistan with city of Milak as
well as 1827 km away from Turkmenistan border. The port is located at the Gulf of
Oman, Strait of Hurmuz, closest to India Sea and having greater potential to for providing
economic corridor for Indian into Middle East and Central Asia and Europe. The port is
also located closely to Gwadar port and having merely distance of 72 km. In this regard,
both ports are called sister ports.
Historically, construction was started on Chahbahar port in 1973 by the Sha of Iran. Later
on, work was started in 1983 during Iran-Iraq war and subsequently proposed an
initiative for further development took place in 2003 with the help of India. The project
could not be materialized due to international sanctions on Iran. After Iran’s
rapprochement with west, Chahbahar port development agreement was signed with India
on May 2016 during the international sanctions’ relaxation period. The Chahbahar port is
divided into two parts Shahid Kalantari and Shahid Beheshti. The port has intend to
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maintain Bandar Abbas port which is used 85 percent of seaborne trade a nd commerce as
it is center trade with Russia and Europe. The port is not having many operations as
Bandar Abbas port on the western part of country that is congested.
The Iran’s congested sea port Bandar Abbas is not so much deep sea port which retains 2,
cargo ships with having 50000 tons. The Chahbahar port is significant for taking down
the burden of Bandar Abbas port as well as having potential for regional connectivity that
makes it important strategically for both Iran and India. Since the changing dynamics of
South Asia after 9/11, both are growing naval activities in Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea
and enhancing influence in Afghanistan. Indian’s hegemonic desires are evident in
agreement of Chahbahar port and makes the project immense significant geopolitical
interests.
India’s ambitions consist upon the countering growing influence of China as well as
encircling Pakistan lead toward strategic alliance with Iran. The geographical proximity
of Chahbahar port with Gwadar makes them competitors for geopolitical, geo-economics
and geostrategic objectives. India is investing greater amount for constructing Chahbahar
and China is spending huge amount for developing Gwadar port would create rivalry for
natural resources of Central Asia in the region. Iran’s port Chahbahar and Pakistan’s
Gwadar have become epicenter of competition for economic and strategic objectives
between India and China. India’s warmth relations with US after signing civil nuclear
deal and cordiality on the matters of Afghanistan and Central Asia are highly concern for
China.
India’s naval cooperation with US in Indian Ocean, Arabian Sea and Persian Gulf is
greater concern for China. It would create disruption of oil supply and stop the supply of
crude oil and Trade to china from energy rich states at the time of hostility with India or
US on Taiwan issue. India is enhancing influence through sea power and strengthening
the ties with Gulf States, Iran and Saudi Arabia. The rising cooperation between Iran and
Indian on the matters of Afghanistan, Central Asia as well as the cooperation on
Chahbahar port is highly concerns for Pakistan’s geo-economics and strategic interests in
the region.
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Indo-Afghan nexus and India-Iran cordiality is part of India’s strategy for encircling
Pakistan and countering the growing influence of China. India is on the agenda of
enhancing the influence in Central Asia through Afghanistan. She is investing huge
amount on Iran’s Chahbahar for reaching Arabian Sea that also highlights her inspiration
of undermining the Pakistan-china’s geo-economics objectives. India is rising in three
regions South Asia, Middle East and Central Asia through her soft power strategies. She
is advancing trade and economic linkages in these regions through connecting them b y
developing infrastructure and providing assistance in the field of Information and
technology (IT). India’s moves in other regions and developing strategic relations with
Pakistan’s neighborhood countries Iran and Afghanistan poses paramount security
challenges for Pakistan.
India is developing infrastructure in Afghanistan, constructing roads, railways, investing
in different sectors and giving access Afghanistan to sea through Chahbahar port. The
mega plan of constructing Chahbahar port as well as making it hub for trade and
commerce for regional countries and interlinking the port to Afghanistan and Central
Asia are the strategies for India’s rise. Indian’s aspiration belongs to sabotage the Gwadar
project as well as her strategic alliance with Iran is greater concern for Pakistan.

2.2.2.4 Gulf States Concerns over Gwadar Port
The developing project of Gwadar port holds not only geostrategic significance for
Pakistan rather it consists upon paramount concerns of Gulf States. Many analysists
assume that the port is having greater potential and it would be another Dubai on world’s
map. The economic potential of the port is the major challenge for Gulf States. Both
Dubai and Gwadar have almost similar advantages, located on Gulf of Oman as well as
having closer distance. Thus it will generate economic struggle in Gulf of Oman between
two groups of countries Pakistan, China and Qatar on one side and India and United
Arabs Emirates (UAE) on other side.
Dubai is situated in the southeast of Persian Gulf, located at center of coastal trade as
well as having strategic influence in the region. It is geostrategic important and largest
populous country in UAE. The developed infrastructure of Dubai and its two major ports,
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Port Rashid and Port Jebel Ali, enable her as a hub for international trade, tourism and
sports. In addition, the major revenue comes from real estate, foreign investments,
aviation and having luxurious places. The beautiful and tallest buildings, largest
construction projects, working international companies from 120 countries made her
paramount significant in the world. Thus she has advantageous location that enables her
opportunity for overcoming poor natural destiny as well as provides greater economic
look in world’s affairs.
As far Gwadar port, it has advantageous location and poses serious challenge to Dubai.
The post is considered strategic location and a gateway of reaching Gulf region and
Middle East for emerging economic power China and energy rich Central Asian States.
The advantageous location of port gives the access to China and CARs and allowed them
to reach Arabian Sea and Persian Gulf. China is also developing other projects in Gwadar
such as constructing infrastructure of the city, establishing international airport, building
infrastructure for developing industrial zones and developing hotels and restaurants. In
addition, she is investing in different areas for meeting geo-economics ends.
As far Gwadar’s potential and China’s mega development in Gwadar, is greater concerns
for Dubai. Dubai Investment Forum is working for persuading investment in Dubai, has
raised the concerns over Gwadar and named it serious rival. In addition, such kinds of
concerns were explained by the different regional stake holders. UAE have concerns o ver
Gwadar port due to its comprising strategic and alternative position for trade and
commerce. Likewise India is regional rival state and she is on the agenda of enhancing
interests through using soft powers and alternative strategies. China’s growing influence
in South Asia and investment in Gwadar exerts strategic depth to Pakistan against India.
US being a hegemonic power also have concerns over China’s rising economy
particularly its economic projects via to South Asia. China is enhancing influence in
Afghanistan by providing economic assistance as well its strategies for reaching to
Central Asian state along with Russia are growing concerns for US hegemonic power in
the region. As well changing situation in Afghanistan especially after the partial
withdrawal of US military forces has deleterious regional implications. As far launching
geo strategic and economic projects Chahbahar and Gwadar initiated by China and India
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generated economic competition as well having implications over other regional
countries.
The Gwadar port is considered game changer for regional geopolitics and having
implications for Gulf States. Some other states also have shown ambitions and
willingness for joining the project such as Saudi Arabia, Iran, Qatar and Russia. The
rising concerns over Gwadar are having impacts on the bilateral relations between
Pakistan and Iran. With regard to context, the convergences between Gulf States and
Pakistan over Gwadar have positive and negative impacts of Pakistan-Iran relations.

2.2.3 State Level
The state level analysis provides overlook of challenges and issues for improving
warmth relationship between Pakistan and Iran. In this study, there will discuss structural
irritants and constrains those are hurdle for state to state interactions as well as for
improving bilateralism. These constrains mainly belongs to domestic and state level
challenges and irritants which must be addressed for improving cordial relations. The
internal instability in terms of terrorism, militancy and socio-economic problems affects
Pak-Iran bilateralism. Similarly cross border terrorism and emerging new alliances are
also the matter of concern for each state.

2.2.3.1 Cross Border Terrorism
The problem of cross border terrorism creates not only contentions with Iran
rather she also has warned Pakistan for many times. Above all, Iran has violated and
intervened directly against terrorist groups inside the territory of Pakistan. 109 The cross
boarder terrorism emanating from the region Baluchistan is led by the insurgents and
terrorist groups that work for geopolitical agendas. These terrorist activities deteriorate
the relations between two states. Meanwhile, terrorists also infiltrate and use to change
their locations. In addition, the problem of drug smuggling and illicit trade is also evident
in the frontier region. The concerning issues and problems in the frontier region are
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divided into two categories for understanding. The first issue is Baloch insurgents groups
and second is the issue of drug trafficking.

2.2.3.2 Baloch Insurgents Groups
The Baloch insurgent groups are the combination of ethno cultural and Islamic
extremist forces which are operating for their geo-political incentives. Historically,
Baloch ethnic groups belong to Baluchistan region which has remained independent for
several centuries ago. In 19th century, it has been divided fiercely by Persians and British
Empire. In 1928, the western independent part of Baluchistan merged with Reza Sha h
Pahlvi dynasty who took control over through military force against Qajar rule.
Meanwhile, British Empire maintained control over other part of Baluchistan till the
Pakistan’s independence in 1947. 110 The division of Baluchistan region into different
countries division raised apprehensions in Baluch ethnic groups which resulted freedom
struggle as well as started rebellion for separate homeland.
During British rule, Baluchistan comprised four states i.e Makran, Las Bela, Kharan and
Kalat. After the partition, first three states willingly joined Pakistan while Khan of Kalat,
Mir Ahmed Yar refused and declared independence. However, Khan agreed on accession
on April 1948. The phenomenon of Baluch insurgency emerged after the annexation of
Kalat state to Pakistan.
The Brother of Khan of Kalat, Shahzada Karim Khan rejected decision violently. He
started militancy against the government of Pakistan to secede territory. The situation
became worse after the declaring “One Unit” plan which raised concerns of local people.
In 1970, Baluchistan has been declared the province of Pakistan after the abolition of
“One Unit”. The separatist and rebellion groups remained active from the indepe ndence
as well as they fought freedom wars in 1958, 1963–69 and 1973–77 and 2005 and even
they rose in revolt to-date. 111 The insurgency was the result of structural weakness in
political system. Similarly, allegations were made on the political parties of Baluchistan
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for getting weapons from India and launching militant struggle for separation to
destabilize the country.
The phenomena of insurgency became complex after the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan in 1979 as well as US led war on terror in Afghanistan in 2001. 112 In the
wake of GWOT, Pakistan initiated steps for curbing terrorism against Al-Qaida’s
affiliated networks. Consequently, the insurgency in Baluchistan shifted into new pattern.
The struggle for securing state-related interest became change after 9/11 attacks due to
change in the landscape of international system, emerging threats from non-state actors as
well as flourishing Islamic militancy. The nationalist separatist groups diverted into
military struggle and named as Baluchistan Liberation Army (BLA). The non-state
militant groups are also presence in Baluchistan such as Taliban, Al-Qaeda, Lashkar-eJhangvi and Jundullah. 113 Later on, separatist groups developed linkages with Islamic
extremist organizations and they attacked ethnic Ha zara Shia community as well as
attacked the bordering security of Iran. The issue led towards rising security concerns
over western border with Iran. They also launch terrorist attacked Iran’s soil through
infiltration by maintaining good relations with ethno-cultural people of Iran’s
Baluchistan. Similarly, they are indirectly involved illegal trade and drug smuggling.
They facilitate and provide way to smugglers and drug traffickers and make money via
taxation. 114 For instance, Laskar e Jangvi, a prominent Islamic extremist group, has
control over transit route of drug traffickers and earns income through taxation and
protection.
Pakistan is facing security challenges at domestic level in term of rise of Islamic militant
groups and separatist groups which are supported by India and Afghanistan. 115 The
growing Indian factor after the US- led war in Afghanistan as well as Indian policy of
encirclement in terms of support to insurgents groups exacerbated the phenomena of
insurgency in Baluchistan. The nationalist struggle converted into Islamic extremist fight
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after getting support from Al Qaida and other Islamic militant groups such as Tehrik e
Talaban Pakistan (TTP). The nationalist and militant groups formulated different militant
groups Baluchistan Republican Army (BRA), united Baluch Army (UBA) and Lashkar e
Baluchistan. The rise in such kind of insurgency is the result to geo-political and
economic grievances and external involvement by regional and extra regional players. 116
The growing security concerns over Pakistan-Iran’s border and rise in terrorist attacks
affect the relations. The terrorist groups began to launch attacks on border security guards
of Iran in 2003. The group established in 2012 with the members of Jundullah after killed
its mastermind Malik Rigi. The Jundullah, comprise of Islamic militant fighters, is
enjoying good relations with the insurgents groups of Baluch nationalists as well as they
groups provide safe havens to the Jundullah fighters in Pak-Baluchistan. The radical
Islamic militant group Jash ul- Adal (Army of justice) which is operating in Sistan, is
having Sunni jihadist ideology, has launched attacks against the security bordering guards
and civilians. The Baluchi groups have fought wars with theocratic regime of Iran and
Pakistan for gaining their autonomous region. In 2013-14-15 and 2016, Jaish ul Adl
claimed a deadly attack on Iranian border guards where fourteen, nine and ten causalities
were occurred respectively as well as some faced serious injuries. 117 Iran’s officials
alleged over Pakistan that the attacks took place with the support of Pakistan’s
Baluchistan terrorist and separatist insurgent groups.
The stability in Baluchistan is prerequisite for peace in bordering region. Pakistan along
with all- weather fried china has started socio-economic developments projects in
Baluchistan. The prosperity will diminish the grievances of least developed and
geostrategic important province of Baluchistan and install stability. China’s One Belt one
Road initiative (OBR) has made this region important geo-strategically and economically
Baluchistan in global politics. The instability and unrest in Baluchistan favors India’s
geopolitical interests in different ways. For instances, instability will impede china from
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developing economic and geostrategic important project and prevent Pakistan for
providing transit route to China for reaching enrich rich Middle East and Central Asia.
However, the government of Pakistan has been announced different projects for the
development of Baluchistan as well as for constructing infrastructure. Mostly insurgents
groups have been defused and diminished. Moreover, the reasons of insurgency must be
resolved through diminishing the grievances especially related to health and education.
The political stability is prerequisite for peace and stability across the province.

2.2.3.3 Drug Trafficking and Terrorism
The Islamic militants and insurgent groups are involved in drugs and narcotics
trafficking, illegal trade, weapons and humans smuggling. The phenomena of smuggling
and terrorism are closely interlinked with illicit and terrorist activities by insurgent
groups. These activities has been become bone of contentions between Pakistan and Ira n.
Moreover, the militant groups also involved cross border terrorism and they wage
terrorist against Iran’s officials from Pakistan’s Baluchistan. 118 The geographical
proximity of Baluchistan exists with the highly drug produced country, Afghanistan.
Similarly, having ideal geostrategic important location makes Baluchistan good place for
drug smugglers. The costal of Baluchistan is used for smuggling drugs and approximately
it is the one-third of total smuggled drugs from Afghanistan. Moreover, the 30$billions
worth of drugs are smuggled from Afghanistan via Pakistan to other countries.119
Consequently, the region has become the center stage for of smugglers as well as weapon
and drugs are collected in this region for smuggling to Europe and other regions.
The drugs and smuggled things come into Pakistan through Afghanistan because of
having long border with inefficient control. Overall, there are used nine routes for drug
smuggling across the world. Among on them six are passed through Baluchistan. 120 Drug
traffickers collect drug and narcotics form Afghanistan and smuggle across the country.
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They send it to other parts of the country as well other states through Gwadar and Makran
port. Local boats are used to reach illegal commodities to cargo ships, loaded them and
these were received by other contractors. As well in West, these drugs are sent to Iran
through Tafton boarder and illegal ways of large territory connected to Iran. Antinarcotics force (ANF) proclaimed that Baluchistan has become vulnerable place to illegal
trade, drugs and narcotics trafficking as well as human smuggling. Pakistan has gifted
long coastline which it connects to different regions and gives access waterways. The
large coastline line more than 800 kilo meters pass through Gwadar and Makaran coast
become the region good place for smuggling throughout the world. Suck kind of
activities carried out by terrorist group and they earned from these sources and used it in
their terrorist activities.
The province has geographical proximity with Iran as well as having long coastline that
has closeness to Gulf of Oman. This coastline is used by smugglers for reaching Persian
Gulf as well as spreading drugs and illegal substances across the different regions such as
Asia, Europe and Africa etc. The province has become the epicenter of drug and narcotic
smuggling and illicit trade. It is result of its poor rule and law situation, least
development, having geographical importance as well as its long coastline that makes this
advantageous location for smugglers.
There is also a major problem of human trafficking and smuggling. Baluchistan border
and Gwadar coastal line are used for illegal crossing to Iran for reaching Turkey. The
phenomena of human trafficking is confused due to lack of legislation, poor law and
order situation and to some extant migrants become victims by traffickers. The victims of
smugglers or migrants mainly come from Center and South Punjab and Sindh areas and
they are sent abroad through agents. There is nexus of criminal networks agents,
facilitators and transporters. Moreover, different are involved such as money laundering
fraudulent documentation, and identity theft.121 The underlying reasons of such kinds illegal

activities are related to the grievances, lack of infrastructure development and poor law
and order situation. Iran also has concerns on such types of trafficking and smuggling
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issues with the authorities of Pakistan. Therefore, twin provinces of both states signed an
agreement in 2004 for enhancing incentives for the deprive people of provinces as well as
for curbing illegal activities. Under this, Iran would provide assistance to the people of
Baluchistan in the field of agricultural technology as well as in education sector.
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2.2.3.4 Gwadar vs Chahbahar Port
Gwadar is port city of Baluchistan and having greater significance geoeconomically geo-strategically. It is located on Makran coast closer to Indian Ocean and
geographical existed in Sistan-Baluchistan province. Pakistan is projecting construction
of Gwadar port through pilot project CPEC. On the other hand, Iran is improving
economic relations with India as well as both have signed agreement for developing
Iranian’s port in Chahbahar. Gwadar and Chahbahar ports are considered sister ports and
having closer distance of 72 kilometers. The Chahbahar port is having geostrategic and
geo-economic importance for Iran and India as well as having potential for integrating
trade in different regions i.e South Asia, South West Asia and Central Asia. Moreover,
Iran is working on the connectivity of the port through railroads to Afghanistan and
Central Asia and eventually it will increase its importance as compared to Gwadar
port. 123
India is investing billions of dollars on multiple projects in Iran regarding construction of
Chahbahar port as well as financing for developing the project of “Iran’s Eastern
Corridor”. It serves India’s strategic interest in terms of proving gateway to Afghanistan,
Central Asia and beyond. Pakistan has highly concerns over India’s activities in
Chahbahar port that adversely prevented Gwadar for becoming internal hub of trade.
Moreover, it also facilitates India’s strategic depth against Chain’s naval cooperation in
Gwadar as well as its regional hegemonic aspirations. Such kind of Iran-Indo economic
geopolitical bilateralism raises concerns for Pakistan as well as makes suspicions. This is
challenge for improving bilateral relations between Pakistan and Iran. Pakistan’s Gwadar
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and India’s Chahbahar and emerging geostrategic ties between India and Iran are having
negative implication for Pak-Iran relations as well as these affect the bilateral
relationship. (See Appendix I )

2.2.3.5 Strategic Importance of Gwadar Port
The geographical location of Gwadar port has strategic importance in the regional
affairs of South Asia particularly after the investment of China for the development of the
port. It holds economic benefits as well as geostrategic outcomes for Pakistan and China
as well. Due to changing dynamics of international system, seas are important for more
commercial advantages, fulfilling strategic and political purposes. Gwadar port is deep
sea rooted as well it located at mouth of strait of Hurmuz which is transit point of 2/3
world’s oil. The oil activities on Arabian ocean and Persian Gulf can be easily observed
through the port gives it strategic importance for major powers.
It is located in such province which is full of natural resources. Baluchistan’s important
for Pakistan is also because of comprising approximately 800 kilometer coastline out of
total 1054 coastal area. It can be hub for international trade and shipment activities as
well it can join three regions, energy rich central Asian states, South Asia and Middle
East. It would increase development in the whole province, exploring tourism and
creating new jobs. The port would provide prosperity for Pakistan through creating
special economic zones and foreign investment.
The port also holds regional geo strategic importance especially after the changing
dynamics of South Asia. It provides strategic depth as well as gives leverage to monitor
Indian activates. The sea lines of communication (SLOCs) on Persian Gulf and strait of
Hurmuz can be monitored by the port. The port is important for China as far its economic
purposes as well as its strategic interests in the region. The economic and strategic
motives from CPEC have opposed India-Iran strategic and geo-economic bilateralism and
Construction of Chahbahar port respectively. Iran has advantages over Pakistan’s Gwadar
due to upper hand, closeness to Central Asia and cordiality with Afghanistan. Iran will
offer Afghanistan trade at low tariff. India, Afghanistan and Iran had already singed
Memorandum of Understandings (MoUs) for transit and transport infrastructure. It will
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be huge economic setback for Pakistan and obstacle for geo-economics aspirations. (See
Appendix II)
This chapter shows challenges for Pakistan-Iran relations. These are the factors that are
the hurdles for cordial relations and create bitterness. Some of them related to security,
geopolitics, major power politics and other of them are the result of Indian hegemonic
aspirations. Pakistan is facing economic and domestic challenges and needs political
stability. The international, regional and state level challenges are the intervening factors
of their relationship. The influence of Saudi-Arabia and the US in the affairs of Pakistan
affects Pak-Iran closeness. It is evident that both established closer relationship in
beginning as well as they were closed in the pre-revolution era due to convergences.
Therefore both successfully established economic organization ECO with the help of
Turkey. During the Soviet-Afghan war, divergences emerged that diminished trust and
tensions arose between both states. But both states revisited in the post-9/11 period and
realized the full potential of their relationship. All these developments show that both
states are natural allies and having natural intimacy.
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Chapter 3
OPPORTUNITIES FOR PAKISTAN-IRAN RELATIONS
Pakistan-Iran relationship is based on ideational and materialistic factors which are
the foundation of their cooperation and cordiality. There exist complex interdependence
between Pakistan and Iran. Complex interdependence is different form Interdependence;
in which there is merely political-economic and military interdependence. Complex
interdependence refers to a situation among a number of countries in which multiple
channels of contact connect societies (that is, states do not monopolize these contacts);
there is no hierarchy of issues; and military force is not used by governments towards
one another.124 Pakistan and Iran are interlinked through multiple channels as well as
both has never involved into use of military force for resolving disputes. Therefore, both
countries can strengthen and maintain their cordial relationship through realizing the full
potential of the opportunities. After 1979s, Pakistan-Iran relations have remained tense
because of Afghanistan’s crisis and Taliban factor. The fall of Taliban regime in
Afghanistan has provided a great opportunity for improving bilateral relations between
Pakistan and Iran. 125 In post-9/11, the relations increased between both states in terms of
economic liberalism and geostrategic cooperation.

3.1 Closeness through multiple channels on the basis of Ideational
Factors
Pakistan and Iran have diverse relationship due to multiple channels of interaction
such as socio-cultural and religious bonds. Both are closed through multiple channels of
interaction such trans- governmental and transnational channels. The ideological
closeness creates interdependence between both states. Ideational factors comprise of
ideology, thought, culture and values which play significant role in driving the decisions.
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These factors provide identity and unite states and nations. Pakistan and Iran have not
only geographical closeness but also have ideational linkages in their norms, culture and
values. The ethno-religious similarities and socio-cultural linkages are the opportunities
for enhancing cooperation and bilateralism.

3.1.1 Ethno-Religious Similarities
Pakistan-Iran relationship is primarily basis upon ethno-religious linkages. Both
are adjacent with Baluchistan region that is not o nly frontier region but also it provides as
ground of cultural and social commonality between both states. The common ethnocultural history and geographical proximity interlink both states with each other. The line
of Goldsmith divides not only borders of Pakistan and Iran but also divides the
Baluchistan region and ethnic groups of the region in two different states. It starts form
Koh-i-Malik Siah to Gwadar coastline on the Arabian Sea and separates two regions,
namely South Asia and Middle East. On 31 August 1960, accord of border management
agreement was signed. It is significantly important agreement for improving bilateral
relations. The region of Baluchistan is a gateway and exists between South Asia and
Middle East as well as Baloch community is common ethnic group which is scattered
between two states. In addition, common ethnicities also exist in two different states and
people of common ethnicities maintain social contacts with each other that are important
for improving bilateralism. Moreover, Baluchistan has geo-strategical important for
Pakistan because it comprises 44 percent of Pakistan territorially. 126
The Baluchistan region has history of ethnicity and ancient civilizations. The people of
Baluchistan belong mainly from Baluch ethnicity. They live into their respective tribal
cultures where Sardars are considered as a head for the each branch of the tribe.
However, other ethnic groups also exist. The dominant ethnic group is Baloch which are
54.7 percent and 29 percent are Pashtuns. The ethnic group of Hazaras also lives in
Baluchistan. They are Persian speaking and mainly belong to Afghanistan as well as they
are straddled in Pakistan and Iran. After the Saur revolution in Afghanistan, they
migrated to Pakistan and Iran. The common ethnic groups and common religion Islam
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play constructive role in the maximization of cordial relationship. The people to people
contacts create natural intimacy for both states. Both states are not only close on the basis
of border line through the province of Baluchistan but also close by having ethnoreligious linkages.
The demography of Iran comprises of different ethnic groups whereas Persians comprise
half of the population and others are Azairis, Gilaki, Kurds, Mizarri and Balochi.
Likewise, Punjabi is the dominated ethnic group in Pakistan that is closer to Persians in
Iran. 127 In addition, Pakistan and Iran share tri-junctional border which is connected with
the provinces of Kharbar Pakhtununkha (KPK) and Baluchistan to Makran coast in Sindh
and Sistan of Iran on the Afghanistan side. A long history of cooperation has been existed
among tribes and ethnic groups of this land since many centuries ago. 128 These ethnoreligious interlinkages are crucial that bounds Pakistan and Iran as well as provide an
opportunity for improving bilateralism.

3.1.2 Socio-Cultural Linkages
The people of Pakistan and Iran are closed on the basis of similar soc ial norms, values
and cultural affinities. The culture is underlying element that provides identity and
distinguishes one group of the people to other. Nations are separated through border but
the genesis of separation of the group comes from the distinguish culture and identity.
Historically, both states were also closed in the ancient times as well as had good
relations. The Indus valley civilization and civilization of Mesopotamia were interlinked
through cooperation and mutual pacts. Similarly, trade linkages existed and silver, copper
and other goods were imported from Persia during the Harappan civilization of Pakistan.
Moreover, when Aryans came into South Asia they made special contacts with Persians.
It had impacted the south Asia society in the religion and believes. 129
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Their relationship is based on cultural, social and spiritual linkages. Iran has history of
ancient Persian civilization as well as having rich in culture. Pakistan shares not only
long border of 909 km with Iran rather both have common cultural norms and history.130
The area, where Pakistan and Iran are located, has remained common hub for IndoPersian civilization in terms of producing arts and poetry. The Iranian culture has
significant impacts over society, norms and social values of Pakistan and particularly has
socio-cultural influence in the western areas. 131 The Persian culture influenced the society
of Pakistan into two aspects material and non- material. As far non- material aspects, these
are literature, thoughts, poetry and non- material aspects are architecture, dresses.
Common games are also existed such as polo, boxing and shooting as well as cooking
styles. Furthermore, Persian language has greater influence over the languages of the
subcontinent and particularly Urdu language. Many words of Urdu are borrowed from the
Persian as well as National Anthem of Pakistan consists upon Persian words. Persian is
also used in some areas of Pakistan such as Hazarasa and other groups. Such kinds of
composition of norms and values favored Pakistan-Iran bilateralism in in beginning. In
addition, these are important in promoting cordiality and constructive bilateralism. The
people of both states are having composite ethics, culture and socio-political norms as
well as having history of cross border interaction. Therefore, Pakistan and Iran are not
only neighboring countries rather they are adjacent through common culture and norms
on the basis of closeness during ancient times.

3.2 Regional Developments
Since 9/11, Pakistan and Iran are facing challenges and issue with respect to the
developments at state, regional and international level. Further, the geopolitical
developments have great impact and influence on the relationship of both states. In post9/11 period, structural changes in regional politics generated opportunities and common
environment that led closer to both states. Further, the US invasion of Afghanistan
changed geopolitical environment and it impacted positively on Pakistan-Iran
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relationship. Prior to 9/11, Pakistan and Iran were facing hostile relations due to Taliban
factor as well as trust-deficit caused coldness in their relations. In the wake of 9/11
developments, Taliban regime had been ousted that generated shared environment and
convergences emerged between Pakistan and Iran.
Moreover, GWOT affected the regional politics of South Asia and Middle East. In 2003,
the US invaded Iraq that created socio-political and security problems across the Middle
East. The turmoil in Iraq generated sectarian strife, new wave of violence and caused of
conflict in other countries of the region such as Libya, Syria and Yemen. In addition, it
increased rivalry the between Iran and Saudi Arabia that has rivalry affected the security
situation of Pakistan due to socio-cultural and ideational linkages with both countries.
However, Pakistan’s balanced approach enables her maintaining relations with both
states. Similarly, Iran also balances between Pakistan and India for maintaining relations.

3.2.1 Common Positions in Afghan Affairs
Pak-Iran security is highly interlinked with the security situation of common
neighbor Afghanistan. The instability, violence and turmoil in Afghanistan influences
socio-economic situation of both states. After the fall of Taliban regime, both came closer
on single agenda for the elimination of Taliban and Al-Qaida factions. With the fall of
Taliban’s regime, security’s apprehensions diminished after the rising of anti-Taliban
forces. In addition, Pakistan revisited the foreign policy on the basis of providing full
extent support to US- led war on terror against Taliban and Al Qaida. These developments
generated common positions and cooperative environment between Pakistan and Iran.
Prior to 9/11, their relationship became worse over the divergent approaches in
Afghanistan and due to Taliban factor. Iran’s security became vulnerable during
Taliban’s rule in Afghanistan and relationship became antagonistic. Due to Pakistan’s
support to Taliban, Iran’s relations with Pakistan have been affected. The US invasion of
Afghanistan brought structural changes in regional affairs. As a result, Pakistan and Iran
came closer for maintaining peace and stability in Afghanistan. Therefore, mutua l
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enthusiasm was evident between both states when the foreign ministers of both states
visited Afghanistan after the US-NATO occupation in Kabul. 132
In the wake of 9/11 attacks and after the US invasion in Afghanistan, both states also
faced common issues which were dealt by mutual understanding. In 2001, both agreed on
Pakistan-Iran Joint Ministerial Commission on Security for establishing mutual
cooperation against terrorism, controlling illicit activities as well as curbing sectarian
violence. 133 Pakistan and Iran, being neighboring states, have to face common challenges
and problems from instability and violence in Afghanistan. Moreover, both states also
hold greater leverage in matters of Afghanistan due to socio-cultural and historical
linkages with Afghan’s society. In addition, weak conditions in Afghanistan socioeconomically affect the neighboring states in terms of refugees’ problems, illegal trade as
well as drugs and narcotics smuggling.
The Afghan society is divided on the basis of ethno- linguistic lines into Dari Kabuli
version of Farsi, and Pushto speaking tribes. These ethnic groups are scattered into
Pakistan and Iran. Thus both countries are having leverage for enhancing the influence
through using soft powers such as media, books and etc. Afghanistan’s progress and
prosperity is closely interlinked with the active support by eastern and western neighbors.
The capital of Afghanistan, Kabul, is close to Pakistan while the western big city of Herat
is close to Iran. It provides easiest way for reaching Caspian Sea as well as gives way for
acquiring oil from Turkmenistan. Similarly the total distance from Kabul to Karachi is
1398 kilometers while from western part Herat to Iran port Bandar-Abbas is 2121
kilometers. This shows that such distance is convenience for each side instead of
replacing one route. 134
Consequently, the cordial gestures between Pakistan and Iran are crucial for development
of Afghanistan economically and socio-politically. Pakistan-Iran relationship also favors
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the US geopolitical interests in Afghanistan despite the later has rivalry with Iran.
Because it provides chance to US for engaging Iran on the matters of Afghanistan and
limits total break up with Tehran. Despite of having closeness with the US, Pakistan does
not show any antagonism against Iran. However, Pak-US cooperation always remains of
concern for Tehran. The controversy of Iranian Nuclear program and international
economic sanctions on Iran halts geo-economic ambitions of Pakistan.
The tripartite summit of Pakistan-Iran-Afghanistan has provided opportunity to curbing
terrorist activities and created a common ground for mutual coordination. There is still
unrest and volatile situation in Afghanistan which would increase after the complete
withdrawal of the US forces. The phenomena of Taliban rise is another threatening
variable for Afghan security. Moreover, it would create power vacuum that will fill by
other powers such as China and Russia. Meanwhile, US drawdown strategy put forward
mutual gestures between both states. This will enhance engagement between Pakistan and
Iran after demolishing of the intervening factor of the US.

3.2.2 Pakistan’s Posture in Iran-Saudi’s Rift
The sectarian divide between Arab states of Persian Gulf or Arab Gulf states and
Iran as well as divergent political policies at regional level creates conflictual landscape
where each state involves in proxies against each other. The historical differences
between the sects of Islam are manipulated by regional powers for their geopolitical
agendas. Such kind of rivalry has extreme implications for Pakistan where Islam is
predominant ideology followed by most of the people. The foreign policy discourse of
Pakistan consists upon the principal of good relations with all Muslims countries
particularly Saudi Arabia and Iran. Pakistan always adopts balanced approach towards
Saudi-Iran rivalries and shows neutrality instead of being partner on the expense of other.
She gives importance to both states and maintains positive relationship with each other
with having geopolitical and economic orientations.
Pakistan has good relation with all States of Persian Gulf. The great share of remittance
comes from the working class of Gulf States. Almost three million Pakistanis work in the
gulf region and make four billion US dollar remittance each year. In this regard, Gulf
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region is important economically and it provides economic oppo rtunity for Pakistanis
workers. For this reason, Pakistan’s relations with Gulf States are more cordial than Iran.
In fact, Gulf States along with Iran are Muslims dominated states and full of natural
resources. In addition, they capture strategical importance in global affairs. Pakistan
always remains important for Gulf Arab states because Pakistan’s military strength
provides them counterweight against Iran’s rise in the region. Historically, Pakistan has
always maintained positive relations with all energy rich Gulf States regardless of their
differences in terms of their divergent strategic and geopolitical interests. Meanwhile,
these states provided greater support in the difficult times such like during natural
disasters as well as assisted strategically and diplomatically such during the wars with
India and in the times of natural disasters.
Iran looks suspiciously Pakistan and Saudi Arabia bilateralism due to later has greater
influence in the affairs of Pakistan. During Soviet-Afghan war, Saudi Arabia supported
Afghan’s jihad and assisted Pakistan for holy war (Jihad) that generated sectarianism and
socio-political problems for Pakistan. Pak-Saudi multidimensional relationship depends
upon religious culture of Pakistan which comes closer to Saudi Arabia rather than Iran.
The political configuration of Pakistan’s policy as well as rational foreign policy choices
enables her to more closeness to Saudi Arabia. Similarly, it’s historical linkages with
Iran, dynamic military capability and balance approach over Gulf rivals make it
important in the Middle Eastern affairs.
In the aftermath of 9/11, the rift between Arab Gulf states and Iran widened with the
changing dynamics international political system and regional political affairs. The US
invasion of Iraq in 2003 created socio-political insecurity and worsened security
conditions which generated extremist and radical militants. Later on, these militant
became shared militant group under the umbrella of Islamic State (IS). The emergence of
Islamic State of Iraq later became in Syria which was supported by Gulf States for their
geopolitical ends. The Arab spring which affected the Monarchies of Gulf states and it
was the response of deprivation for political and civil rights. Likewise Syrian crisis and
Yemen crisis augmented the problems within Gulf States that resulted the calculus of
regional power diverted to Iran’s centric. The oil producing countries (OPEC) led by
Saudi Arabs made an alliance along with US and Israel. On the other hand, Iran along
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with other allies Russia and China made opposite bloc and influenced the Middles
Eastern affairs for their geopolitical ends.
The regional divide on sectarian bases such as Sunni dominated Gulf States and pro-Iran
Arabs states such as Iraq and Syria poses greater challenge for balancing the foreign
policy discourse for Pakistan. Moreover, Saudi Arabia requested to Pakistan for sending
military troops during Yemen war led by Islamic military alliance. 135 Pakistan, having a
strategic ally of Saudi Arabia, was in huge pressure from neighboring Iran because
Yemen war was like proxy war between Saudi Arabia and Pakistan. Consequently,
Pakistan responded the request on technical basis by not direct involving in the war and
avoiding mistrust with Iran. Pakistan maintains balance behavior on every Saudi’s move
against Iran and shows positivity with brother country.

3.2.3 Iran’s balancing between Pakistan and India
Iran’s relations with Pakistan are mainly based on balanced approach between
Pakistan and India. Iran maintains good relation with neighboring Pakistan due to sociocultural similarities and geographical proximity. Similarly, she maintains cordiality with
India for meeting geo-economic and strategic ends. Further, both have developed
strategic partnership in terms of agreeing Indo-Iran defense agreement which was signed
between Iran defense and logistic minister and Indian Naval Chief and the Chairman of
the Chief of Staff Committee. 136 Such kinds of mutual gestures show common geostrategic aspirations.
India-Iran relationship is multifaceted and based on economic and geopolitical strategic
reasons. She has full of natural resources, namely oil and gas and stand on the world’s
fourth largest in oil reserves and second largest in natural gas reserves. 137 Due to
economic sanctions, she could not get beneficent from her huge natural oil resources. On
the other hand, India’s economy is global emerging economy of the world along with
having second largest world’s papulation. She is the big buyer of Iranian oil in
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international market. She imports 80 percent of crude oil and 40 percent natural gas from
Iran which is necessary for maintaining her economic growth. 138 Indo-Iran cooperation is
highly motivated for energy thrust. In return, Iran maintains her economic liberalization
through doing trade with Iran, acquires technical assistance, receives refined petroleum
products and to some extant can overcome economic isolationism.
On matters of Afghanistan, polices of India are supportive to Tehran’s enthusiasm. After
9/11, India supported economically to new Afghan regime and provided technical and
strategic assistance in fields of training Afghanistan security personals. With the toppling
of Taliban regime, Pakistan lost her influence which was gained during Afghan-war in
the result of supporting Pushtone dominated jihadist elements and Taliban. India replaced
influence of Pakistan by supporting new regime in many ways. In addition, Iran
established good relationship with new regime in Kabul because she was not confident
with Taliban regime due to ideological differences and divergent policies.
India is investing in Afghanistan at large scale on the development of country’s
infrastructure. She wants to access energy-rich Central Asia through using Afghanistan.
India and Iran are both working in Afghanistan on shared agendas. In 2000, Iran and
India along with Russia agreed on idea of new International North South Transport
Corridor (INSTC) through Caspian Sea by avoiding Suez Canal for reaching Northern
Europe. 139 However, the project could not be materialized due to lack of infrastructure
and weak institutions in CARs and in the states of Persian Gulf.
After the completion of the drawdown, India and Iran will be key players in Afghanistan.
Meanwhile, the strategic environment of South Asia in terms of Sino-Pakistan strategic
relationship poses challenges to India’s rise. Therefore, India is enhancing influence in
the region through ushering influence in Afghanistan for maintaining regional hegemony
and countering China’s rise. 140
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The other area of Indo-Iran cooperation is Chahbahar port that has importance geoeconomically. India is working on the development of the port for reaching energy-rich
Central Asian States (CARS) through connecting landlocked Afghanistan to Iran’s
seaports. 141 The failure of JACPOA was huge setback for economic agreements of India
with Iran. It raised apprehensions over the Indian investment and also affected on the
trade with Iran. Similarly, two other projects of oil field had been affected such as
Farzad-B oil field in Tehran and South Pars gas field.
On the other hand, Iran maintains good relations with Pakistan through cultural and
diplomatic gestures for balancing and avoiding totally alienation with Pak-archrival
India. Iran always stands with Pakistan on Kashmir issue and condemns the violations of
human rights by India. In addition, Pakistan shows neutrality on Middle Eastern issues
and does not support one player on the expense of other. Pakistan maintains strategic
relationship with Saudi Arabia for achieving geo-economics and strategic interests and
meanwhile she has cordial relations with neighboring Iran

3.3. Pakistan and Iran formal interactions
Pakistan and Iran have greater opportunities in the field of socio-economic
developments. In addition, both have signed different bilateral agreements which provide
common way for strengthening bilateralism. For instance, both have agreed on trade and
commerce bilateralism, energy cooperation and security related agreements.

3.3.1 Trade and Economic Relations
There are vast opportunities in economic domain between both states. Iran, being
second largest country in natural gas reserves, provides Pakistan energy opportunity to
overcome energy crisis as well as energy transformation will diminish her economic
isolationism as well. Historically, both were close in economic and trade relations during
the era of Sha of Iran. The irritants in promoting trade relations are related to internal and
external factors like instability in Pakistan, lacking of banking system, international
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economic sanctions on Iran, her distinguish foreign policy outlook and divergences
between Pakistan and Iran in global and regional affairs. The Afghan factor highly
influences their bilateralism, creates trust-deficit that eventually affects trade and socioeconomic agreements. However, both have established some economic linkages through
signing agreements in the field of socio-economic developments. Due to external and
internal factors, both could not get full potential of these agreements. However, these
socio-economic agreements are having greater importance for creating more economic
interdependence.
In the aftermath of 9/11, the convergence of strategic and geopolitical environment
emerged in Afghanistan which resumed their bilateralism. With the positive
developments in Afghanistan, they agreed to reestablish trade and economic relations. In
March 2004, both agreed for the relaxation over duties on commodities through signing
Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA). Pakistan gave concession on 338 items and in
return Tehran gave duty concession on 309 items. Eventually this agreement was
significant development for reaching Free Trade Agreement (FTA). Such kind of
economic and Trade liberalization is conducive for cordial relationship. Pakistan-Iran
trade balance remained in favor of Iran during the fiscal year of 2003-2004. In next year
during 2009, Pakistan was the fifth trade partner of Iran with 1 billion dollars annually.142
Pakistan imported mineral commodities, steal and oil and in return Iran imported rice,
meal, paper and fruit.
Trade and Economic relations are important for enhancing economic interdependence
and cordial relationship. Currently, trade volume is low between two states. Pakistan is
placed 11th largest trade partner of Iran by International Monetary Fund (IMF) in the year
2013. The trade volume with neighboring states Iraq and Turkey stood at $12 billion and
$22 billion respectively. China is the biggest trade partner with the trade volume of
$40billion while has not shared border. 143 In addition, both are trying to boost their
economic relations. They have established Joint Economic Commission (JEC) and singed
Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA) for ultimately to reach Free Trade Zone (FTZ).
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Both are working for enhancing the trade and economic relations. In the visit of the vice
president of Iran for International Affairs, Ali Seedlou singed three agreements as a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoUs) for the promotion of trade and economic
relations. Both agreed to promote trade volume worth of five billion US dollar and
announced assistance for the construction of Iran-Pakistan gas pipe line. 144
CPEC is the best opportunity for energy rich Iran as well as it provides chance for the
promotion of economic ties. In March 2016, Iran’s President Hassan Rohani visited
Pakistan and met with Pakistan’s Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif. Both agreed for boosting
economic and trade ties which are necessary for regional development. 145 Both agreed to
enhance bilateral trade volume of $5billion by 2021. 146 However, it is difficult to boost
economic ties with Iran due to the US pressure and economic sanctions. The diplomacy
tools should be used for taking relaxation in promoting trade.

3.3.2 Agreements in Energy Sector
Energy is considered an important element in maximization of state’s economy as
well as energy security has become foremost agenda for state’s survival and stability.
Now it has become the part of geopolitics. The oil and gas named as hydrocarbons are the
main source for energy needs. Pakistan-Iran cooperation in energy sector is not only
beneficial for its crippling economy rather it has positive implications for whole south
Asia. Pakistan’s geographical location as well as her geographical proximity with energy
rich Iran provides opportunities where Energy transformation can help for crippling
economy of Pakistan as well as it diminishes Iran’s isolationism. Pakistan is facing great
shortage of electricity which affected the country’s economic growth rate and humans’
life as well. Both states have agreed on different energy related agreements such IranPakistan gas pipeline (IP) as well as having agreements of electricity transformations in
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the frontier region. In 2014, Iran gave 1174ME electricity to Pakistan which includes
174MWpower for Makran Division, Gwadar and 1000MW of electricity for Baluchistan
and national grid. 147 During the fiscal year of 2016-17, Iran has exported total 482
million kilowatt-hours electricity to Pakistan which is equal to 5% of total Iran’s
electricity exports with the. 148 In addition, Iran is exporting electricity to Afghanistan and
Turkey and working on the project of energy supplier hub for regional countries.
Furthermore, Iran’s ambassador to Pakistan Mehdi Honardoost proc laimed that Iran is
ready to enhance electricity supply to Pakistan for reaching 3000MW. 149
Energy is the key element for country’s growth. The per capita energy consumption rate
is low in Pakistan which is standing at approximately 456 kilo watt hour (KWh). The
other Asian countries’ per capita energy growth rate is 646 KWh which is greater than
30% of Pakistan. 150 Eventually such shortage has implications on state’s economic
growth and compels it to fulfill from energy rich Iran. Pakistan fulfils its energy needs by
importing oil and gas from Middle Eastern states primarily from Saudi Arabia. South
Asia is important region in global politics but the disagreement over energy pipeline
routes is greater problem. India is growing economic and her demand will be doubled in
next decade similarly with other regional countries. Therefore, energy routes have
become major concerns for US-India relations. For instance, in 2005, Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice raised concerns over Tehran-New Delhi discussions over gas pipeline
project. 151
The global oil reserves are depleting and now these are for more 42 years. Similarly gas
reserves will remain 61 years more. Pakistan is facing seriously energy crisis which will
be great problem for state life in long run. The geographical disposition of energy rich
states such Central Asian States (CARs) and Iran provide a great chance for Pakistan to
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overcome the energy crisis. The gas pipeline (IP) is essential project to overcome the
crisis without searching other alternative route. Historically, the project conceptualized
by both states in 1989 and next year India joined the project. In 1999, India became
partner officially after removing her apprehensions over the use of territory of Pakistan
for reaching to India. 152 The pipeline starts from the South Perls gas field, passing
through Bandar-Abbas, Iranshahr and Khuzdar for reaching Sui to Multan. In 2009, India
quitted from the project and the partners remained were National Iranian Oil Company,
Sui Northern Gas Pipeline Limited, and Sui Southern Gas Company Limited. The total
length of the pipeline is 2,775 kilometers which exists From Iran side1100 Km (730
miles), and Pakistan 1000 Km. The cost is US $ 7.5 billion and gas exports 22 billion
cubic meters per year. 153
The project is significantly important for some profound reasons. The demand and supply
equation elaborates the necessity of the project. The demand and supply of energy
resources are increasing day by day which compel the states for reaching urgent e nergy
routes. In this regard, IP is important for economic development of the whole region. It
will connect to all regional states through economic interdependence.
The reasons of delay in the project are related economic and political reasons and the
economic sanctions on Iran as well. There are number of players who are willing to
invest in the project such as British, Russia, and Iran and Pakistan national Petroleum
companies. The political acceptability of project requires realistic approach by enhancing
collateral energy trade. China is emerging influential payer in regional political and
having the status of de-facto regional hegemon. The project would be useful to other
stakeholders Russia, India and US. The use of effective diplomatic for convincing all
stakeholders and realization of benefit of project will provide a chance for the completion
of IP. Furthermore, the economic and socio-politically importance of IP compels Pakistan
to implementation of the IP agreement even with some delay. However, IP got immense
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important after joining China and proposed to invest $2 billion by connecting this project
to Gwadar port. 154

3.3.3 Security Agreements
The security of both states closely interlinked with each other due to geographical
proximity, convergence of regional security environment as well as having ethnoreligious linkages. Historically, both states remained closed for neutralization of security
constraints through dependency over other territory on the idea of strategic leverage
during cold-war period under the Sha of Iran. Pakistan and Iran share frontier region
through the province of Baluchistan which itself is poorest and vulnerable due to unrest
and volatile security situation. The frontier region terrain is mountainous and desert
oriented which is attractive place for terrorists. On the other hand, the region has become
hub for drug smuggling and illicit activities for different terrorist groups. Furthermore,
the fragile situation of Afghanistan as well as rise of terrorism after 9/11 heightened the
volatile situation and cross border terrorism. To address all these challenges, both states
have been signed different security related agreements.
Different insurgent groups are operating in Baluchistan region and they change their
location between two states. The insurgent Baloch group Jundullah which is based in
Iran’s province of sistan-Baluchistan along with two branches JaishulAdl and Jaishul
Nasr. They have developed substantial linkages in the Baluchistan province. The
judullah’s founding father Abdul Malik rigi was executed by Iran in June 2010 with the
help of Pakistani authorities. Similarly, his brother Abdul Rauf Rigi was arrested by
Pakistan authorities in 2010 and later in 2014 shot dead in Quetta. Meanwhile Iranian
authorities have been launched different comb at operations inside the territory of
Pakistan against such kind of groups. In May 2014, both state agreed for elimination of
terrorist groups and illicit activities by initiating joint operations. 155
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In February 2013, both are signed comprehensive bilateral agreement for cut down all
illicit activities, drug and narcotics smuggling as well as for the total elimination of cross
border terrorism. In 2014, there signed nine bilateral security agreements in the visit of
Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif to Iran. These were the inclusion of counter
terrorism agreements as well boarder security measurements. A High Border
Commission was established for the prevention of money laundering and financial
support to terrorist groups. In addition, two more agreements were signed for information
sharing related to money laundering and one other agreement for the prison exchange. 156

3.4 Geographical and Strategic linkages
Pakistan and Iran have geographical and strategic linkages that adjacent both states such
as shared security concerns, geographical and oceanic proximity.

3.4.1 Shared Security Concerns
Pakistan and Iran are not only geographical, historical and cultural close states
rather they comprise the common security regional environment. They have neither
involved in any dispute over the territorial issue nor have disputed borders. They are
located in different regions such South Asia and West Asia. Further, they have
distinguished historical backgrounds in terms of Pakistan faced colonial rule while Iran
remained free of any colonial rule. But their security calculus and strategic imperatives
led to them into strategic cooperation and alliance. For instance, the cold-war period was
highly vulnerable phase for both sates due to emanating threat from Soviet expansionism.
They neutralized the vulnerability through strategic relationship through joining US- led
Baghdad pact and later converted it into Central Treaty Organization (CENTO).
Moreover, both were the supporters of local Afghanistan warlords against Soviet’s
invasion during Afghan war in 1979. So the threat perception and strategic shared
calculus compelled them for responsive measures instead of having respective
geopolitical interests.
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The ideological factor plays significant role in making the foreign policy. The attitudes of
induvial shape polices of the government. It is important to know for the policy makers
that how people do think differently. 157 The ideology plays significant role in shaping
attitudes of the individuals. Both states have common religion Islam and it is a dominant
theory in decision making which lead towards both into mutual junctures against antiIslamic forces. However, Iran’s dominated Shiite brand of Islam, her regional rivalry to
Saudi Arabia and different political systems affect the Pakistan’s foreign policy. The
religious intimacy is underlying factor for giving status to Iran as brother country. In
addition, common religion also gives shared response against anti-Islam and to some
extent shapes common security challenges.
Further, the primary reason of shared security environment is related geopolitical factors
such as geographical proximity with each other and with common neighbor Afghanistan.
The turmoil and instability in Afghanistan raises security concerns for both Pakistan and
Iran while former is also facing security tensions on eastern border with India. Further,
both feel vulnerability from the presence of the US military forces in Afghanistan.
Furthermore, the socio-political and security affairs of Afghanistan are highly connected
to Pakistan-Iran security challenges. All these factors make shared security calculus. Both
states cannot neutralize security tension unless developing coordination in security issues.
Therefore, both have signed different security agreements for curbing cross border
terrorism and controlling illicit activities. However, multilateral cooperation is
prerequisite for ensuring security particularly in Pakistan.

3.4.2 Cooperation and interdependence for Mutual Prosperity
Pakistan and Iran are located in a common geo-strategic landscape where
bilateralism and cooperation can promote prosperity across the whole region. They
belong to different regions but strategic compulsion and security regional posture brings
two states closer to each other. Iran is gifted with very important geo-strategic location
along with having abundant natural resources. Their relationship is highly dependent over
third country relations. Iran is located in Gulf region with distinguish foreign policy
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outlook, anti-US oriented and challenging US hegemonic aspirations. Whereas Pakistan’s
liberal perspective and so-called cooperation with US limits Pakistan for improving
relations with Iran. Meanwhile the US sanctions over Iran as well as the US pressure on
Pakistan hinder their relations. However, mutual bilateralism is benefited for Iran and
Pakistan as well as it will flourish prosperity across the region.

3.4.3 Geographical and Oceanic Proximity
Geography is very important in defining state’s interests, power as well as determines
foreign policy decision making. Moreover, it is important for the state’s security, defense
and it plays an important role in the geopolitical configurations. It de fines geographical
location with neighbors and has greater share in promoting relations with neighboring
states. Accordingly, Geographical location plays significant role in shaping foreign policy
as well as in drafting national interest. It defines neighbor states there are geographical
and oceanic proximity between two states which dated back to common land.
In Beginning, Pakistan’s geography was divided into Eastern and Western hemispheres
(East and West Pakistan) where underlying distance was one thousand Miles along with
hostile India between them. It is important to note that Pakistan is located in South Asia
whereas it has easily access to Central Asia, Middle East via Afghanistan and Persian
Gulf respectively. Moreover, Geographical interconnectedness is strengthened with the
cultural and spiritual linkages to Central Asian States and Middle Eastern countries on
the basis of shared historical configurations. Additionally, it can provide access to warm
waters to landlocked energy rich CARs via Afghanistan and western hemisphere of
China. Pakistan is located in the surrounding of big neighbors China and India as well as
having strategical important oceanic proximity.
Historically, Pakistan’s western hemisphere Baluchistan province and Iran were under
the same empire of the Achaemenians and the monarchies of Ghazna. Similarly it was
regarded as one unit strategically during British rule India. There were exist sea oriented
trade linkages which remained constant until the development of other infrastruct ure road
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and railways. 158 Both countries comprise geo-strategically an important landmark on
world’s energy routes. The Makran Coast is important which connects Arabian Sea to
Indian Ocean whilst Persian Gulf is important which located on Caspian Sea.

3.5 China Factor
China factor is important in emerging Pakistan-Iran bilateralism as well as it plays
significant role in shaping geopolitical environment. China’s economic relationship with
South Asian countries as well as her strategic and multi-dimensional relationship with
Pakistan gives greater leverage to China in the regional politics. Further, China has
established economic and geopolitical linkages with Iran. Meanwhile, Pakistan-US
relationship has been worsened due to security and geopolitical reasons. After the US
drawdown from Afghanistan in 2014, rift between US and Pakistan started due to dilution
of security concerns. However, Pakistan remains important for the US until the
completion of reconciliation process and peace talks in Afghanistan. In this regard, the
China factor has become important geo-strategically and economically.
Pakistan-China economic bilateralism has profound implications for Pak-Iran relations.
CPEC is pilot project which is considered game changer. China is full aware of
geostrategic importance of CPEC. It fulfills not only china’s economic and commercial
needs rather than it is significant for preserving strategic interests. In fact, it will able to
China for monitoring the US-India naval movements in Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean
and it will give access to control the sea trade from strait of Hurmuz. Further, it will
provide alternative transit route for china and shortest way to access Persian Gulf.
Gwadar port connects china through it western hemisphere which is least developed than
eastern hemisphere. The hemisphere will develop after the completion of passing energy
routes in this region. CPEC is substantial strategic defender of China and Pakistan against
India’s hegemonic moves in the region and counters the influence of the US in the region.
China is emerging global economic power and having greater influence in the geopolitics
due to has great share of world’s economy. The 21st century is considered as Asian
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century where Asian regional powers China and Russia will dominate the US in global
affairs. Russo-China bilateralism poses challenge for the US hegemony across the globe.
It is important to discuss China factor that has great influence in regional environment of
South Asia.

3.5.1 Chinese and Russian Responses to US Hegemony
After the outrage of 9/11 attacks, every states of the world highly condemned the
turbulent event by providing full support to the US against terrorism including China and
Russia. Both states have competitive relationship with the US at the international level as
well as challenge hegemonic policies of the US particularly in the affairs of Mideast.
Moreover, Russia already (former Soviet Union) has remained antagonistic in cold-war
period. Their historical convergent backdrop provided both states china and Russia to
adopt pro-west policies in accordance to new threat of international terrorism on rational
bases. Although, China and Russia both have different nature of interaction with the US
but commonality also exists in their nature of relationship. Both are having fear of threat
to the rise of US in their regions. China is playing pivotal role in South Asian affairs
along with Russia.
Russo-China relationship with US in the aftermath of 9/11 shapes geopolitical
environment at global level. In addition, this study defines implications for Pakistan-Iran
relationship. In the beginning of GWOT, both joined the US-led war for protecting
geopolitical interests in changing dynamics of international system. The foreign policy
choices were carried on rational conclusion of security environment in their regional
perspective. Moreover, the subsequent developments of post 9/11 and the US unilateral
decisions portrayed the confronting landscape for the relations between United States and
these two states.
As far China concerns over GWOT, she joined GWOT in the initial phase due to facing
domestic security challenges in terms of radical extremist and separatist movements in
the province of Xinjiang.

The chinses extremist groups were highly influenced by

Islamic extremist militants working in Afghanistan as well as in Central Asian. The
Uyghur, a distinguish identity group in the province of Xinjiang western part of china,
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uprisings for their rights are highly influenced by radical militant groups. The foreign
infiltration in the Muslim dominated region come in practices from the neighboring
countries such as Afghanistan, Pakistan and interlinked central Asian states. When the
airstrikes carried out on Afghanistan 2001, china provided full support against Taliban.
Moreover the US had claimed four Uyghur groups in terrorist watch list and some of
their personals were prisoned from Taliban controlled village.
On the other hand, the post 9/11 developments were beyond to the elimination of
terrorism and extremism rather than believing on constant intervention to overthrow the
challenging regime. The War on terror further enhanced to invasion on Iraq in 2003 and
exaggerated to direct interventions in the Middle Eastern affairs such as in Libya and
Syrian crisis and aggression on Yemen. As far developments on South China Sea for
encircling china as well US military presence in South Asia posed challenge for
geostrategic interests of China.
In 2004, the report of 9/11 commission proclaimed Central and Eastern Europe as a
region of potential affected by terrorism. 159 Similarly Balkans region has been considered
vulnerable for terrorists activities. As far Russia’s response on war on terror, it was not
quite different to US retaliation against Taliban and extremist groups. The President
Putin, coming in power in 2000, also called for international measures against Taliban
regime in Afghanistan and banning the Islamic extremist groups which were operating in
Balkan region and getting support from Al Qaida. Russia supported the sanctions on
Taliban and harboring state along with US in the United Nations. The Tragic attack of
9/11 came closer to each state on common cause to crush extremist elements throughout
the world.
Both shared common objective but the Russia’s perception about terrorism was quite
different to US perception. Former believes that the terrorism is inside state phenomena
generated within the state due to badly situation such as poverty, political disorder and
social welfare deficiency. However, Moscow provided assistance to Washington
preemptive strikes on Afghanistan as well as supported in Central Asian states to
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eliminate extremist groups. The footprints of Al Qaida had spread over central Asian
states as well to Georgia and Chechnya. US considered terrorism in Balkens as reason for
the engagement in the region. 160 As far concerned to Chechnya, the Putin administration
proclaimed it the result of infiltration of extremist foreign fighters and their linkages to
Chechnya’s militants groups. Moreover different extre mist groups emerged in Central
Asian Republicans States (CARs) were the security concerns to Russia. The
neutralization of threat would be resolved through aligning the War on Terror for
common enemy.
In the initial stage, the preemptive strikes were favo red Moscow’s ambitions and even
provided some kind of support. But the US expansionism towards different states in the
Balkans and extra involvement in the regional affairs has threatened to Russia’s
geopolitical interest. In addition, these developments became divergent point of exit to
the war. The preemptions, which were the inclusion of Bush grand strategy, extended to
Iraq, Syria and Yemen debited the conflictual situation for major powers. As US
concerns over Iran’s activism in Middle Eastern affairs neglected by Russia due to
geopolitical interest in the region. In the Syrian crisis, Russia supported anti-US powers
along with non-state actors and protected Assad’s regime. As far the different parts of the
US strategies of war on terror were limited accepted and mostly condemned on different
levels.
The changing dynamic of Afghanistan after the withdrawal of the US forces in Obama
tenure provided a chance for Russia to enhance influence in the affairs. Russians having
good relations with Iran can reshape the situation in its interests. Russia and Iran have
friendly relations despite former history of imperialism. Their relationship is based upon
pragmatic necessity. Both have geostrategic relationship particularly when Moscow
transformed three Kilo-class submarines. 161 Moreover, Russia also had incentives in
Pakistan’s grand economic project with China. Due to changing regional dynamics and
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developments, she has come closer to Pakistan. In this regard, Iran and Pakistan would
establish cordial relations after having another common partner of Russia.

3.5.2 Emerging China-Russia Nexus in South Asian Affairs
China is playing significant role in South Asian politics through maintaining
multidimensional relationship with Pakistan, economic support to Afghanistan and
economic and trade relations with India and Iran. Meanwhile, the regional configurations
are developing geopolitically where new alliances are on emergence and formers are on
decline. In post-cold era, Russia limited itself to bilateralism with Ind ia, a key regional
player, for geo-economic interest. In the wake of 9/11, US invaded Afghanistan that
generated geopolitical and security challenges for Russia.
The post 9/11 developments affected South Asia affairs which compelled Russia for
showing activism by taking comprehensive measures against terrorism and drug
trafficking. Furthermore, Russia asserted for the projection of effective relationship with
key regional countries India and Pakistan. Similarly, it was proclaimed for restoring
peace and stability through constructive engagement with regional states and non-state
actors as well. 162 Generally, Russia foreign policy considerations are mainly based upon
the security reasons where instability and terrorism are the matters of geopolitical
concerns.
Historically, Sino-Russian intimacy formed in the beginning of cold war against anticommunism bloc. The relationship could not maintain cordial due to Soviet’s divergent
approached in Tibet crisis, Cuban missile crisis as well as support to India during ChinaIndia in 1962. The post cold period set the US global hegemony as well as US-China
relations started to worse due to respective geopolitical orientations. After cold war, the
strategic and geopolitical changes in international system led towards China-Russia
rapprochement the relationship which culminated with strategic partnership in short
times. Consequently, both became strategic partners in 1996 as well as their relations
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enhanced paramount level with the signing the treaty of cooperation and friendship in
2001.163
Later on, Sino-Russia bilateralism enhanced with the visits of highly official form both
sides which resulted economic, political, cultural and strategical linkages. Furthermore,
Sino-Russia bilateralism enhanced at significant level in the Chinese premier Xi Jinping
high level official visit to Russia in 2013. The mutual gestors has not only diminished
biter history animosity of cold rather it restored mutual interest at global level.
Consequently, both states support each other on regional and international level. China
supports Russia in the volatile situation in Middle East as well as later push back on issue
of South-China Sea.
Moreover, Russia intended to cooperate with China on the matters of South Asia. In
February 2012, Putin described Russia’s foreign policy over south Asia in his article
“Russia and the Changing World”. He outlined the perceptions over China in detail as
well as discussed possible mutual gestures for resolving geopolitical issues. 164 .
Generally, Sino- Russia bilateralism is the result of action or reactions of the US
maneuvers in South Asia as well as for protecting shared geopolitical interests through
containing Indo-US partnership. Indo-US strategic relationship provides support to
regional hegemonic aspirations as well as it counters China’s influence. Accordingly, the
9/11 developments favored US hegemonic desires as well as it envisioned South Asia
epicenter for geopolitical interest among global actors. China-Russia intimacy in South
Asia affairs is result of some geopolitical and strategic factors such as US military
presence in Afghanistan, war on terror and US strategic relationship with India.

3.5.3 Pakistan’s Strategic Relationship with China and Russia
Pak-China relationship dated back from the recognition status to new born
government of People Republic of China (PRC). The positive gesture led toward the
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status of All- weather friend to china. The Sino-Pakistan bilateralism has reached a high
level great momentum which generated multilateral cooperation. China assisted Pakistan
economically, politically and strategically for geopolitical interest. Meanwhile, China is
playing constructive role in Pakistan’s affairs as well as having significantly leveraged in
South Asian affairs. Historically, the common threat perception from India’s aggression
let towards strategic partnership. Moreover, both have established multidimensional
relationship cooperation in different field instead of having cultural, social a nd historical
differences. Their relationship enhanced to regional and global context after “Bandung
Conference” in 1955. Both were agreed for enhancing multi-dimensional relations in
economic, political and socio-cultural linkages. In fact, the convergence of geopolitical
interests are played role in strengthening bilateralism as well as it led them to supporting
each other’s on different issues.
Moreover, shared interest and similar threat perception led towards interdependency
among both states for gaining strategic and geopolitical interests. In periods of hardships,
China always come to rescues through extending support via diplomatically,
economically , politically and strategically. It also extended support on international
forums in the times of international pressure over Pakistan and sided diplomatically such
as Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and the G20 etc. 165 In return, Pakistan always stood with China’s stance over different issues such
as Taiwan or Xinjiang crisis as well as provided support in the geopolitical affairs of
South Asia.
Pakistan-Russian bilateralism is new regional development which has profound
implications for the regional environment as well as has positive implications on
Pakistan-Iran relations. Historically, their relations were worse due to Pakistan’s
alignment with western bloc. Moreover, Russia’s hostility increased when Pakistan
decided to support Afghan Mujahedeen against Soviets forces during Afghan war (19791989) by establishing strategic relationship with the US. In the subsequent years of cold
war, their relations could not be flourished due to Pakistan’s closeness with US as well as
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Russia maintained bilateralism with India. After 9/11, there were occurred some changes
on regional level which allows other players to intervene in the region. The downfall of
Taliban regime in Afghanistan, rising militancy and terrorism as well as US military
operations in Afghanistan created un-stability in Afghanistan and problems for other
states. Moreover, the US and India established strategic relationship as well as their
bilateralism enhanced in Afghan affairs. Such kinds of developments influenced
Russian’s approach to South Asian affairs and especially towards Pakistan. The US
policy of “Asia’s Pivot” and “Chain’s string of pearl” has implications for regional
countries in emerging power balancing equations. Consequently, the triangular
relationship among three nuclear powers China, Russia and Pakistan might pose serious
challenge to US domination. 166
The India-US growing multilateral and strategic relationship and China-Russia intimacy
generated a policy shift in the Russian’s approach to Pakistan. There are underlying
factors which leads towards new geopolitical alliances in South Asia. Pakistan-Iran
Relationship is extremity independent on external factors and geopolitical environment of
South Asia. The Cold war period was envisioned with struggle between two blocs for
their respective geopolitical ends in South Asia. So Pakistan’s alignment with western
bloc influenced its relationship with Iran. With the demise of bipolarity in international
system as well as emergence of new global powers has changed the international
environment.
Pakistan and Russian were agreed to boost economic relations and both have signed
2$billion agreement for North-South Gas pipeline on 16 October 2015. The gas pipeline
will cover the distance form Lahore to Karachi. In August 2015, the strategic cooperation
was established after signing as agreement for purchasing Mi-35 ‘Hind-E’ attack
helicopters form Russian. Meanwhile, Russia has started to provide diplomatic support to
Pakistan on different issues. Furthermore, their bilateralism enhanced after conducting
joint- military exercise. Pakistan has established strategic convergence with China and
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Russia in the changing regional dynamics of South Asia which also strengthened
triangular relationship.

3.5.4 China’s Increasing Influence
China is emerging global economic player economically as well as having
geopolitical influence worldwide and South Asia particularly. China is a dynamic state,
containing border with fourteen states and has established close relationship with the
states on the basis of peace promotion and economic liberalization. It is growing fast
economy and contributing regional politics thro ugh using soft power strategies. China is
on the strategy “going west” and investing in Pakistan’s Gwadar as well as establishing
gas pipeline that will run through Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan toward
Iran. 167 Similarly, Chain’s investment will be beneficial for the development of western
part as well as give access to energy rich regions and Iran. The international political fate
is shifting from Europe to Asia due to rise of dynamic Asian actors such as China, India
and etc .Accordingly, it is considered Asia century due to geopolitical developments
across the globe. China is maintaining its rise by projecting peaceful rise as well as
establishing relationships through economic engagement with different states. China is
investing in Pakistan for developing infrastructure. Meanwhile, US is increasing the role
in global and Asian affairs through agreeing pacts with Australia, South Korea, Japan,
India and ASEAN states. These motives are for the increasing pressure and containing
China’s rise in the region of Asia pacific and India-pacific regions. For the containment
of China’s economic rise, US with its allies signed Trans-Pacific agreement on 6 October
2015 for enhancing trade and economic opportunities with the regional countries as well
as for curtailing China’s trade with ASEAN states. 168
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Chapter 4
FUTURE PROSPECTS OF PAKISTAN-IRAN RELATIONS
Pakistan and Iran are natural allies and their relations never involve any territorial
dispute as opposed to Pakistan’s relations with other neighboring states India and
Afghanistan. The closeness between Pakistan and Iran is dependent on convergences and
divergences at state, regional and international level. Further, the external factors like
structural constraints and geopolitical developments determine bilateralism or declination
between both states. The convergences enhance bilateralism while divergences lead them
in different ways. In the light of changing dynamics, the structural convergences provide
more intimacy and closeness such as China’s emerging role, common positions in
Afghanistan and having common wave of anti-Americanism. Meanwhile, divergences
also exist in terms of Pakistan-Saudi Strategic partnership and Indo-Iran geo-economic
ties make suspicions and divergences. Although, the balancing act by both states makes
tactical entente.
The changing dynamics of global politics play constructive role in enhancing bilateralism
and usher convergences such as Pak-Iran cooperation in Afghanistan and the US
drawdown strategy in Afghanistan. Pakistan is developing good relations with
Afghanistan and keen interested in restoring peace because stable Afghanistan is
imperative for Pakistan’s internal security. 169 However, divergent variables also exist and
affects the relationship in terms of Indo-Iran nexus, India’s increasing role in Afghanistan
along with Iran as well as Pakistan’s strategic and economic closeness with Saudi Arabia.
All these variables, factors and scenario are discussed for analyzing futures prospects.

4.1 Convergence and Divergence at International Level
At International level, the changing dynamics and developments shape
cooperative and competitive environment or divergences and convergences which play
significant role in determining further cooperation or competition in Pak-Iran relations.
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The complex interdependence in Pak-Iran’s interaction and role of major powers along
with changing dynamics of South Asia and Middle East elaborate future picture of
collaboration between Pakistan and Iran. For instance, Iran’s bilateralism with China and
Russia challenges US hegemonic aspirations and paves positivity for increasing relations
with Pakistan.
Conversely, Iran’s anti- US rhetoric restricts activism with pro-US Pakistan. Moreover,
Pakistan’s strategic relations with Saudi Arabia create distance with Iran for the
enhancing relations. These intervening factors are on decline in terms of Pakistan’s
showing enthusiasm with Iran and adopted successful balanced approach over the affairs
of Middle East. The role of China has enhanced in South Asian particularly after CPEC
and One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative and it provides an opportunity where
Pakistan-Iran-China can develop trilateral relationship for enhancing trade and
economics. In addition, the US has declared drawdown strategy of military forces from
Afghanistan as well as trust deficit and bitterness also exists between Pak-US relations
particularly over the issue of terrorism. In this regard, Pak-US bitterness would create
more closeness of Pakistan with Iran.
Pak-Iran relationship has been influenced by divergent geopolitical maneuvers of Saudi
Arabia and Iran. In addition, Pak-Iran relations also have been remained tense over the of
Pakistan’s ties with the US and Saudi Arabia as well as due to their influence in internal
affairs of Pakistan. The strategic and economic linkages to Saudi Arabia and
geographical proximity with Iran compel Pakistan for adopting balanced (not-conflictual)
approach regarding rivals states.

4.1.1 Pakistan’s Successful Balanced Approach to Iran-Saudi Rift
Pakistan has balanced approach regarding Saudi Arabia and Iran and remains
neutral in their conflicts and rivalries. Moreover, she always tries for mediation to break
off tensions between both states. Indeed, Saudi Arabia and Iran were having cordial
relations during pre-revolution era and they were members of western bloc against
communist bloc. Iran-Saudi bitterness enhanced after the fall of Sha of Iran and advent of
Islamic Revolution in Iran. The new regime of Iran challenged the regional status quo
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and opposed the legitimacy of regional monarchies. The tensions exaggerated into the
rivalry because of respective geopolitical interests. Moreover, Iran adopted antiAmericanism rhetoric in foreign policy and opposed involvement of US in the regional
affairs of Middle Eastern.
The policy of expansionism was carried out for spreading Islamic revolutionary narrative
across the Muslims countries. Thus, Tehran’s anti- US regional aspirations and
challenging US hegemony by annoying US regional allies Saudi Arabia, Israel and other
Gulf States created dichotomy with Saudi Arabia. Pakistan has close relations with both
states on basis of common culture and religious linkages. Iran-Saudi rivalry in the
regional affairs affects Pakistan’s stability and security.
Historically, Saudi Arabia and Iran both have established linkages in Pakistan. The
security of Pakistan was highly affected during the penetration of Saudi petrol dollar in
Afghan-Soviet war in 1979 as well as after Islamic revolution of Iran. Saudi Arabia
enhanced role in Muslims world particularly Pakistan through economic assistance and
petrol dollar. She enhanced the influence in Pakistan through economic and diplomatic
support. Iran adopted the expansionism for propagating Islamic Revolution into Muslims
countries particularly Pakistan through using socio-cultural and religious linkages. There
was seen in rise of sectarianism, violence and extremism which flourished across the
country that affected socio-cultural lines of Pakistan. 170 As for Iran-Saudi rivalry in
Middle East, the rising tensions and sectarianism in Middle East polarize socio-political
and security implications for sectarian oriented sub-continent Pakistan. Saudi-Iran rivalry
and proxies are not only in the interest of Pakistan rather it heightens socio-political and
security concerns. Thus Pakistan always tries diminishing the tensions which are not in
her interest as well as her efforts for reducing tensions between gulf rivals ensure
sectarian harmony and promote socio-economic advantages.
Pakistan’s foreign policy consists upon improving relations with other Muslims countries
as well as she always plays mediator role in conflicts among Muslims countries and
remained equidistant. Historically, she tried to resolve issues and conflicts which
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escalated tensions in Muslim world instead of being partner with one against other.
During eight year of war between Iran and Iraq (1979-1988), Pakistan initiated peace
mission when President Zia ul Haq visited Tehran for resolution of the conflict. 171
Moreover it was the result of Pakistan’s efforts when the premiers of both states met in
Islamabad on the sidelines of OIC summit which provided an ice-break in their
relationship. 172 Similarly, the incident of Mzaar Sharif and the massacre of Hazaras and
killings of Iran’s diplomats by Taliban in 1997 created warlike situation. The issue was
resolved through Pakistan’s mediation.
After Soviet retreat in Afghanistan, Pakistan enhanced influence over Afghan’s affairs
through resorting power to Taliban factions which were antagonists to Tehran’s
geopolitical and theoretical aspirations. Pakistan along with Saudi Arabia recognized new
government. This raised Iran’s concerns. Saudi Arabia is the strategic partner that always
helped Pakistan during difficult times particularly in the war times with India as well as
in the economic crisis.
Pakistan’s strategic linkages with Saudi Arabia and cultural and historical intimacy with
Iran compel her for adopting balanced approach as well as it leads Islamabad for
mediation between them to resolve differences and conflicts. Pak-Iran relationship has
different phases of cooperation and competition accordance with the geopolitical regional
developments. Generally, natural intimacy and geographical closeness always restrain to
both Pakistan and Iran from conflicts even having not growth nor contentious.
The recent turmoil in Middle East in terms of Yemen crisis and Saudi- led coalition
attacks on Yemenis generated two different fronts between Iran and Saudi Arabia. The
regional divide exist into two blocs in terms of Iran’s strategic linkages to Syria and ProIran factions like Hizbullah, anti-Israel force of Hamas and Saudi- led Islamic Military
Alliance (IMA) and Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf (GCC). The
IMA is also supported by US. For instance, US president Donald Trump declared support
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to IMF. Such kind of military alliance augmented tensions between Iran and Saudi Arabia
as well as it disrupted the balance of power in Middle East. 173 The turmoil in Middle East
fuels rivalry between Iran and Saudi Arabia. Moreover, both consider each other
existential threat.
Considering these regional dynamics, Pakistan is facing great challenges from these
regional development in making foreign policy decisions. In addition, Pakistan also took
initiatives for mediation on the recent sectarian strife in Middle East. The security of
Pakistan is closely linked with the security of Middle Eastern. For instance, she had to
face spill over impacts of rising militancy in Iraq and Syria dur ing the rise of Islamic
Sates (IS). The sectarian-political narrative has been escalated by rising conflicts in the
region of Middle East such as Yemen war and Syrian crisis. Pakistan is facing long
standing sectarian challenge that has affected the whole society. From 1989 to 2014,
there were killed 4734 Persons in Sectarians conflicts. 174 The sectarian issue can be
resolved through mediation between Iran and Saudi Arabia as well as both can play an
important role in reducing or augmenting sectarian strife.
Since the revolution, Iran is working on expansionist policies. She is enhancing influence
in regional affairs through coherent policy by undermining regional and global
challenges. The regional developments and structural changes after 9/11 provide
opportunities for Iran. For instance, toppling of Taliban’s regime and fall of Saddam
Hussain in Iraq provided opportunity for enhancing influence in regional affairs. After
9/11, the strategic calculus favored Iran’s geopolitical agenda as well as proved the US
polices catastrophic and failure regarding Iraq, Libya and Syria. Consequently, Iran has
ushered influence successfully in the region through strategic partnership with Russian
and economic ties with China that has ensured Iran’s rise. Along with, Iran has made in
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roads with shitte papulations in Qatar, Kuwait, UAE and Saudi Arabia and some regional
developments also have favored Iran’s rise.
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Iran enjoys cordial relations with Saudi’s neighbor Oman as well as having economic
relationship with UAE which makes it second largest trade partner after China.
Moreover, Iran has enhanced influence into North Africa and Central Asia and
maintained linkages with Shiite Muslims of Nigeria. She also raised concerns and
highlighted volatile situation is South Nigeria internationally where Shiite factions fought
with Boko Haram militants. 176 After the nuclear deal or Joint comprehensive plan of
action (JACPOA), Iran was going to gain some economic advantages but it has been
proved failed by the unilateral withdrawal of the US. However European powers
continued to support Iran diplomatically. To some extent, it augmented Iran’s prestige at
international level. By considering all these changing dynamics, Pakistan-Iran
bilateralism would enhanced after advancing economic relations. Pakistan’s geoeconomic and geographical compulsion limits to balance approach regarding rival states
The rivalries between Iran and Saudi Arabia are deep-rooted, basis upon ideological
differences and the result of max- interference of extra regional players. Thus the success
of Pakistan’s mediation is limited. Moreover, Pakistan’s engagement with both rival
states can reduce security concerns and sectarianism within the country. However, the
policy of self-dependent, on rational basis irrespective to Saudi Arabia and Iran, is
necessary for maintaining historical and cultural linkages with Iran. The independent
foreign policy is prerequisite for maximizing state’s interest while tightrope behavior
limits opportunities. Moreover, the changing dynamics of whole region have greater
implications for Pak-Iran relations. However, it is need to adopt pragmatic approach.

4.1.2 Pakistan-Iran-China Trilateral Relationship
Pakistan and Iran are having cordial relationship from the inception. However, it
also has history of cooperation, competition and having worrisome relations in different
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phases of interaction on the basis of changing dynamics of global politics. The
commonality exists in their interaction with China that remains cordial at all times. As far
the relationship with China, Pakistan and Iran are having geo-economic and geopolitical
relations while former has strategic partnership with China as well. However, the reasons
for contentions in relations emanate in their interaction with third country. For instance,
Iran has concerns over Pakistan’s interaction with Saudi Arabia and the US and similarly
Pakistan has concerns over Indo-Iran cooperation.
Moreover, China is advancing role in the geopolitics of Middle East through supporting
Russo-Iran’s bloc. As far Pak-Iran relations with US and India, divergent exists because
of Pakistan’s cordiality with US whereas Iran has anti-Americanism narrative as well as
having geo-economic ties with India. Moreover, Saudi factor and persistence of
sectarianism in Pakistan complicate the bilateralism with Iran. Historically, Pak-US
cooperation raised concerns for Iran during Soviet-Afghan war and especially after the
9/11 developments. On the other hand, Iran-India bilateralism has seriously repercussions
for Pakistan that would limit further bilateralism. 177 These changing dynamics are the
genesis for the formation of new alliances.
Their interaction with third player such as Washington and New Delhi dismays each
other especially in the post-9/11 developments. For instance, Indo-Iran geo-economic
collaboration over Chahbahar port raised concerns of Pakistan. In addition, political and
ideological differences also exist between India and Iran. In this backdrop, Pak-Iran
cooperation with China provides strategic hedge against US and gives economic
opportunity and common posture for improving bilateralism. Iran considers China an
important ally because of her diplomatic and economic support to Iran to overcome the
isolationism. In addition, Iran is important state for China because Iran provides leverage
against the US influence in Gulf region.
The formation of triangular relationship is clearly assessed in the combination of three
scenarios, geopolitical matrix of Afghanistan, China’s soft power politics, string of pearls
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and increasing role of Shanghai cooperation organization (SCO). The greater South Asia
(South Asia plus Afghanistan and Iran) is facing socio-political challenges as well as is
passing through the regional developments. All these changing dynamics formed new
alliances and strategies.
The geopolitical matrix of Afghanistan has d iluted into transition after US drawn down
strategy from Afghanistan as well as after shift in Washington’s approach regarding
South Asia. The US- led war in Afghanistan has proven economic burden for US
economy and it has provided free ride for other players. Pakistan-US relations have been
strained after killing of Osama Bin Laden (OBL) on Pakistan’s soil.
Indo-US strategic cooperation emerged after 9/11 developments which also contains
China’s growing influence. There was no sole objective of US- led war against terrorism
rather it belongs to the containment of china’s influence. China looks the presence of the
US military forces as encirclement of China because US already has military bases in
Japan and South Korea. China raised concerns over ISAF and US forces airbases and
perceived it threat for People Republic of China (PRC) and considered it as the US
hegemonic aspirations. The closeness of Afghanistan issue to South Asia politics along
with India’s rise halts China’s geopolitical aspirations. The stability in Afghanistan is
conducive for China’s economic strategy. Similarly, the chaos is Afghanistan has
spillover effect on Pakistan’s security which ultimately halts the China’s massive
investment and CPEC. The stability is profound concern of Center of t he Beijing’s
policy. Indo-Pak rivalry on different fronts in Afghanistan raised security apprehensions.
Iran-US antagonism and anti-US Tehran’s approached led to closeness with China.
The regional China-dominated organization of SCO is the significant part of Triangular
relationship. In addition, Afghanistan also got the membership of SCO and she has
become matter of concern for SCO. The members of SCO have raised distress over the
deteriorated situation in Afghanistan. The solution of the crisis in Afghanistan has been
suggested by SOC on realistic foundations which proclaims of demising extra regional
involvement, active role of neighboring states and resolving the issues on the
understanding of state’s internal dynamics. In this regard, Pakistan and Iran are key
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neighbor players, having potential to resolving the crisis through using their respective
influence.
China is becoming economic player through multi-dimensional and multidirectional
growth. The ‘String of Pearl’ is China’s national grand strategy which encompasses
china’s rise in military modernization, economic boom and diplomatic weight. Thus,
China is evolving international strategies through projection of soft power politics,
extending the influence Afghanistan-Iran and Pakistan as well as contains Washington’s
hegemonic maneuvers. Now the focus of the global politics geopolitical has been shifted
to Asia. In addition, this century is considered Asian rise where China is emerging as
predominant actor.
The regional and international implications of CPEC also favor Pakistan-Iran
bilateralism. The enmity of Iran with the US and her policies against the US hegemony
lead her to more close with major powers Russia and China. The growing influence of
China in Pakistan through CPEC is positive sign for the promotion of Pakistan-Iran’s
relations. China has need of unpreceded flow of oil, gas and raw materials for ensuring
economic rise which requires Sea Lines of Communications (SLOCs) with energy rich
states. Therefore, she is enhancing economic relations with energy rich Iran as well as it
will also ensure access to CARs. All these developments are the opportunities for
promoting trilateral relations among Pakistan, Iran and China.

4.2 Structural Changes at Regional Level
The role of external factors in the bilateral relationship is evident in the different
phases of Pakistan-Iran relationship. In addition, the regional environment is decisive
actor for defining their relationship. The instability in Afghanistan, GWOT and the US
geopolitical ambitions affects Pak-Iran cooperation. Further, Iran’s anti Americanism and
sanctioned economy limits cooperation with Pakistan. It has been achieved major goal of
GWOT after the US drawdown strategy, killing of Osama Bin Laden (OBL), and
elimination of Al-Qaida footprints. The shifts in the US policies regarding Afghanistan
and changing strategies have geopolitical and economic implications for Pakistan and
Iran.
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4.2.1 US Disengagement from Afghanistan
The US drawdown strategy confirms gradual withdrawal of US forces till 2024.
The withdrawal of NATO and US forces generated reconciliation process in Afghanistan
and diverted intention to viable political solution through negotiations. The presence of
US forces in Afghanistan is not in the interest of tristate Pakistan, Iran and China. The
closeness between the three states would enhance after post-exit period of US from
Afghanistan. The US drawdown strategy regarding Afghanistan holds regional
implications and ensures possible cooperation between regional key partners Iran and
Pakistan. As far Pakistan-China geo-political partnership, both are increasing influence in
Afghanistan through providing assistance in reconciliation process. In long turn, PakChina strategic partnership will lead towards cooperation with Iran after adopting
coherent strategy for achieving shared geopolitical goals.
The presence of the US in Afghanistan influences Pakistan-Iran bilateralism as well as
this is hurdle for trustworthy coordination with Iran and affects as an intervening
variable. Iran looks the presence of US as existential security threat due to geographical
proximity with Afghanistan and closer distance of the US military forces to Iran’s
strategic assets. Iran considers it encirclement and security threat. Further, she looks
Pakistan with suspicion due to its closeness with US. Pak-Iran natural intimacy and
closeness would not further develop on the level of cordiality till removing of the US
factor from Afghanistan and Pak-US cordiality.
Historically, Pakistan-Afghanistan relations has remained unease and hostile over
different issues even former assisted Afghanistan economically and strategically
especially during refuges crisis and Soviet-Afghanistan. Further, Pakistan faced
devastated loss from the chaos within Afghanistan after the Afghan war and during
GWOT. The drawdown strategy provides changing discourse of Pakistan’s foreign
relations with Afghanistan. Pakistan’s long term goal in Afghanistan is peace and
stability which is to be ensured by non- interference, developing mutual interest and with
the initiation of Afghan’s government- led talks. Pakistan’s post-2014 strategy must be
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supportive to US and NATO withdrawal as well as the withdrawal will also diminish
grievances and vulnerabilities the people of Afghanistan. 178 Further, Afghanistan is
facing chaos, instability and violence due to internal power sharing proble ms between
Kabul and Taliban. In addition, US-NATO presence halts the situation socio-politically
in terms of rising concerns of people of Afghanistan and makes ground for local warriors
and Taliban for battlefield.
The US-Afghanistan strategic partnership agreement ensures long term relationship
particularly in post-exist period of US drawdown. The agreement concludes for allowing
five more US military bases in Afghanistan. In addition, it will provide strategic
capability to Afghanistan against China-Pakistan strategic partnership. 179 Moreover, it will
allow Afghanistan that her soil would be use against Pakistan and Iran on the basis of
counter terrorism as similar to previously US counterterrorism initiatives during OEF in
Afghanistan. Thus it has greater implications for Pakistan-Iran security. Thus Pakistan
will have to adopt pragmatic approach for enhancing relations with Iran. The policy
should be formulated with considering China’s role that will reduce concerns and counter
further influence of the US.

4.2.2 Dwindling US-Pakistan Relations
Pakistan-US bitterness and their differences have positive implications for
Pakistan’s relations with Iran which already has anti-US aspirations. The US factor plays
as intervening variable in the bilateral relationship. Moreover, Iran always looks
distortedly Pak’s maneuvers with US. It is subject of contentions between both states.
Pak-Iran relations have been strained over Afghanistan issue in terms of supporting to
respective groups and having divergent factions. Pakistan’s tilt remains with US- led
geopolitical interests while Iran remains antagonistic against US police. In addition, PakUS bilateralism is time-tested, motivated by geopolitical and geo-strategic environment.
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The geostrategic compulsions take away Pakistan and take more closeness between India
and the US. The US tilt towards India has been evident during the US-Afghan policy
under President Trump. The US administration showed vital aspiration for joining India’s
efforts regarding trade and export in Afghanistan as well as she announced cosponsorship with India in trade and investment fair in September 2017. 180 Further, the
drawdown strategy also favors Indian geopolitical aspirations in Afghanistan.
The accusations over Pakistan by the US as state’s sponsoring of terrorism and providing
safe heaven to terrorists widened the gap between Pakistan and the US as well as it
showed trust-deficit at large. Pakistan rejected all the accusations and responded
angrily. 181 Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesman Bahram Ghasemi responded with
supporting Pakistan’s stance as well as criticized the US for alleging blames against
Pakistan. The trust-deficit in Pakistan and US will lead towards divergent approaches in
regional affairs.
Historically, Pakistan-US relations never remained consistent or normal rather they
passed through ups and down with the changing regional dynamics. During the cordiality
with US, Pakistan received strategic and economic assistance but not enough what
required in difficult times. During the period of US President Ronald Reagan, US policy
of South Asia was base three objectives, containment of USSR, lessen Indian dependence
over USSR and nuclear non-proliferation in the region. 182 For containing Soviet’s rise,
US developed strategic relationship with Pakistan. After the disintegration of USSR, the
relationship went into decline and the US relations with India improved. Pakistan has
remained strategic partner of US during 1950s, 1980s and after September 11, 2001. But
on the other hand, their relations have remained tense for having divergent outlooks over
regional developments such as after Soviet-Afghan war and Indo-US strategic and
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nuclear partnership. Besides of having strategical cooperation, Pakistan is the most
sanctioned country in the World. 183
After 9/11, strategic relationship between Pakistan and US developed again but their
relations went to declination after killing of Osama Bin Laden (OBL). Meanwhile, the
US dependence on Pakistan in Afghanistan has been shifted to India. Now the US is
working on the withdrawal mechanisms through taking initiatives of peace process by
engaging regional players. Generally, it is assed clearly that Pak-US relationship always
remained worrisome in the periods of absenting security convergences.
In this Backdrop, Pakistan is now maintaining cordial relations with anti- US nations
Russia, China and Iran. She already has developed strategic cordiality with China. On
December 24, 2018 Pakistan’s foreign minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi visited Iran for
strengthening bilateralism. It was the part of government's policy of outreach in the
neighborhood. 184 In addition, the foreign minister also visited Russia and China. The new
regional dynamics of South Asia has led Pakistan towards more closeness with China and
India has established closeness with the US. India is improving geo-economic relations
with Iran. Pakistan-Iran bilateralism would flourish through after adopting pragmatic
approach by Pakistan and Iran as well.

4.2.3 Pakistan-Iran Cooperation over Afghanistan
Pakistan-Iran cooperation over the matters of Afghanistan is positive gesture for
their improving relations. The issue of Afghanistan has been become bone of contention
since long time. However, the changing developments and the initiation of reconciliatio n
process have provided common gesture on the matters of Afghanistan for maintaining
peace and stability. The Change in Tehran’s approach occurred in 2009 which it was
favored talks and diplomacy which provided support for Pakistan’s narrative. 185 Prior to
this, diplomatic measures were arranged with Taliban for curbing chaos and peaceful
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settlement but Iran rejected such diplomatic measures. Such development proved mutual
gestures where Iran helped negotiations with Pak-backed Taliban.
During Soviet-Afghan war, both supported Afghan’s jihad for respective geopolitical
interests. After Soviet’s retreat, both played divergent role and marginalized the situation
for respective interests. Iran’s geopolitical interest was related to giving power to
northern alliance and ethnic-Hazars Tribes in the political process. Iran’s moves
regarding Afghanistan were primarily based on protecting Shiite people. So the situation
in Afghanistan has been manipulated by both countries for their geo-economic and geopolitical ends. 186 Further, the instability and chaos in Afghanistan rose security
apprehensions for both Pakistan and Iran. After 9/11, it was adopted coercive measures
against Taliban which debited more turmoil and Chaos.
Afghanistan is landlocked country that is having more dependence over key neighbors
Pakistan and Iran. The geographical position of Afghanistan connects it boarders between
the two dynamic neighbors. It joins with Pakistan from the eastern side included Kabul
and Iran from western side inclusion of province Herat. Pakistan and Iran are having
cultural and historical leverage in the ethno-religious norms of Afghanistan. In addition,
both states have great leverage and potential that gives power for influencing the matters
in Afghanistan. Further, both states manipulate the events in their geopolitical interest.
The landlocked country is dependent on both states’ ports such as Karachi port and
Bander-Abbas Port. Afghanistan has easily access to use Karachi port through Eastern
territory while access to Iran’s port is convenient through western hemisphere Herat
which is quietly close to Iran.
Both countries have discussed possible seniors of cooperation regarding Afghanistan
turmoil. As far Trump Strategy to Afghanistan, both have agreed for maintaining peace
and stability in Afghanistan through diplomatic measures and negotiation with Taliban.
On 11 September 2017, Khawaja Muhammad Asif, Foreign Minister of Pakistan,
discussed with Iranian President Hassan Rohani for possible cooperation in Afghanistan
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and enhancing bilateralism through improving trade and commerce. 187 The presence of
US-led NATO forces has raised security concerns for Iran and hurdles the role in peace
talks with Taliban. In addition, US-Iran enmity has restricted Iran’s potential role in
Afghanistan that is key regional player.

4.2.4 Divergence in Pak-Iran Relations
Pakistan and Iran are having divergent alliances and policies that are hurdles for
improving bilateralism. The geo-strategic developments in South Asia and Afghanistan
generate structural constraints for both states. All these are related to India’s rise and
China’s emerging role in South Asia. The structural constraints related to India consist
upon her emerging role in South Asian in terms of world’s growing economy, strategic
partnership with the US, her soft power politics in Afghanistan and India-IranAfghanistan tripartite geo-economic partnership.
South Asia has become the center stage of global politics. The post-cold war
developments diluted US intentions to South Asia particularly after nuclear tests by both
states India and Pakistan in 1998. In post-cold era, US developed cordial relations with
India. In 2000, US president Clinton visited India and he neglected to visit Pakistan for
having observations over dictator rule that ousted political government. In this visit, US
signed economic agreements with India for enhancing wide-range institutionalized
cooperation and debited food aid of $170 million in FY 2000. On Kashmir Issue, US
gave three options, respect to line of control (LOC), diplomatic measures for resolution
and avoiding use of force. The options were in favor to India’s aspirations. 188 Further the
US acknowledged India’s regional role. The visit was very important for US policy
regarding South Asia policy and this paved way forward for India centric policy.
US-India partnership is based on geo-economic reasons such as India’s growing economy
and strategic importance of Indian. Further, massive Indian’s elite and skilled people
migrated to US, as compared to Pakistan, who has access in congress administrative
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bodies and eventually they attract policy makers. In the aftermath of 9/11, US developed
strategic relationship with Pakistan on the tactical bases but resorted strategic alliance
with India on wider geo-strategic calculations. US tilt toward India is for countering
China’s rise as well.
On the matters of Afghanistan, India is exaggerating role through using soft powers
politics and collaborating with Kabul for resolving socio-economic and geo-strategic
problems. India’s influential role along with Iran in Afghanistan raises apprehensions of
Pakistan. In addition, Afghanistan also has remained the point of contention between
Pakistan and Iran in Soviet-Afghan war, Taliban rule and after the developments of 9/11
for power sharing mechanism. India has acquired leverage in Afghanistan through using
soft power strategies. Further, she has constructed Farkhor Air base in Tajikistan at
Afghan-Tajik border is the part of hegemonic desires and for containing china’s influence
in Central Asia and Afghanistan.
India’s interests in Afghanistan consist upon geopolitical configurations such as for
reaching Central Asia (CARs) and West Asia. Thus, soft power politics has been used by
India in terms of investing billions of dollars and diplomatic good will gestures. Such
kind of Indo-Afghan bilateralism is geo-economics and geo-political challenge for
Pakistan in terms of adversely affection on her bilateralism with Iran in Afghanistan.
India also has established nexus with Iran in geo-economic area of Chahbahar port
project without considering geographical irritant of Pakistan. India-Iran bilateralism has
been established with the passage of time through using effective diplomatic measures.
In the aftermath of Islamic Revolution in Iran and Soviet-Afghan war led towards
distance between Pakistan and Iran which became opportunity for rival India. The postcold war divergences over Afghan affairs as well as alignment with Taliban faction
widened the gap. In 2003, Iran president Khatami visited India on it National Day as
chief guest and signed strategic partnership. Both have developed economic, political and
military relationship. Further, they agreed for developing regional trade route
International North South corridor which links Mumbai via Chahbahar to Afghanistan
and Central Asia and via Bandar Abbas to Europe. Iran considers India as strong partner
which diminishes its isolation in terms of buyer of oil exports. The Chahbahar gives India
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economic ease for oil and gas imports and access to CARs without dependence over
Pakistan. India has enhanced its role in regional geopolitical affairs through getting
support by US diplomatically and strategically.

4.2.5 Divergence over Afghanistan
The peace process has been initiated by regional and global players for
maintaining peace and stability in Afghanistan. All external players, regardless of
neighboring states Pakistan, Iran and CARs, are having common objective peace and
stability but they are divergent over the nature of peace talks with Taliban. Russia has
arranged many peace talks through involving key players in Afghanistan for gaining
peace and stability. In 2017, Moscow arranged talks on peace in Afghanistan along with
major stakeholders of Afghanistan, China, India, Iran, Pakistan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan. But the US and NATO were not present in
these talks. 189 The US perceived that Moscow is arming Taliban which halts US
geostrategic interests. This shows divergent outlook of Afghanis tan among global
players.

4.3 Convergence and Divergence at Bilateral Level
At state level, Pakistan and Iran have some convergences that ensure
improvement in bilateral relationship. In addition, some issues and challenges exist which
may hurdle for the relationship. Both states have strategic cooperation, having socioeconomic agreements as well as having shared socio-cultural elements. All these factors
are discussed for analyzing future prospects of Pak-Iran relationship.

4.3.1 Strategic Cooperation against Terrorism
Pakistan and Iran has developed strategic cooperation against cross border
terrorism that is constructive measure for improving bilateralism. Both are located in
shared geostrategic environment where security and peace is interlinked with each other.
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Security and survival are the primary interest of any states which is ensured by
diplomatic relations, alliances and maintaining cordiality with neighboring states. Both
sates have common security apparatus in terms of having common security and territorial
vulnerabilities. The regional geopolitics environment, where geography involves for
securing political and security interest has significantly impacted on their bilateralism and
shapes security and strategic perceptions.
As for Iran’s security concerns, these are mainly related to West Asia particularly Persian
Gulf Region and then to northern and eastern side. On the other hand, Pakistan becomes
vulnerable from India’s aggression and then from Afghanistan. Any development in
Persian Gulf or South Asia has great implications for both states. It is due to shared
geostrategic regional contiguity that both states relay on each other. The regional security
complex plays an important role in formation of cordial relations. 190 Historically,
Pakistan and Iran allied with US through strategic pact whereas India adopted nonalignment. Pakistan-Iran alignment with the western bloc was the result of common
orientations and shared security challenge that took both states into partnership. 191
Iran’s behavior towards Persian Gulf and its rivalry with Saudi Arabia has negatives
implications for Pakistan. Similarly, Pak-US closeness undermines Iran’s enthusiasm
with Pakistan. Likewise, Iran-India cooperation has concerns for Pakistan. The change in
geo-strategic environment affects the bilateral relationship. For instance, the period of
post-Islamic revolution and post-cold era brought structural changes which affected both
states relations. After 9/11, the presence of US security forces and Pakistan’s role in
GWOT as a frontline state raised Iran’s concerns. The fall of Taliban regime, the shift in
Pakistan’s approach regarding Afghanistan after 9/11 and US drawdown strategy reshape
geostrategic environment that takes positive directions for the bilateralism. In addition,
Pakistan has adopted a policy of total elimination of extremist elements including Taliban
and militant groups that provides an opportunity for improvement in Pak-Iran
relationship.
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The security issue has become major concern for all states after 9/11.Both have
established strategic relationship against terrorism particularly related to cross border
terrorism. In 2001, both states agreed over the cooperation against terrorism and
established ministerial commission for resolving security issues. The forum provides
intelligence level cooperation against drug smugglers and terrorists that operate in the
frontier region. 192 There are hold meetings regarding security issues at top political and
security level .In December 2018, Pakistan’s speaker of National assembly Assad Qaisar
met with his counterpart Ali Larijan and retreated bilateral measures against terrorism. 193
This kind of strategic convergence is important in changing regional dynamics and
provides an opportunity for multi- lateral cooperation in defense and other strategic areas.
There is exist great potential for cooperation in the field of defense due to Pak istan has
developed industry of small and light weapons. Such kind of bilateralism will help Iran’s
industry.

4.3.2 Emerging Geo-Political Convergence
The changing dynamics of South Asia highlight emerging convergences between
Pakistan and Iran such as Iran’s ambitions for joining CPEC as well as Iran’s offer for
providing assistance for completing gas pipe line project (IP). In changing regional
political scenario, Pakistan cannot develop economy and stability without establishing
relations with Iran. Pakistan and Iran are bound in historical and cultural intimacy and
both are located geo-strategic close and shared environment. The geopolitical interests
compel both states for mutual coordination.

4.3.2.1 CPEC and Iran’s Ambitions
Pakistan is establishing pilot project with China, known as CPEC, that has great
regional implications as well as it would enhance commerce and trade with Iran. In the
world of globalization and regionalism, CPEC provides an economic opportunity for
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regional countries for creating geo-economic hub for trade and commerce. Iran
comprising great geostrategic importance in terms of having India Sea and Caspian sea
and proximity to strait of Hurmuz. She is the second largest country in Middle East and
located between Eurasia and West Asia. Iran is developing Chahbahar port with India’s
help and this bilateralism has been shown negatively in Pakistan. Iran has showed
inclination towards CPEC which has great implications for both states. Iran’s cooperation
over CPEC will provide opportunity to china for sharing IPI project. The envoy of Iran
Mehdi Honardoust said, “Iran is desirous of participating in CPEC which is one of the
greatest projects in the history of the region.” 194 Further, Iran’s perception regarding two
ports is related to cooperative mechanism and it is said that Chahbahar and Gwadar port
are sister ports and both are complimentary not conflictual. This perception removes
Pakistan’s rising concerns over Chahbahar. The rhetoric has enhanced the geostrategic
importance of CPEC especially when it will be joined by Iran.
Gwadar port is warm water, deep sea port located in the province Baluchistan, the largest
territorial province of Pakistan. The Gwadar or Makrain coast is famous for its rich
geographical location as well as its holding largest coastline. It is located at the apex of
Arabian Sea, near strategic important transit point ‘Strait of Hurmuz’ and connects to
Karachi about 630 km , 75 km away from Iran’s border as well as 450km from world’s
sea-oil transit route in Persian Gulf. Historically it was the under the suzerainty of Oman
since 1783 and it was purchased by the government of Pakistan on 8 December, 1958 at
the cost of US $3million. 195 It was underdeveloped and used for fishing purposes by
locals until launching the developments projects for the port. It was integrated into
Baluchistan province on 1 July 1977 by government of Pakistan. 196
Later on, Government of Pakistan (GoP) decided to make it for commercial and
economic purposes and launched plan for the development of the port. Moreover, GoP
initiated a plan to interlinked Gwadar with other parts of the country through roads and
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railways in 1993. The GoP officially started construction of port on 22nd March 2002
with the help of China. The construction plan carried out into two phase, one of them
inclusion of three multiple ship berths and other included nine additional birth. The port’s
total construction plans for fully operational as well its connection to other parts of the
country is costly about to US $46 billion and now it valued to $62 billion.
Gwadar port has potential to enhance regional connectivity by providing sea line to
landlocked and energy rich central Asian states. These states have not access to warm
water and could not transfer their mineral to the World. The port would provide a
connectivity to these state as well enable them to interact international market through
Gwadar port. The port also gives access China to Middle Eastern and provides shortest
way for reaching energy rich states. In addition, China is working for enhancing trade
relations with the Middles Eastern states. In this regard, she requires consistently in flow
of energy and oil from energy-rich Middle East.
The geostrategic significance of Gwadar port provides chance to the states of other
regions for enhancing trade through using this port. The problematic and conflict oriented
regions of the world such as Middle East and South Asia would be stable through
realizing the full potential of regional connectivity opportunity. As Liberalist paradigm
believes that conflicts and chaos among the states would be resolved by the promotion of
trade and commerce among them. The commerce activity holds mutual benefits and
rationality rejects the disruption of such of beneficial activity. The pro cedure leads
towards peace.
After 9/11 events, the changes emerged at international levels as well as terrorism arose
as global threat to peace and security. The subsequent changes in Middle Eastern politics
such as Syrian crisis as well as Yemen crisis affected US hegemonic interests in the
region. China, being a competitor of US economy, challenges the US polices regarding
Middle East along with Russia and possesses multi polarity. The developments in Middle
East have divided major powers and new alliances have been seen.
CPEC holds substantial importance in global affairs. The dream of China for economic
rise and becoming regional hegemon in South Asia could not be fulfilled unless the
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successful completion of CPEC. China’s position would be strong after the
operationalization of Gwadar port due to its preservation of china’s economic and
strategic interests. The drawdown strategy of the US provides a chance for China to
flourish her influence in Afghanistan. China-Russia emerging ties will pose great
challenge to the US hegemony particular after the completion of CPEC.
CPEC is economic oriented and geo-strategic significant project for both Pakistan and
China and having impacts on international level. It will enhance china’s activism and her
influence in south Asia especially in Arabian Sea, Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean. The
emerging super power china is on the grand strategy “strings of pearls” and is escalating
naval activities which are counterweight for rival India. The Gwadar port development is
carried out on the basis of modern construction as well as it is consisted upon
development of Baluchistan’s infrastructure, constructing roads and railways to interlink
with other parts of Pakistan, through Kashgar border, to China. A long railway route of
4000km would be constructed from Gwadar to Kasghar for reaching china through the
province of Xinjang. The Gwadar port is alternative transit route for Chain’s energy thirst
and provides shortest and safe supply line. China uses long distance for oil transportation
from Persian Gulf to Beijing and oil exports reach China via Strait of Malacca. It takes
long time, heavy duties and costs. China can overcome security through using CPEC in
terms avoiding problems in South China Sea. It will give protection fro m any aggression
of India because of her influence in Indian and Arabian seas.
At regional level, CPEC provides connectivity among regional states for trade and
commerce. It enhanced China’s influence and enables leverages to penetrate other states.
CPEC is part OBR initiative which serves China’s geo-economic interest. The regional
significance of the project limits India’s hegemonic aspirations and exaggerates her
bilateralism with Iran over Chahbahar port. In terms of geostrategic and economic
advantages, both Chahbahar and Gwadar port are competitive due to geographical
proximity and similar conditions.
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4.3.2.2 Peace Pipe Line or IP Project
Economic interdependence and trade relations are key indicators for analyzing
state’s relations to other. The economic relations between Pakistan and Iran are very low.
In 2014, the trade volume was $229 million which is lowest level in this
decade.197 Further, Pakistan is facing huge energy crisis and shortage of gas and electricity
which would be overcome through developing energy linkages. The analysis of
Pakistan’s energy consumption shows that 49.5% of needs are met through natural gas. 198
Therefore, it is significant source and Pakistan’s life line. Energy is necessary for
strategic purposes and economic wellbeing as well. The demand of energy has been
raised in the era of globalization. Thus energy will become biggest challenge for any state
in next century. Pakistan’s energy sector is weak and poorly managed despite economic
growth with raising the demand. 199 Similarly Pakistan is also facing great shortfall in
electricity which affects industrial sector.
The IP is essential for fulfilling the energy demands of Pakistan as well as it would
improve the bilateral relations. The project is not only energy based rather it also holds
sociopolitical benefits. After aligning of IP with CPEC, it will provide energy
connectivity to China and having potential for reaching India as well. Thus the project is
called peace project which will connect different regions through energy transformation.
The economic interdependence will usher peace and prosperity between both states.
Pakistan can complete this project by using pragmatism in decisions. However, internal
stability and determination will require for the practicality of the project.

4.3.2.3 Peace Process in Afghanistan
The Afghan’s factor has remained bone of contentions between Pakistan and Iran.
But after 9/11 common gestures emerged in Afghanistan that brought two states close to
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each other. Afghanistan became flash point of major powers after US intervention in
2001. Due to the complexities of different issues in Afghanistan in terms volatile
situation, stability is far away from the dream particularly after the withdrawal of USSR
in 1990. Afghanistan is facing security and stability challenges due to involvement of
external major powers. The instability in Afghanistan is great economic, political and
security challenge for Pakistan which has 2600 kilometers long border with Afghanistan
and Iran as well. Pakistan has to face different kinds of problems from the unstable
Afghanistan in terms of weapons and drugs smuggling, border management crisis as well
as facing security problems due to having long porous border. In addition, peace and
stability in Afghanistan is the common objective for Pakistan and Iran.
Historically, the peace and stability process in Afghanistan has bee n started since 9/11
but the complexities of the issues are great hurdle for achieving the goal. Due to different
wars in Afghanistan, Instability and chaos has ushered in Afghan’s society as well as
infrastructure has ruined. The chaotic society has created vacuum of power that led
towards the influence of major powers in the affairs of Afghanistan for their geopolitica l
ends. After 9/11, India, being an emerging player in international politics, filled the
power vacuum and enhanced influence by using soft power strategies such as providing
assistance to new born government in the field of economic for the development of
infrastructure as well as abetted aid for developing different projects in energy and
technological fields. In the field of education, India started a project, named knowledge
corridor, with the government of Afghanistan which included students exchange
programs and giving aid for educational developments. The Indianan factor in
Afghanistan is geopolitical and strategic concern for Pakistan.
In the changing dynamics of South Asia, Pakistan has to counter Indian’s threat from its
two borders, such as, eastern boarder that links to India as we ll as western border which
links to Afghanistan. Indian moves in Afghanistan are totally based on geopolitical ends
threatening to Pakistan’s vital interests. She wants to access energy rich CARs through
enhancing influence in Afghanistan. She is developing Chahbahar port with help of Iran
to provide access warm waters to landlocked countries Afghanistan and CARs. In
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addition, Indian intelligence agency is working in Afghanistan and has opened office in
Kandar and Galabad near Pakistan’s border.

4.3.2.4 Pak-Iran Cooperation over Afghanistan
The Afghan crisis is the foremost challenge for strengthening Pakistan-Iran
bilateralism as well as their relationship has remained hostile due to divergent approaches
in Afghan affairs. In the changing regional scenarios, US drawdown strategy put forward
new developments regarding Afghanistan such as in terms of rise of new actors for
geopolitical dominance. In addition, peace and stability is common interest for both
states. There were hold number of peace talks along with Taliban forces by the key
regional players Pakistan and Iran but these were failed due to lack of consensus between
regional players as well as having divergent geopolitical interests. After Taliban downfall
and establishment of US- led government in Kabul, Iran imitated socio-economic projects
and assisted new government. In 2011, Iran and Afghanistan agreed on energy
transformation and ultimately Afghanistan became the fourth largest partners with having
energy exports of US$2 billion. 200 Given to economic and political aspiration, it shows
Iran’s strategic interest in future. It will lead towards the cooperation with regional and
extra regional players. The peace process is prerequisite for achieving geopolitical and
economic interests.
Iran supported Pakistan during cold war period for countering Soviet influence as well as
its foreign policy goal consisted upon containing communism through engaging South
Asian states. The Afghan crisis generated different geopolitical and strategic outlook
which resulted tense relationship. The fall of Taliban regime provided cooperative
environment where both states came closer due to common interest of peace and stability.
The security situation in Afghanistan affects Pakistan and Iran. Therefore, both countries
have established consensus over Afghanistan deteriorated situation. Both have signed
Joint Declaration on directions of bilateral cooperation in January 2009. 201
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The US- led war in Afghanistan ousted Taliban from power but still non-state militants
and pro-Taliban’s insurgent groups are active for restoring power. The power vacuum in
Afghanistan has led towards massive extra regional involvement in fragile country that
has generated complicated poster. The economic oriented discourse of China allows
influential role in Afghanistan which restrains Indo-US hegemonic moves. After
initiating mega economic project CPEC, role of China has been emerged at devastating
level for Indo-US strategic interests. Now, Pak-US strategic cooperation is minimizing
and replacing by all-weather friend china. Pakistan’s Indo-centric foreign policy
discourse and US-India rising cooperation promote new alliances. The Sino-Pakistan
ambitions in Afghanistan consists upon the enhancement of soft politics for reaching
energy rich CARs. China is expanding the influence in South Asia by using proeconomic agendas. Further, she is enhancing role in Afghanistan through Pakistan and
poising challenge for the US hegemonic interest in Afghanistan and across the region.
History of Pakistan-Iran relations shows that both countries remained closed in prerevolution era. After the Islamic Revolution, external factors such as cold-war and postcold politics influenced their relationship. Afghanistan remains bone of contention for
both states and volatile situation in Afghanistan creates security problems and generates
cross-border terrorism that affects Pakistan-Iran natural affinity. However, post-9/11
developments generated different picture of world and took change in Afghanistan. The
recent developments in Afghanistan such as US-led peace talks with Taliban and the role
of Pakistan have implications for the both states Pakistan and Iran. China emerging role
in the politics of South Asia can create closeness tri- lateral closeness among Pakistan,
Iran and China.
Pakistan-Iran relationship is based upon primarily external and internal factors. Both are
close on the basis of shared history, culture and religion. The changing regional dynamics
and emerging new trends in South Asia have positive implications for Pakistan-Iran
relations. For instances, China’s emerging role in South Asia, Indo-US strategic nexus
,China closeness with Iran and peace-process in Afghanistan is developing closeness
between Pakistan and Iran. Moreover, convergences of interests between Pakistan and
Iran develop trust-worthy relationship. Similarly, Iran’s generously support to Pakistan
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on Kashmir issue and common interests in Afghanistan are the factors that take more
closeness between both states.
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CONCLUSION
Pakistan’s relations with Iran primarily reflect the condition of extensive complex
interdependence. The situation characteristically represents complex interdependence as
seen from the vital importance of the multiple channels of contact between the two
countries, absence of a hierarchy of issues with changing agendas and the minor role of
military force as policy instrument. The inherent strategic tensions in the bilateral
relations as discussed in the chapters represent the existence of realist dynamics; but the
realist dynamics do not dominate Pakistan’s relations with Iran. Pakistan and Iran are
natural allies on the basis of cultural and historical linkages. Their relationship is deeprooted, based on socio-cultural and ideological factors. Both states are having complex
interdependence in their relations. They interact by using formal and informal channels
such as state to states interactions through economic, political and security channels as
well as informal channels such as interaction of the people of both states through sociocultural linkages. People of both states consider very closer to each other. Moreover, both
states experienced a geopolitical and strategic environment and they have never involved
in any territorial conflict. Persian language has greater impact on Urdu as well as it has
influenced the poetic tradition of sub-continent. Prior to independence of Pakistan,
Persian language remained official language under the Mughal emperors and the frontier
region was a common place. The region Baluchistan was expanded into Iran and people
of that region were free to move into the country.
The interests of both states are interdependent. Interdependence has been defined “when
there are reciprocal [though not necessarily symmetrical] effects among countries among
actors in different countries.” 202 In the beginning, both came closer and formed strategic
relationship. The regional developments, in terms of cold-war politics in South Asia and
shared security challenges, led them into security interdependence for containing
communism and countering sociopolitical and security challenges. They joined strategic
pact of CENTO (1955-1979) with the US. In addition, they also formed an organizational
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body of ECO for enhancing economic regionalism. Both states remained in cordial
relationship and enjoyed multi- dimensional relationship in first phase of 1947-1979.
The first phase of cordiality (1947-1979) changed towards limited cooperation after
regional developments. For instances, Islamic Revolution of Iran occurred in 1979 and
Soviet-Afghan war erupted. The structural changes and geopolitical developments at
both, regional and state level influenced bilateral relationship. For instances, SovietAfghan war (1979-1989), divergent policies in common neighbor Afghanistan, Afghan’s
crisis and Taliban’s factor are the major regional developments that influenced relations
between Pakistan and Iran. In addition, their relations became highly tense during Taliban
rule in Afghanistan due to divergent outlooks on the matters of Afghanistan’s politics.
However, the fall of Taliban regime, after 9/11, generated convergent landscape and
common positions which led them both states closer on the basis of common objective.
Further, both realized that instability and turmoil in Afghanistan was not in the interest of
both states.
The event of 9/11 brought about regional and international changes that raised challenges
for improving bilateral relations. The rise of terrorism, GWOT and Pakistan’s frontline
role in GWOT raised concerns for Iran. She looked Pakistan-US bilateralism
suspiciously. Similarly, Iran’s anti-US posture and rivalry between Saudi Arabia and Iran
limits her role for further coordination with Pakistan. After the 9/11, the US enhanced
role in global politics on the agenda of countering the challenge of international terrorism
as well as emerged as predominant power at international level. Further, the shift in
international affairs in terms of New World Order (NWO) by Bush administration
influenced Pakistan-Iran relationship. It started new war in the Pakistan’s neighborhood
Afghanistan that raised Iran’s security concerns. Pakistan decided to join US-led war that
made suspicions for Iran.
Moreover, US invasion of Afghanistan generated socio-political problems which
provided ground for major powers in Afghanistan’s affairs. At regional level, the security
of South Asia was affected by the turmoil in Afghanistan particularly after 9/11. The
changing dynamics of South Asia complicated the situation. For instance, Indo-US
strategic partnership and Pak-US socio-economic bilateralism reshaped the regional
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politics. In addition, Indo-Iran and Indo-Afghanistan emerging ties possess serious
challenges for Pakistan.

In addition, both experience irritants at state level that are

hurdles for close relationship such as terrorism and instability, cross border terrorism and
sectarianism influence the bilateral relationship.
Despite of issues and challenges, both states have opportunities at state, regional and
global level and relations can be developed after realization of full potential of
opportunities. By taking the advantages opportunities, bilateralism and mutual
enthusiasm would be enhanced after undermining challenges and issues between both
states. Pakistan- Iran relations are characterized by number of common factors such as
shared history and culture, common religion, geographical proximity as well as the
people of both states consider closeness with each other. In addition, structural
developments also favor common interest. Both states have common friend and have
developed socio-economic relations with China. Further, China’s rising influence in
South Asia and Middle East by using soft-power politics ensure possible cooperation
among three states on common objectives and will prospectively shape triangular
relationship among China, Pakistan and Iran as well. In addition, the recent developments
in Afghanistan, in terms of the US withdrawal strategy from Afghanistan and PakistanIran supportive role in peace talks, has created positivity and common objective that are
important for improving cordiality between both states. Further, both have signed socioeconomic bilateral agreements that are important for improving bilateral relation after
taking full advantages of these agreements. Pakistan and Iran have balance approach in
establishing relations with other rival states. For instances, Pakistan adopts balance
approach in maintaining relations with Saudi Arabia. Similarly, Iran supports Pakistan
over the issue of Kashmir and adopts balance approach in navigating relations with India.
The futuristic prospects of the relations between both states can be assessed on the basis
of understanding challenges and opportunities. The challenges and opportunities explain
convergences and divergences at state, regional and international level between both
states. The structural convergences will ensure prospectively cooperation. For instances,
removal of external constraints such as common positions in Afghan’s affairs after US
drawdown, OBOR initiatives and CPEC, China’s increasing role in region as well as
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Iran-China ties give convergent posture for Pak-Iran cooperation in futuristic outlook. In
addition, some scenarios determine structural constraints which hinder further
bilateralism. For instance, Indo-Iran strategic and economic convergence, Pak-US
potential cordiality, Pak-Saudi strategic and economic cooperation, Indo-IranAfghanistan tripartite geo-economic agreements are the divergent factors that show
conflictual or contested outlook for Pak-Iran bilateralism.

Findings


Pakistan and Iran have complex interdependence on the basis of historical
linkages and socio-cultural bonds. The relationship has passed through ups and
downs in the course of historical evolution. Both were strategic partners in prerevolution era but afterwards they could not maintain cordiality.



Since 9/11, both are facing mixed kind of interaction that is based on cooperation
and competition. For having interdependent geo-strategic environment, both
states’ interests are aligned. The existing challenges in Pakistan and Iran relations
include structural constraints, divergent alliances and different domestic political
systems. For instance, Pak-Saudi cordiality, Iran and India strategic and economic
partnership, anti-Americanism rhetoric in the foreign policy of Iran, and liberal
and pro-US polices of Pakistan are hurdles for development of cordial relations.



The opportunities also exit for improving bilateral relations in spite of having
challenges and issues. Pakistan and Iran are having complex interdependence on
the basis of shared history and socio-cultural linkages. Further, they are close on
the basis of shared geostrategic environment, common religion and cordial
interaction with common partner China. Moreover, both have never involved any
territorial dispute and conflict. Therefore, they have great potential for the
establishment of multidimensional relationship by realizing the full potential of
opportunities through undermining intervening elements and issues.



The future prospects are dependent over the changing dynamics of global and
regional environment. Some scenarios ensure cooperation and coordination such
as Pak-Iran developing relations with China, emerging cooperation over
Afghanistan especially after the US drawdown strategy. However, structural
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constraints also exist which are hurdle for prospectively cooperation such as IranIndo nexus, Indo-Afghanistan-Iran tripartite agreement and Pak-Saudi strategic
partnership.

Recommendations


Pakistan should adopt pragmatic approach in dealing with structural constraints
for securing mutual benefits. The coherent and effective policy is the more
important prerequisite for overcoming challenges, annoying external pressures
and promoting economic relations with Iran.



Pakistan’s domestic stability is major concerns for developing good relations with
Iran. Therefore, political stability, curtailing militancy and sectarianism and total
elimination of cross border terrorism are necessary for the promotion of cordial
relations.



Pakistan must use all diplomatic tools for promoting economic engagement with
Iran. In this regard, Pakistan must take help from China and Russia. Pakistan
should maintain economic trade with Iran through barter trade as adopted by
European countries with Iran.



Pakistan should adopt comprehensive balanced approach between Saudi Arabia
and Iran. In this regard, Pakistan must go forward to promote energy relations
with Iran.



Having mega project of CPEC, Pakistan must engage neighboring countries
Afghanistan and Iran, for containing the role of India. Pakistan should engage Iran
and Saudi Arabia over geo-economic and security issues for resolving disputes.
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Appendices
Appendix-A: Gwadar vs Chahbahar

Source: http://southasiajournal.net/irans-offer-to-pakistan-to-join-chabahar-reflects- itstrust-deficit-with- india
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Appendix-B: Gwadar Port

Source:http://southasiajournal.net/irans-chabahar-port- is-where-asian-and-middleeastern-rivalries-collide/.
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Appendix-C: China’s String of Pearl

Source:

https://www.indiatimes.com/news/india/here- is-all- you-should-know-about-

string-of-pearls-china-s-policy-to-encircle- india-324315.html.

